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ABSTRACT
This thesis assesses the economic, social and political consequences of the
transportation of convicts to Western Australia from 1850 onward. The work
examines firstly the initial trouble-free ‘bedding in’ process during the first five
years. Matters then changed with the passing of the ‘Penal Servitude Act’ at
Westminster in 1853. From mid 1854 onward a more serious criminal ‘type’ was
loaded aboard the transports to Western Australia.
With the potential for social disaster, and to tighten the fiscal management of the
colony, the authoritarian Dr John Hampton was appointed Governor in 1862.
Despite popular perceptions, Hampton proved to be a capable administrator.
Although he was blamed for many of the perceived ills of the convict system he
transformed the fortunes of the colony, economically and politically.
While much has been handed down about the severity and iniquities of the
convict system, much has been falsely mythologized. The Western Australian period
of convict transportation from Great Britain was the end phase in a penal
methodology that had started with the first transportation act in 1597. It
metamorphosed from one of extreme cruelty in its earliest phases in the 17th century
to one with rehabilitation rather than retribution as its central tenet during its
Western Australian phase.
This thesis argues that the new environment played a considerable role in
modification of attitudes and behaviour among the convicts, even among the
formerly most intransigent. Though a penal colony, Western Australia remained,
overall, a law-abiding society during the period. The relatively small free population
against the relatively large residue of former convicts, however, was perceived as a
limiting imbalance by conservative, ‘responsible’ citizenry and served to delay the
granting of self-governing status until 1889. Yet overall the convict experience in
Western Australia proved to be, economically and socially, a positive and
progressive phase for both the free and bond elements within that struggling
embryo society.
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Introduction
The Convict Era in Western Australia: Its Economic, Social and
Political Consequences

While an appreciable amount of literature has been produced on the convict systems
of New South Wales and Tasmania, there remains no detailed, comprehensive
analysis of the Western Australian convict period. In fact, of the major studies of the
convict period in Australia, L.L. Robson’s The Convict Settlers to Australia (1965)
excluded Western Australia’s convicts altogether, A.G.L. Shaw’s Convicts and the
Colonies (1966) mentioned them only as a postscript, Robert Hughes’ The Fatal
Shore (1987) gave only seven pages out of 603 to Western Australia and J.B. Hirst,
in his Convict Society and its Enemies (1983), a contrasting view to the Robert
Hughes expositions of evils and iniquities, made no comment at all. 1 Nevertheless, it
is Hirst’s work on the New South Wales convict system, in particular, which most
effectively describes many similarities to the later Western Australian system.
However, major contrasts will also be recognized. With the passing of time and the
evolution of new penal philosophies in the intervening years a more benign and
enlightened convict administration was practiced within Western Australian during
the 1850s and 1860s.
1

L.L. Robson (1965), The Convict Settlers to Australia, Melbourne, Melbourne University Press; A.G.L.
Shaw (1977), Convicts and the Colonies: A Study of penal transportation from Great Britain & Ireland
to Australia and other parts of the British Empire, London, Faber & Faber; Robert Hughes (1987) The
Fatal Shore: A History of the Transportation of Convicts to Australia, 1787-1868, London,
Collins-Harvill; J.B. Hirst (1983), Convict Society and its Enemies, Sydney, George Allen and Unwin.

8
Hirst emphasizes that although the convict and ex-convict communities in New
South Wales had little social standing, the continuing chronic labour shortages
within the developing colony gave them considerable economic capital and therefore
substantial influence. It was a pattern emphasized too by Michael Sturma, Babette
Smith and Stephen Nicholas in their studies on the legacy of the convict era in New
South Wales.

2

Michael Cannon, in the first of his trilogy of works on Australia in

the Victorian age, Who’s Master, Who’s Man?, makes a similar point. 3 Other social
commentators similarly argue that this phenomenon - labour capital - is the core
source of Australia’s relative egalitarianism to this day. Employers, although of a
different education and social class, were obliged to treat their workers with
consideration in the infant days of the new country, even though a residue of class
division transported from Great Britain remained intact. That this cultural division
was considerably modified in the Australian workplace had its wellspring in the
need for economic survival among the landowner and business ‘classes’. The
Western Australian environment proved no exception.

The assignment system had ended in Van Diemen’s Land by 1842 and forms of
probation were then used until 1853, influential forerunners to the formulation of
effective ticket-of-leave arrangements subsequently adopted in Western Australia.
Ian Brand’s The Convict Probation System: Van Diemen’s Land, 1839-1854 (1990)

2

Michael Sturma (1983), Vice in a Vicious Society: Crime and Convicts in mid-nineteenth New South
Wales, St Lucia, Brisbane, University of Queensland Press; Babette Smith (2008), Australia’s Birthstain:
The Startling Legacy of the Convict Era, Crow’s Nest, New South Wales, Allen and Unwin; Stephen
Nicholas (1988), Convict Workers: re-interpreting Australia’s past, Cambridge, England, Cambridge
University Press.
3
Michael Cannon (1971), Who’s Master, Who’s Man, Melbourne, Nelson.

9
and the undated, Port Arthur, 1830-1877 give useful facts and background, as does
Hamish Maxwell-Stewart’s, Closing Hell’s Gates, the death of a convict station (2008)
and his Chain Letters, narrating convict lives (2001), written in conjunction with
Lucy Frost. Maggie Weidenhofer’s Port Arthur: A Place of Misery (1981) and John
Clay’s invaluable Maconochie Experiment: how one man’s extraordinary vision saved
transported convicts from degradation and despair (2001) proved useful reading for
an understanding of the evolution of convict administration from within the early
New South Wales environment, on through the Van Diemen’s Land experience and
finally to Western Australia from 1850 onward. Alison Alexander’s Tasmanian
Convicts: How Felons Built a Free Society also describes the relative success of the
majority of ex-convicts translated into the Australian environment. 4

As for works specifically on Western Australia, W.B. Kimberly’s A History of
Western Australia (1897) concentrated almost exclusively on the transportation
period itself (1850-68), as did J.S. Battye in his Cyclopedia of Western Australia
(1912-13).

5

Jennie Carter emphasized the disparity of views between the two

authors in her perceptive 1981 article, ‘Two Historians and Convictism: W.B.

4

Ian Brand (1990), The Convict Probation System: Van Diemen’s Land 1839-1854; Hobart, Blubberhead
Press; Ian Brand (undated), Port Arthur, 1830-1877, Launceston, Regal Publications; Hamish MaxwellStewart (2008), Closing Hell’s Gates: the death of a convict station, Crow’s Nest, Allen & Unwin;
Hamish Maxwell-Stewart and Lucy Frost (2001), Chain Letters: Narrating Convict Lives, Melbourne,
Melbourne University Press; Maggie Weidenhofer (1981), Port Arthur: A Place of Misery, Melbourne,
Oxford University Press; John Clay (2001), Maconochie Experiment: how one man’s extraordinary
vision saved transported convicts from degradation and despair, London, John Blair Ltd.; Alison
Alexander (2010), Tasmanian Convicts: How Felons Built a Free Society, Crows Nest, Allen & Unwin.
5
W.B. Kimberly (1897), History of Western Australia: A Narrative of her Past Together with Biographies
of Her Leading Men, Melbourne, F.W. Niven; J.S. Battye (1912), The Cyclopedia of Western Australia,
Perth, Cyclopedia Company; (1978 facsimile edition) Western Australia: A History From Its Discovery
to the Inauguration of the Commonwealth, Nedlands, University of Western Australia Press.

10
Kimberly and J.S. Battye’ 6 Carter comments that Kimberly was of the opinion that
though many convicts were reformed the system was not reformatory, and the
absence of crime had more to do with a lack of opportunity. On the other hand,
Battye ‘contends that the convict system’s underlying principle was remedial – to
reform the prisoner and to offer him every inducement to once more become a
respected member of society.’ 7

Both authors, however, acknowledged the benefits to Western Australia of the
convict period, although for Battye the ‘stain’ lingered on. Kimberly was of the view
that the free population remained relatively unaffected by it, although maintaining
there was a deep social gulf between free and bond. It was a point emphasized by
Bob Reece in ‘Writing About Convicts in Western Australia’ when he suggested
that the elite class kept a divisive tradition alive to serve its hegemonic interests.

8

That view is open to question. The evidence given by the Burges brothers of the
property, Tipperary, six miles north of York, at the 1861 Select Committee on
Transportation examining transportation to Western Australia, would suggest that
many of the free property-owning settlers paid respect and deference to their ticketof-leave employees, regarding them as valuable assets in the survival and
promulgation of their enterprises - and treated them accordingly. 9

6

Jennie Carter (1981), ‘Two Historians and Convictism: W.B. Kimberly and J.S. Battye’, in C.T. Stannage,
(ed.), Convictism in Western Australia, Nedlands, University of Western Australia Press, pp. 68-69.
7
Carter, ‘Two Historians and Convictism’, p. 69.
8
Bob Reece (2006), ‘Writing About Convicts in Western Australia’ in J. Sheriff & A. Brake (eds),
Building a Colony, the Convict Legacy, , Crawley, UWA Press.
9
British Parliamentary Papers, Crime and Punishment, Transportation, Volume 3, Sessions, 1837 to 1861
(1971), Dublin, Irish University Press – section on report of 1861 Select Committee on Transportation
examining transportation to Western Australia, pp. 577.

11
C.T. Stannage in his The People of Perth paints a picture of a dissolute, ‘besotted
community as the ex-convicts drank their problems away … others turned to crime,
both petty and great.’

10

He wrote that between 1850 and 1860, 40% of the cases

heard before the Court of Quarter Sessions involved convicts and ex-convicts as
defendants. This rose to 72% of cases heard by the Supreme Court between 1861
and 1870. What is not mentioned are the actual numbers arraigned before the
courts, relative to the total convict population in the state. They were, in fact, quite
minimal, as is attested by an examination of the statistics. In the 1868 Blue Book
returns for Western Australia, only 17 convictions were recorded in the Supreme
Court. No free man received a conviction; nine expirees, five conditional pardon
men, two ticket-of-leave holders and one escapee from prison did receive
convictions. In their 2006 publication May It Please Your Honour, Bolton and Byrne
quoted a comment from the Perth Gazette: ‘… although a convict colony we have
seldom an offence committed of sufficient importance to call for notice …’ This was
reinforced by Chief Justice Burt when he remarked to Governor Hampton in 1864
that ‘our community is small, and forensic business is very limited.’ 11

On the other hand, to that point in time there had been a total of 2,977
convictions in the courts of petty sessions recorded against expirees, conditional
pardon and ticket-of-leave men (a rate of 94.3% against those still held on the
government ‘charge’).

10

12

By far the greatest category of conviction was for

C.T. Stannage, (1979), The People of Perth, Perth, Perth City Council, p. 98.
G. Bolton & G. Byrne (2006), May It Please Your Honour, Perth, The Supreme Court of Western
Australia, p. 40.
12
Resident Magistrates’ Records, various, series 1600, J.S. Battye Historical Library, Perth.
11

12
drunkenness – 1,391 (46.7% of convictions). The next most serious transgression
was for breach of ticket-of-leave regulations – 96 cases (2.6%). The rate of petty
crime could be considered alarming, but it is remarkable that the rate of violent
crime among those transported after 1854 did not generally translate into their
subsequent lives as ticket-of-leave holders or ex-convicts after arrival in the colony.
It had proven to be similarly so in earlier New South Wales. John Hirst comments
on this in his ‘Convict Society’ chapter in Sense and Nonsense in Australian History.
He wrote: ‘Whatever their reputation for slovenliness and drunkenness, the settlers
were part of the settled interest of the country; they were [now] masters of servants
and suppliers of grain.’

13

In Western Australia the former convicts, despite a

relatively high rate of dissolute behavior, were also melding into the economic
community. Only 7% of the 9,500 convicts sent to Western Australia between 1850
and 1868, most often for serious crimes committed in Britain and Ireland, ever
sufficiently offended again in the Swan River Colony to require a return to
Fremantle Prison and further secondary punishments. 14

Alexandra Hasluck’s 1959 Unwilling Emigrants: A Study of the Convict Period in
Western Australia, although using the letters of convict William Sykes’ wife Myra as
the centre piece of the work, did include a brief discussion on the society and penal
system from which Sykes came. 15 C. Gertzel’s University of Western Australia 1949
Honours thesis gives a useful coverage of the mechanics of the convict system within

13

John Hirst (2009), Sense and Nonsense in Australian History, Melbourne, Black Inc. Agenda, p. 111.
Fremantle Prison website – convict data base.
15
A. Hasluck (1959), Unwilling Emigrants: A Study of the Convict Period in Western Australia,
Melbourne, Oxford University Press.
14

13
Western Australia, as does Martin Carroll’s study of the sojourn in the colony of
Fenian convict John Boyle O’Reilly. 16

Frank Crowley’s contention in his Australia’s Western Third was that the convict
system brought many benefits but the downside was the shame and ignomy, the
solitary confinements, the floggings, the humiliations and injustices and the great
degradation of work in the chain gangs.

17

Crowley followed the course of many

commentators on the convict system; he concentrated on the harshness and
iniquities rather than the manifold positive aspects. As is statistically attested, the
vast majority of the 9,500 convicts transported to Western Australia between 1850
and 1868 never seriously offended again. The system rewarded good behaviour and
in the new environment gave every incentive to become contributing citizens in the
infant society. Indeed, historians make little comment on the efficacy of the system
as a conduit to reformation from what had been formerly disaffected and wasted
lives back in Great Britain. Yet, as evidenced in the 1861 British Parliament’s Select
Committee Enquiry into the convict transportation system, the successful infusion
of the transportees into Western Australian society was the single most important
factor in having the system continued, despite strong opinion within the British
Parliament that there should be a cessation of the system. 18

16

C. Gertzel (1949), ‘The Convict System in Western Australia, 1850-1870’, Crawley, Honours thesis,
University of Western Australia; M. Carroll (1954), ‘Behind the Lighthouse: A Study of the
Australian Sojourn of John Boyle O’Reilly’, PhD thesis, University of Iowa.
17
F.K. Crowley (1960), Australia’s Western Third: A History of Western Australia from the
first settlements to modern times, London, Macmillan.
18
Report from the Select Committee on Transportation (1861), British Parliamentary Papers, Crime and
Punishment Series, Transportation, Volume 3 (1970), Dublin, Irish University Press, pp. 505-715.

14
The Western Australian convict system, a derivative of the earlier New South
Wales and Tasmanian systems but with the assignment of labour removed, was,
overall, fairly administered. J.E. Thomas and Alex Stewart in their book
Imprisonment in Western Australia (1978), argued that insistence on the rule of law
by the senior military officers who founded the Imperial Convict Establishment,
‘was probably the most important single reason why the convict experience in
Western Australia was so much less brutal than it had been in the Eastern States. …
The law would admonish and protect him as it did everybody else.’

19

This is a

tribute to the British authorities, but John Hirst points out that the NSW convicts
were similarly treated: ‘The convict was still a subject of the Crown and he retained
important political and legal rights,’ although he also points out that, ‘the convict
was much less a subject of his master than a slave.’ 20 It is an important difference to
note between the NSW system of convict administration and that practiced in
Western Australia, where the convict in the latter environment enjoyed a far
greater degree of personal autonomy through the ticket-of-leave system.

In her unpublished biography of Governor John Stephen Hampton, Sister Mary
Albertus Bain makes a similar point; the system was not unduly harsh and
Governor Hampton saw severe punishments as negative influences on malefactors’
successful re-integration into society.

21

In fact, she points out that Hampton never

ordered any physical punishments at any time. Legally he was unable to do so,
19

J.E. Thomas and A. Stewart (1978), Imprisonment in Western Australia, Evolution, Theory
and Practice, Nedlands, University of Western Australia Press, pp. 21-22.
20
Hirst, Sense and Nonsense in Australian History, p. 111
21
Sister Mary Albertus Bain & Clem Mulcahy (ed.), A biography of Governor Dr John Stephen Hampton,
(unpublished manuscript).

15
knowing that under English law the Chief Justice of the colony had the power to
negate any such direction.

Bain’s work, though extensive and written for eventual publication, has not been
closely proofed and, as such, cannot be accepted as a definitive work on the career
of Dr John Hampton. Nevertheless, it displays painstaking research and has delved
in far greater depth than any other work into that controversial character whose
administration was pivotal to the economic efficacy of the struggling Western
Australian colony between 1862 and 1868. Bain’s contention that Governor John
Hampton was more benign than popular history has painted him is borne out, in
part, by the content of Hampton’s own report, included in Ian Brand’s The Convict
Probation System: Van Diemen’s Land, 1839-1854, on the improvements in convict
administration while he was Comptroller-General of Convicts in Van Diemen’s
Land. Hampton displayed a determination for efficiency while offering those under
his management the distinct opportunity for rehabilitation. In all probability a
martinet, one with an eye to correct procedures despite opposition, but he was also
one with an eye to proceeding those in his charge onto more positive pathways in
society. 22

Much has been handed down on the supposed severities and iniquities of the
convict system in Western Australia, but much has been falsely mythologized. The
subjective and largely unfettered press of the period played a substantial part in
painting a warped view of the era. Bias takes many forms. Xenophobia is an
22

Brand, The Convict Probation System, pp. 100-101.

16
emotion of the ages, but nowhere is it better exemplified than in the pages of the
colonial press, and even in the pages of Hansard.

23

The arrival of an alien group of

people, outside the social and cultural ‘pale’, unwelcome but very necessary to
survival, provides a wide array of ambivalent commentary and valuable insights
into the period.

The supposed severity of the Hampton administrative period was greatly
exaggerated by the lucid, colourful but very subjective editorials regularly
contained within the columns of the Perth Gazette and W.A. Times. In an era of a
relatively unfettered press and insufficiently powerful libel laws to moderate an
intemperate pen, the newspaper’s editor, Arthur Shenton, muddied the waters and
has done so for later generations of historical commentators.

24

A statistical analysis

of the colony’s economic resurgence during Hampton’s tenure of office belies the
accusations of Shenton and his editorial coterie. It exemplifies the dangers to a
community, and to historians, of public comment based on human factors rather
than factual evidence. Shenton disliked Hampton intensely on a personal basis and
said so publicly, often. His comments, therefore, must be regarded as unbalanced
and of questionable historical validity.

23
24

The Perth Gazette; The Inquirer; The Fremantle Argus; The Melbourne Argus.
Arthur Shenton was appointed Government Printer in 1850 before he took over the newspaper. His
‘loose’ editorial style eventually caught up with him. In 1870 he was fined 100 pounds and sentenced to
a gaol term of two months by Chief Justice Burt for contempt of the Supreme Court of Western
Australia. His period as editor and proprietor of the Perth Gazette and W.A. Times ended with his death
in 1874..

17
It is a useful exercise to undertake a close examination of The Inquirer
newspaper of the period, revealing that it often contained contrary views to the
Perth Gazette. By juxtaposing the opposing editorial commentaries one gains
considerable insights and is better equipped to make more balanced judgments
regarding the complexities of the economic, political and social affairs of the colony
at the time. Fortunately, in more recent times, that has occurred. While Bain was
something of an apologist for John Hampton, and Shenton an overt detractor,
arguably the most balanced view of the Hampton era of governorship was penned
by Peter Boyce in 1979. He concluded: ‘Perhaps he now deserves more honourable
mention for his impressive legacy of public works and a balanced budget, his sins,
personal and otherwise, having been “more or less ephemeral.”’ 25

Economic historian Pamela Statham contended that it was not a shortage of
labour but rather a shortage of capital that influenced the request by a small group
of influential pastoralists for the transportation of convicts to Western Australia.

26

It is a debatable point. Many of the early landowners were in fact initially well
financed, but without the necessary labour their economic prospects progressively
dwindled in the face of a dearth of the required skills and physical capabilities to
make a difficult and alien environment flourish.

25

Peter Boyce (1979), ‘J.S. Hampton,The Governor’, in Westralian Portraits, L. Hunt (ed.),
Nedlands, University of Western Australia Press, pp. 45-52.
26
Pamela Statham (1981), ‘Why Convicts 1: an Economic Analysis of Colonial Attitudes to the
Introduction of Convicts’ in C.T. Stannage (ed.), Convictism in Western Australia, Nedlands,
University of Western Australia Press, pp. 1-10; Pamela Statham (1981), ‘Why Convicts II: the
Decision to Introduce Convicts to Swan River’ in C.T. Stannage (ed.), Convictism in Western
Australia, Nedlands, University of Western Australia Press, pp. 11-18.

18
An examination of the accounts of prominent early settlers, Samuel Viveash, the
Burges brothers and Henry Maxwell Lefroy, confirm the extreme difficulties
encountered when the early settlers failed to reconcile English farming methods and
technologies with the hostility of the Western Australia landscape.

27

They also

underline their difficulties securing and retaining the skills and presence of a viable
labour force. Added to this were numerous varieties of poison plants encountered by
the early settlers, an encompassing, insidious factor in the struggle to sustain
viability in the early livestock industry, circumstances very often not countenanced
by historians with little practical experience of working the land. 28

Statham asserts that it was the lobby of the struggling farming fraternity that
most influenced the decision to take in convicts from Great Britain, but Margaret
Kerr’s 1953 article on the British background claimed that the decisive pressure
came from the Secretary of State for the Colonies, Earl Grey.

29

Andrew Gill,

however, in presenting a study of the ‘Parkhurst Boys’, the 234 juvenile offenders
sent to W.A. between 1842 and 1851, suggested that the Colonial Office and the
colonists were equally responsible.

30

It must be pointed out that among the

Governor’s advisory council in the late 1840s, containing official functionaries such
as the Colonial Secretary, the Surveyor-General, the Advocate-General and,

27

S. Viveash (1851), ‘The Diary of Samuel W. Viveash’, 1838-1851, Guildford, W.A.; G. O’Mara (2000),
The Burges Saga, Cottesloe, O. Burges, private publication; C.E.C. Lefroy (1934), Memoirs of Henry
Maxwell Lefroy, Surrey, Billing and Sons.
28
T.E.H. Aplin (1971), Poison Plants of Western Australia, Perth, Western Australian Department of
Agriculture reference publication.
29
M. Kerr (1953), ‘The British Parliament and Transportation in the Eighteen-Fifties’, Sydney, Historical
Studies, Australia and New Zealand, Volume 6, Issue 21, pp. 29-44.
30
Andrew Gill (2004), Convict Assignment in Western Australia: The Parkhurst ‘Apprentices’,
1842-1851, Maylands, Blatellae Books.

19
usually, around four or five other prominent members of the community, most were
substantial landholders, most often in the Avon Valley region (York and Toodyay in
particular). It is from among this influential minority grouping of farming
‘strugglers’, anxious to protect their investments, that the urgent petitioning for
convict labour was put very directly before Governor Fitzgerald for his approval
and transmission to the Colonial Office. 31

Sandra Taylor, in the 1981 publication Convictism, edited by C.T. Stannage, set
out a statistical analysis of 3,000 of the convict transportees to Western Australia
covering the years 1850-51, 1861-62 and 1866-68.

32

However, what was probably

the most crucial period was not covered, that following the 1853 Penal Servitude Act
at Westminster, whereby those handed down sentences of 7 years or less would
thereafter serve their time at home. It is a considerable omission. Following the
passage of the Act a more serious criminal ‘type’ was sent to Western Australia,
beginning the next year in 1854. In fact, as the statistics attest, the incidence of
convicts sent on ships who had been sentenced either to ‘life’ or for a crime of
violence or as repeat offenders following this crucial act of parliament rose from an
average of around 4% in the first five years of transportation to over 50% in many
of the subsequent ships. 33 The potential for a socially malignant influence within the
colony rose appreciably. The first Bishop of Perth, Mathew Blagden Hale, warned
31

Rica Erickson (1988) The Bicentennial dictionary of Western Australia, Nedlands, University of Western
Australia Press; ‘Minutes of the Proceedings of the Legislative Council of Western Australia,
1832-1870’ (Hansard), Perth, W.A. Parliament, pp. 576-577
32
Sandra Taylor (1981), ‘Who Were the Convicts?: a Statistical Analysis of the Convicts Arriving in
Western Australia in 1850-51, 1861-62 and 1866-68’, in C.T. Stannage [ed.], Convictism, Nedlands,
University of Western Australia Press, pp. 19-45.
33
Statistics compliled from Fremantle Prison website - convict data base.

20
of the difficulties that would arise in a book he wrote on the Western Australian
convict system. 34

Hale was a strident opponent of Western Australian convict administration. His
major criticism was that, upon being granted a ticket-of-leave, the recipient, now
free to choose his own employment, was left to his own devices, apart from
mandatory, periodic reporting to authorities. Hale contended that the ex-convicts,
without the necessary support networks to engender an effective transition into
society, were ill-equipped to complete a positive integration. The Bishop, a disciple
of William Wilberforce, John Howard and Elizabeth Fry and strongly attached to
what many regarded as overly precious ‘evangelical’ philosophies, was a vehement
opponent of the convict transportation system generally.

35

His 1857 treatise is an

insightful document on the machinations of British penal administration, especially
its applications at the Swan River.

36

He accused the British Government of base

social and political cynicism. He regarded the whole system of convict
transportation as a travesty, a moral outrage and a philosophical blight on the
British nation. The Western Australian governmental Blue Book statistics support
Hale’s view that not enough was being done, with the high incidence of drunkenness
among the ticket-of-leave and ex-convict fraternity the major case in point. But the
more serious convict ‘type’ sent to the colony from 1854 onward did not help
matters and it was only after the precarious 1857 voyage of the Nile, on which Hale

34

Hale (1857), On the Transportation Question, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press.
John Hirst, Convict society and its enemies, pp. 18-19.
36
Mathew Blagden Hale (1857), The Transportation Question; or Why Western Australia Should Be Made
A Reformatory Colony Instead of a Penal Settlement, Cambridge, Macmillan & Co.
35

21
was unfortunate enough to be a passenger, during which the threats of mutiny were
ever present, the Home Office, facing considerable adverse publicity, revised its
selection procedures for prisoner transportation, for a short time at least.

37

Hale

was very much the public face in Western Australia of the anti-transportation
feelings that were prominent both in Britain and within the eastern colonies at the
time.

Ian Van Den Driesen’s 1986 statistical survey of early demographic patterns in
Western Australia reveals that convicts made up 54% of the adult male population
in 1859 and that in 1870 they still amounted to 36%.

38

The high proportion of

convicts to free citizens was seen by some as a threat to social equanimity, but it
must be said, as is attested by statistics and Alexandra Hasluck’s work, that with
around two-thirds of the population of the colony living in country/agricultural
areas, the convict population was widely dispersed through the growing multiplicity
of farming areas. It can be argued, therefore, that they had relatively little impact
on the supposed degradation of law and order. 39

The Irish convict presence in W.A., though in total never amounting to more
than around a thousand

(10.5%) of the convict population, has nevertheless

received closer analysis than other groups. Keith Amos’s study of the Fenians in
37

W. Curedale (2002), The Treasures of Consanguinity, Perth, Curedale, private publication; CO 18, folio
107, AJCP reel 766, pp. 256 - 259 (Nile voyage report by Surgeon-Superintendent to Jebb).
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Days, Journal of the Royal Western Australian Historical Society, volume. 72, part 1, June 1986,
pp. 50-59.
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Australia, including Western Australia, was published in 1988.

40

Paul Weaver’s

1993 essay on two Irish transports in 1853, Phoebe Dunbar and Robert Small,
contended that Irish convicts received less favourable treatment than British, a
debatable point.

41

Geoffrey Bolton’s ‘The Fenians are Coming, the Fenians are

Coming’ and his 1991 essay on William de la Poer Beresford, together with Rica
Erickson’s collection of convict biographies in The Brand on His Coat, add
considerable humanity to the factual evidence. 42

Noeline Reeve’s 1994 doctoral thesis challenged the economic historian Stephen
Nicholas’ argument that the convicts were more literate than their British and Irish
contemporaries.

43

In his article, ‘The Control and Coercion of Convicts’, Mathew

Trinca emphasizes that ‘control of the convict population in Western Australia
depended on substantial regulation, sanction and formal coercive and surveillance
forces.’

44

In 2003, Peter Millett’s doctoral thesis provided a thorough examination

of the policies and practice within the Fremantle Convict Establishment.

45

Both

studies are commendably detailed and there is little doubt these well established
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penal practices underpinned the administrative workings of the convict system in
Western Australia and, by their presence, provided incentives for former felons to
avoid further involvement with the law. In practice these methodologies, developed
of necessity over a long period of time, were not entirely relevant to the overall
Western Australian convict experience. The minutiae of the Fremantle
‘Establishment’ administrative procedures does not fit into the wider societal
context of the colony. Only a small proportion of the transported convicts spent any
appreciable time at the prison itself and therefore, apart from an insidious
background presence, the impacts of the Convict Department penal administration
methods, and the Fremantle Prison itself, were minimal. The bulk of the convict and
ex-convict fraternity were simply elsewhere within the general community.

It is a point in parallel with the notorious Port Arthur facility in Tasmania.
Though now an outdated work, Coultman Smith, in his 1941 Shadow Over
Tasmania, pointed out that the modern view of the Tasmanian convict system,
centered largely on the extremes of the Port Arthur facility and the Macquarie
Harbour, Sarah Island experience, is flawed and unbalanced.

46

He asserted that

only 5% of the total convict population of that state ever spent any time at Port
Arthur. His figure is questionable because of the paucity of available data, but
Maggie Weidenhofer in her 1981 Port Arthur: A Place of Misery broadly agrees. The
facility acted as a deterrent to the ex-convict and convict population at the time.
Today it is a symbol of the perceived convict ‘stain’ rather than representative of
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the true situation in Van Diemen’s Land during the convict period.

47

Alison

Alexander also concurs. She contends that about 10% of the island’s convicts were
sent to one of the brutal secondary penal stations, MacQuarie Harbour or Port
Arthur. She wrote: ‘The [Van Diemen’s Land] convict system did not produce many
traumatized ex-prisoners unable to function in the wider society: if it had, Tasmania
would not have been able to transform itself so quickly from a convict colony to an
ordered, peaceful society.’ 48

Michal Bosworth has produced a popular account of the workings of the convict
system in Fremantle, as has Stan Gervas with a chapter in his Freo (A Portrait of a
City), on the Fremantle ‘Establishment’.49 Archeologist Martin Gibbs’ article, ‘The
Convict Places of Western Australia’ provides valuable insights into the placement
and the workings of the convict hiring depots and Penelope Hetherington, in her
book on the poor and their fate in W.A., gives details into what happened to many of
the convicts who, as they grew older, were unable to fend for themselves. 50 Geoffrey
Bolton, in his 2008 Land of Vision and Mirage, Western Australia since 1826, has
included a chapter, ‘Convictism and its Legacy, 1850-1879’, which gives an overview
and a series of insights into the W.A. convict era.

47
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the Toodyay Convict Depot gives valuable insights into the minutiae of everyday
workings of an up country working convict facility. 52

There are other most useful supporting addendums to the convict literature of
Western Australia. One is the work by Erickson and O’Mara entitled Convicts in
Western Australia 1850-1887, Dictionary of Western Australians, Vol. IX.

53

Another

invaluable source is Hansard, volume one, a record of the meetings of the Legislative
Council of Western Australia from 1832 to 1870.

54

It lays out in detail, progressive

deliberations on policy and directions for the implementation and administration of
the convict system, as directed by the Secretary of State in England and interpreted
by a succession of governors and their advisory councils during the convict era.
Additionally, it gives intimate insights into the problems of the early settlers and the
vexed question of maintaining a viable labour force, juxtaposed against the
continuing debate on a succession of ever-changing ‘Masters and Servants’
regulations. The convict and ex-convict populations were always a considerable
influencing factor in the often vigorous deliberations within the Legislative Council.
A paper given to the Royal Western Australian Historical Society in 1954 by
Professor Frank Crowley, entitled ‘Master and Servant in Western Australia, 18511901’, gives considerable insight into the question of labour balance and
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administration and how the convict presence both alleviated and exacerbated some
of the problems. 55

All of these varying commentaries on the convict system in Western Australia,
and the external influences that manipulated it, have been used in this thesis to
provide an encompassing view of the Western Australian convict experience.
However, I have used a wider reference spectrum than those formerly listed, to
better illustrate, firstly, the society and circumstances from which the convicts came
and, secondly, the considerable influences of the British Parliament and the Colonial
and Home Offices on the Western Australian environment. Of most importance
were the British Parliamentary Select Committee enquiries and reports of 1856 and
1861 and then the 1863 Royal Commission into ‘Transportation and Penal
Servitude’. 56

In his 1993 Quadrant article, ‘Australian History and European Civilization’,
John Hirst wrote: ‘Australian history not set within European civilization will
convey a very poor understanding of Australian society.’
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It is clear this principle

also holds true for most of the studies of Western Australia convict history thus far.
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The general subjectivity of most of the material presented to date has limited a more
comprehensive understanding of the era. The array of British Parliamentary Papers
together with Colonial and Home Office records included in this thesis aim to
provide a wider, more encompassing view.

The convict data base within the Fremantle Prison website is a useful tool in
providing basic personal information on each of the convicts and convict transport
ships sent to Western Australia between 1850 and 1868, sufficient to compile
statistics on length and severity of sentences, skill and professional backgrounds,
ages of the convicts and marital status. This information was re-arranged from
detail originally produced in Rica Erickson’s Dictionary of Western Australians
1850-1868, Volume Two, Bond. 58
*
Although the main focus of the work is on the Western Australian convict period,
Chapter One contains commentary on the genesis of the British convict
transportation system, the English Parliament’s 1597 Acte for the Control of Rogues,
Vagabonds and Sturdy Beggars. It then briefly tracks the transportation pathways to
America and the West Indies, thence to New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land.
Comment is made on the ‘Assignment System’ and the progressive modifications
made to it, mainly via the considerable influence of pioneering penal reformer
Alexander Maconochie. It was an enlightened penal methodology which had a direct
bearing on the way convict administration was subsequently implemented in
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Western Australia. In this opening phase the work also assesses the economic, social
and political circumstances of the Swan River colony prior to the arrival of the first
convict ship in mid-1850. Though Western Australian settlers had initially vowed to
remain a ‘free’ colony, their perilous economic circumstances eventually led to
petitions for convict labour.

Chapter Two explains how the Western Australian convict system had its
provenance in the misjudgments and mismanagement of the first European
settlement at the Swan River settlement beginning in June 1829. Extracts from early
settler diaries give graphic, intimate detail of the manifold difficulties of the early
farming settlers. As a matter of survival these early settlers, despite deep misgivings,
began agitation for convict labour, culminating in successful negotiations with the
British Government.

Chapter Three comments on the convict ‘type’ and the society from which they
came, their Pentonville system experience, their work party period on the hulks and,
finally, the daunting voyage to the colony. The protracted period through the
British Home Office penal pathways had profound influences upon many convicts,
later apparent during their subsequent time in Western Australia.

Chapter Four details the first four years of convict presence in W.A., a period
which proved to be relatively and surprisingly benign. Chapter Five describes the
workings of the convict system, the building and consolidation of the administrative
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infra-structure, the ticket-of-leave system and how it proved a successful conduit for
convict integration into general society.

The next six years, 1854 to 1859, is a period when most change took place within
the Western Australian convict system. Chapter Six follows the passage of the 1853
Penal Servitude Act at Westminster, following which a different type of convict was
loaded aboard the transports. It was a period which had the potential to threaten
the good order and equanimity of the Western Australian community. A statistical
analysis of the convicts aboard the 1854-59 ships (compared against those in 185053), tells a story of British governmental indifference to colonial concerns and scant
regard for the preservation of the original agreement.

Chapter Seven explains the often vehement opposition to the convict
transportation system and the ambivalent attitude toward it within the colony.
Bishop Mathew Hale, a crusader of the ‘evangelical’ humanitarian reform
movement, a disciple of William Wilberforce, represented those in opposition to
convict transportation, despite the extreme economic difficulties an early cessation
would have brought to the early settlers.

Chapters Eight and Nine explain how the 1860s decade was largely dominated by
the personality and the actions of Governor John Hampton. It would seem he had
been appointed to ‘tighten’ convict administration following the precarious 1854 to
1859 period following the passage and ramifications of the 1853 and 1857 Penal
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Servitude Acts. Under his astute although widely unpopular guidance, as is
statistically attested, the colony achieved an economic viability for the first time.

Chapter Ten details the wind-down of the convict system within Western
Australia and the gradual introduction of a more representative government within
the colony. It also examines the considerable part played by the ex-convict fraternity
in the considerable delay, although largely unwitting and inadvertent.

Chapter Eleven explains how influential free settlers, who had agitated strongly
for self-government in the 1860s, later equivocated and turned against the ideal
when they realized, and clearly stated, that it would be counter-productive for the
colony if the vote was given to those who did not have the necessary social or
educational backgrounds. The chapter follows the pathways through to the final
granting of self-government to the colony with the passage of the British Parliament
Enabling Bill on 15 August 1890. In parallel this chapter also describes the general
fate of the former convicts as they grew old and began to fade from the scene.
The Conclusion firstly contends that the convict transportation period to Western
Australia (1850-68) was pivotal to the survival of the struggling Swan River Colony.
It turned the fortunes of the settlers from despair to the promise of a viable future
but, predictably, altered the cultural landscape considerably despite efforts by
influential conservatives to cling to ‘old world’ social traditions.
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This final phase of the work incorporates statistics affirming that export earnings
rose 15 times during the convict era. 59 Though it would seem that the settlers had at
last begun to manipulate the landscape to their economic ends, there is little doubt
that the infrastructures put in place with convict labour to obviate ready movement
of products for sale and export, particularly during the 1860s under Governor John
Hampton, greatly contributed to a recovery from what had been an impending
economic disaster.

There are also, importantly, quantifiable human factors as well. The vast
majority of the 9,500 Western Australian convicts, in fact 93%, never again
committed serious legal infractions within the colony, a remarkable figure against
the modern recidivist statistic of over 54%.

60

It indicates, overall, the successful

integration of most of the transported convicts to Western Australia, many having
been formerly categorized in the ‘serious’ criminal category within British legal
definitions. They adopted new endeavours and lifestyles within the colony, markedly
different from their former lives. It says a great deal about, firstly, enlightened
penal practices in the Western Australia of the period and, just as importantly, the
influence of a vastly different environment on attitude and behaviour. These positive
circumstances gave many hope and incentive for a better future.

Though the transportation of convicts to Western Australia lasted less than
twenty years, the effects of the system were more broadly influential than that short
59
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time frame would suggest. That crucial nineteen years was short by comparison
with the New South Wales and Tasmanian systems, and the comparable numbers of
convicts involved were also small. Nevertheless, those two crucial decades saw
manifested the final phase of a metamorphosis in penal transportation and
administration that had lasted for over 250 years. The Western Australian years
encompassed, at last, a defined policy by government of rehabilitation rather than
retribution, a far cry from the abject brutality of the initial period during
Elizabethan times and well beyond. The nineteen year Western Australian convict
period was the end game in convict transportation. It represented an advanced step
forward in penal administration whose broad philosophical directions are with us
even today.
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Chapter One

Prelude to Western Australian Convict Transportation

The first English act of parliament legalizing the transportation of convicts ‘beyond
the seas’ was passed during the Elizabethan period. It was originally conceived as
an intermediate penalty to fill the gap between the extremes of executions and such
lesser punishments as thumb branding. ‘While not the only legal mechanism
employed to reduce the frequency of public executions, it is clear that it was a
punishment increasingly resorted to for this express purpose. As such it fulfilled a
role comparable to that of the French galley service and the Habsburg and Prussian
convict construction gangs.’ 61

From 1597 onward, then, for close on two hundred years, prisoners were sent to
North America and the West Indies. However, with the loss of the American
colonies in 1781 the British Government was forced to search for alternative sites.
The first contingent of convicts reached Botany Bay early in 1788 and 62 years later
the first transportees reached the Swan River Colony. The early Western Australian
settlers had made many misjudgments and, despite their initial avowals that they
would remain a free colony, they were eventually forced to petition for convict
61
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labour two decades after arrival. Between the first fleet landing at Sydney and the
arrival of the transport Scindian at Fremantle in 1850 appreciable changes evolved
in the administration of convicts, much of them influenced by the work of penal
reformer Alexander Maconochie, firstly in Tasmania and then on Norfolk Island.
Nevertheless, strong criticisms of the transportation system remained within the
struggling Swan River populace, despite the relative efficiency and humanity of the
convict administration.

In 1597 a new bill had been enacted at Westminster entitled: ‘An Acte For
Punishment Of Rogues, Vagabonds And Sturdy Beggars’. The bill provided new
definitions for vagrants, including not only the ‘masterless’ and dangerous
occupations, but also persons refusing to work for statutory wages. It determined
that Houses of Correction were to be erected in all counties and cities and that
convicted vagabonds were to be whipped and returned to parishes of birth or last
residence. It was also the genesis of the transportation system, empowering Justices
of the Peace to banish persons arraigned before the courts to colonies overseas.

62

It

was through this new act in the seventeenth century, convicts under commuted
death sentences were sent across the Atlantic to labour on the plantations in the New
World. It was thought to be the most humane and effectual intermediate sanction
between corporal punishment and the death penalty. 63
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Among the subsequent, burgeoning gaol population of the United Kingdom were
those who could be sentenced by magistrates and shipped to the east coast of North
America from 1607 onward, and then to the West Indies, albeit on an ad hoc basis.
James I ordered the first organized transportation of convicts to the colonies where
100 were dumped on Virginia. Then, during the reign of Charles II, an Act was
passed ‘for preventing dangers that may arise from certain persons called Quakers’
authorizing their transportation beyond the seas. 64

The British government paid contractors to transport the convicts. English
gaolers did excellent business selling the luckless ‘colonists’ to shipping agents. Once
convicts were embarked on the contracting merchant’s ship, ‘the British
government had little further interest in her or him, so long as the convict did not
return early … the penalty for which was death.’

65

Ship owners were paid five

pounds for every convict they embarked and about one in five died on the voyage.
The captains would sell the transportees’ services (or, to be legally precise, the
rights to their labour for seven or fourteen years) to the highest bidder among the
colonists on arrival.
convict disposal.

67
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It was a cheap and convenient and profitable method of

An added bonus for the British Government was that they had

no need to build penitentiaries or barracks to house them, or even employ staff to
oversee them after the ship had berthed. ‘At an expense unprecedented for the
64
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country’s criminal justice system, politicians, magistrates, and merchants
transformed transportation from a sporadic, haphazard practice into a highly
institutionalized procedure.’

68

When eventually the American colonists began

protesting, the English parliament responded by affirming the practice of
transportation in 1717 by a new act of parliament, 4 Geo. I, c.11.

It is estimated that between thirty and fifty thousand transportees were sent to
the Americas before 1775. By 1760 one thousand a year had been arriving. Next to
African slaves, they constituted the largest body of immigrants ever compelled to go
to America. The type of convict sent drew cause for alarm. Many colonists believed
they brought with them an increase in the incidence of crime. They protested to the
British Government to no avail. Benjamin Franklin suggested that rattlesnakes be
transported back to England on the same principle as transportation; that in exile
they lose their venomous nature.

69

That it was a convenient expediency for the British

authorities there is little doubt. According to American historian A. Roger Ekirch:

‘Transportation marked a profound transition in the history of British criminal
justice. Unlike most non-capital punishments in those days, it did not return
criminals to the social mainstream. Its overriding purpose was neither rehabilitation
or deterrence, but ridding Britain of dangerous offenders.’ 70
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But the flow of transportees to the American east coast colonies effectively ended
with the outbreak of the American War of Independence. The British Government
now had to face the awkward fact that it had far fewer places to send its criminals
from their overcrowded gaols. In 1776 the British Parliament passed its ‘Criminal
Law Act’ (16 Geo. 3. c3) permitting hard labour in the galleys on the Thames, a
substitute for transportation to any of His Majesty’s overseas colonies and
plantations. With the passing of the act the government established temporary gaols
in overcrowded, de-commissioned warship hulks moored at various British harbour
excavations.

71

It provided cheap labour for building the dockyards, sea-walls,

jetties and buildings necessary for the maintenance of the nation’s powerful naval
fleet, itself vital, in turn, for the protection of the merchant fleets sailing to all
corners of the globe.

The paucity of overseas sites, obviously, limited the practice of emptying the
overcrowded gaols and galleys within Britain.

72

The problem fast became one of

unmanageable proportion. It was not eased by the increasing harshness of the
penalties meted out by parliament in a vain attempt to discourage the accelerating
rate of crime. It has been estimated that by the mid-1700s approximately 160
offences carried the death penalty.
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They included: counterfeiting, burglary,

stealing 40 shillings from a house, sending threatening letters, cutting down trees in
an avenue, maiming or killing cattle, stealing horses, cattle or sheep, stealing linen,
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returning from transportation and sacrilege. At one point stealing objects worth
more than five shillings had been punishable by death. Offences against property
outweighed those against persons – 80% were larcenies. The wealthy and privileged,
who were also the lawmakers, wanted to protect themselves and their property.
Physical violence, as long as the lower classes kept it among themselves, did not
unduly concern them. Attempted murder, until 1803, was merely a common law
misdemeanour. Child stealing was not an offence at all. 74

In the belief that this deterrent approach would eventually control the crime rate,
the legislators, almost exclusively the major landholders and factory owners of
England, repeatedly added new statutes of the deterrent type. By 1819 there were
220 offences on the statute ‘books’ that were punishable by the death penalty. In
1811 a French observer, Simonds, thought the British laws were incompatible with
common sense. During the previous century over 100 statutes passed through the
parliament, bringing the death penalty for crimes ranging from arson to theft by a
servant of anything over 40 shillings in value. 75

The Selection of a New Penal Colony

Now that their former colonies were no longer available following the American
War of Independence, a solution had to be found for the pressing problem of what
to do with the thousands who had been sentenced to death for trivial offences and
74
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had their sentence commuted to transportation. The gaol and hulk populations
continued to burgeon. ‘In an effort to ease some of the problems, a House of
Commons committee recommended in 1779 that … transportation be re-established
… [Subsequently] the committee cast about for alternatives and took evidence from
merchants and others with knowledge of various parts of the world. Joseph Banks,
who had been with Captain Cook, made a strong case for establishing a penal
colony at Botany Bay in Australia, and a number of witnesses gave evidence about
the climate and other conditions along the west coast of Africa.’

76

For the moment,

however, the problem remained unsolved.

By 1784 the difficulties posed by the overcrowded prisons were being felt, not
only in London and the counties of the Home Circuit, but all over the country. ‘A
Lancashire magistrate told a Commons committee in 1785 that the quarter sessions
there had been sentencing convicted prisoners who would earlier have been
transported to terms of imprisonment, and that the consequence was serious
overcrowding in the county jail and the houses of correction. … Requests for help
poured into the Home Office from all over the country. … The government’s
response was the Act of 1784 (24 Geo. 3 Sess.2 c.54) that allowed convicts under
sentence of transportation to be sent to the hulks.’
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The government had already

contracted with Duncan Campbell to establish another hulk in the Thames in
January 1783 and a year later the Home Secretary contracted with Campbell again
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for two hundred more places. In 1785 another hulk was established in Portsmouth
harbour.

The problems continued to mount for the government. The gaol and hulk
populations continued to rise. In the spring of 1786 Prime Minister Pitt, under
severe pressure to come up with solutions, wrote to one of his constituents in Devon:
‘I am able to assure you that Measures are being taken for procuring the Quantity
of shipping necessary for conveying above a thousand [prisoners] … the Steps
necessary for the removal of at least that Number may be completed in about a
month.’ 78

In mid-1786 the Pitt cabinet, after considering settlements on the River Gambia
[too unhealthy] and the south-west coast of Africa [too barren], finally having run
out of options, made the decision to set up a penal colony in New South Wales,
despite an array of serious objections. From a practical point of view, however, the
decision was immediately welcomed. ‘The first several fleets cleared some of the
backlog of men and women in the hulks and jails who had originally been sentenced
to transportation, without regard for the length of time they had already served.’
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Historian Christopher Sweeney was of the opinion: ‘The decision to settle on the
east coast of New Holland was based largely on political expediency and the desire
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to rid the country of a convict population which had fast reached embarrassing
proportions.’ 80

The New South Wales penal system, however, was to be very different to that in
the American colonies. The shipping contractors were to be fully paid for
transporting the convicts to the eastern colonies of Australia and, as such, the
British government retained the property rights to their labour and all prisoners
were treated as servants of the crown. 81

The population of the British Isles doubled between 1805 and 1842 and criminal
prosecution rates had risen by 600%, aided by the implementation of a full-time
police force.
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Throughout the 1820s the number of convict arrivals began to

increase, the peak period being from 1826 until the mid-1830s. A deepening gulf
now developed between what were perceived as the more dangerous and hardened
criminals arriving and the growing proportion of Australian-born free citizens of
European descent. ‘By 1828, Sydney had travelled a considerable distance from its
isolated prison-camp beginnings, and the time for loosening the shackles of absolute
government was approaching. The only way of expressing the popular will or
opinion at that time was by the signing of petitions that would be placed before the
government and conveyed to the Colonial Office in London.
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The wealthy

emancipists and exclusives were adamant they stood for the continuing
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transportation of convict labour. In their petitions of 1836, exclusives called for an
official investigation into the condition of New South Wales and the transportation
system, having in mind ‘something along the lines of John Thomas Bigge’s
commission of inquiry, which was critical of Governor Macquarie’s emancipist
policies. The upshot was, instead, the appointment of a select committee on
transportation in April 1837, the Molesworth Committee, which subsequently laid
its final report before the House of Commons in August 1838.’ 84

The Committee’s activities evoked sharp responses from the ‘exclusives’ and the
emancipist movement. ‘Even before Molesworth issued his final report, news of the
evidence taken by the committee in 1837 adequately foreshadowed his conclusion,
and was met by a storm of colonial criticism. In May 1838, a petition was signed by
over five hundred citizens of “great respectability” calling upon the Legislative
Council to counteract “the evil impression” created in England by the committee.’ 85
‘Opposition

to

the

Molesworth

Committee

resulted

largely

from

its

recommendation that transportation and assignment be abolished. Settlers feared
losing their cheap convict work force. At the same time, colonists feared the report
would discourage immigration to the colony. Molesworth’s involvement with the
South Australia Company incited charges that he wished to divert immigration
away from New South Wales by portraying it as a hotbed of depravity.’ 86
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The controversial report presented evidence regarding widespread lawlessness in
the colony and the unpredictable nature of the assignment system. That disposed the
committee to recommend the abolition of transportation as soon as practicable.
Historian Norma Townsend disputes the findings of the committee in her 1997
article, ‘The Molesworth Enquiry: Does the Report fit the Evidence?’

87

A wave of

humanist sentiment within the British Isles had been putting pressure on legislators
to stop what was increasingly felt to be an iniquitous, evil practice, and it is
arguable, therefore, that committee members were unduly influenced. In fact, in
Australia, some disagreed strongly with the findings. Wealthy landowners were
heavily influenced by their pressing requirement for an increased supply of labour
for their wool runs. ‘After all, not many free immigrants wanted to start their lives
in New South Wales as shepherds on remote squatting runs.’ 88

Despite this protest, an Order in Council prohibiting transportation to the east
coast of Australia became effective in August 1840. That was supposed to be the end
but there were continuing efforts to revive it over the next ten years and ships
continued to arrive. Through the next ten years pressure was exerted on the NSW
Legislative Council to officially resume the system, particularly by the squatting
lobby but, despite their influence, the last convicts arrived in New South Wales, per
the Eliza, in 1850. 89
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In all, an approximate 150,000 convicts were sent to the eastern colonies of
Australia. Convict depots were established in Tasmania in 1803, at Newcastle, Port
Macquarie and further north at Moreton Bay in 1824. Norfolk Island, 1600
kilometres out into the Pacific Ocean, became the main repository for persistent
offenders. The last convicts arrived in Tasmania, when the St Vincent landed 307
prisoners in May 1853.

The Assignment System – Maconochie and penal reform

Alexander Maconochie had arrived in Van Dieman’s Land with John Franklin’s
entourage in January 1837. He subsequently wrote a Report on the State of Prison
Discipline in Van Dieman’s Land. It was published as a parliamentary paper and
used by the 1837 Molesworth Committee investigation into the transportation
system.
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One of the committee’s findings had been, ‘it is the restraint on freedom

of action, the degradation of slavery, and the other moral evils, which chiefly
constitute the pains of transportation, and of which no description can convey an
adequate idea to that class in whom Transportation ought to inspire terror.’
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The

report ventured the opinion that, ‘the Assignment System was insufficient as a
deterrent from crime, remarkably inefficient in further corrupting prisoners and
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encouraging the vicious propensities of those transported.’

92

Van Diemen’s Land

historian Ian Brand added, ‘It was the lottery of punishment which was objected to,
both by the authorities and the convicts.’ 93

Maconochie was appalled at the assignment system. Convicts were allocated by
Government to eligible settler applicants, free of charge. The convicts were not paid
but the settlers were required to feed and clothe their assignees on government
determined ration scales and provide accommodation for them, but Maconochie
believed that the convicts were often worse off than negro slaves. ‘He saw the
convict system as “cruel, uncertain, prodigal” and as bringing about neither reform
nor example. It was maintained “by extreme severity” and by a “severe coercive
discipline, which defeats, in consequence, its own important objects; instead of
reforming it degrades humanity, vitiates all under its influence, multiplies petty
business, postpones that which is of higher interest, retards improvement, and is, in
many instances, even the direct occasion of vice and crime.” ’ 94

Maconochie saw the paradox of punishment for past offences supposing to
improve prisoners’ future conduct. His remedy was to separate the two. ‘Prisoners
should be “punished for the past, and trained for the future” via a stage treatment
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process, a mark system for good behaviour, to finally be, habituated to feel tolerably
free.’

95

Governor Arthur disagreed. He was in favour of continuing the established
system. Nevertheless the report of the Molesworth Committee comprehensively
condemned the practice. In his introduction to his presentation to the British
Parliament, Sir William Molesworth had written:

I dedicate [the report] for two reasons: First, that you may learn how inefficient,
cruel and demoralising a punishment Transportation is; how utterly it fails in
attaining the two great objects of penal legislation, the prevention of crime by means
of terror and the reformation of offenders; and how deplorable is the moral state of
the communities to which it has given birth.

Secondly, that when, by the attentive perusal of these pages, you shall be conceived
of the truth of the above statements, you may then be induced to exert yourselves to
impress upon the legislature the necessity of immediately abolishing the punishment
in every way so disgraceful to a civilized and Christian nation; one which, if it is
permitted to continue, after its character has been known, it may then be doubted,
and not without some show of reason whether there is any amount of absurdity and
wickedness, which may not obtain the sanction of the legislature.

I need hardly say, that I entirely concur in all the recommendations of the
Committee, except in the single one establishing penitentiaries abroad …
95
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I have the honour to be
Your obedient servant
William Molesworth, Pencarrow, Oct. 1, 1838. 96

Two basic tenets were at the core of the report. Firstly, that punishment should not
be vindictively conceived but should aim at the reform of the convict; secondly, it
asserted a convict’s sentence should be indeterminate, with release depending not on
the lapse of time but on his own industry and exertions during incarceration.

At the suggestion of the Molesworth Committee, Maconochie was appointed
superintendent of the penal settlement at Norfolk Island. He took up his duties in
March 1840. Contrary to expectations, the period of his administration proved
peaceful. Although he did not advocate a lenient approach he wanted an end to
cruel and vindictive punishments which, he was convinced, made an ordinary
convict bad and a bad one infinitely worse.
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He implemented a marks system for

good work and behaviour. Those who accrued sufficient marks were accorded
privileges such as swimming, the freedom to walk about the island and to make and
maintain gardens. On a visit to the island in March 1843 Governor Sir George
Gipps reported that he found good order prevailing everywhere. However, he
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expressed disapproval at the extent of the radical reforms and he thought, too, that
the treatment of the convicts had become too soft. 98 Old attitudes die hard.

After four years Maconochie was recalled by the Colonial Office. He proved to be
a pioneer in penal reform and, as such, suffered the ‘slings and arrows’ of men in
advance of their times, but his concepts and many of his practical measures are now
the basis of modern Western penal systems. His thinking and his actions were to
have, subsequently, a profound influence on convict administration in Tasmania
and Western Australia. They were later largely adopted in the Declaration of
Principles at Cincinnati, United States of America in 1870, embodying the
fundamentals of modern penology. 99

When C.J. La Trobe took over as Acting-Governor of Tasmania he reported to
the Secretary of State, Earl Grey, in 1848: ‘In spite of all the superior arrangements
of the system, vice of every description is to be met with on every hand; not as an
isolated spot, but as a pervading stain.’ 100 He advocated change, and in consequence
the system was modified. Prisoners were to serve a term in England and arrive in
Tasmania with a probation pass, which entitled them to seek work and receive an
increasing proportion of their earnings. 101
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The following year the probation system was abandoned and the ‘exile’ system
appeared. After landing, convicts were granted a ticket-of-leave which entitled them
to a free life provided they reported periodically to a police magistrate. A free
pardon was granted when their term expired, or when they could pay the equivalent
of their passage money out. Under the exile system, with fewer and a better class
transportees arriving in Tasmania, and superior administration, the system
improved almost out of recognition. When the time came for the transportation of
convicts to Western Australia in 1850 a similar system was adopted. It reflected a
more enlightened, humanitarian approach.

Settlement of the Swan River region – widespread problems

Captain James Stirling, an enterprising opportunist and an ambitious man, while
stationed in Sydney, explored the Swan River region in 1827 and persuaded both
the British Government and private investors of the considerable opportunities
available in the south-western portion of the continent. Settlement took place
around the Swan River region in 1829 but there had been many misperceptions and
quickly the colony began to struggle, coming perilously close to disintegration.

There is little doubt that the Swan River Colony would not have been founded
when it was had it not been for the enterprise and energies of James Stirling.
Equally, it is arguable, it would not have had many of the difficulties encountered
had more time and a greater depth of thought and preparation been infused into the

50
initial enterprise. Hugh Schmitt, a journalist, probably comes closer to the truth
than historians thus far when he wrote: ‘For all his alleged faults – status-seeking,
wealth obsessed, devious, accident prone – Captain James Stirling was a superoptimist with the courage of his convictions.’ 102

At the 1856 British Parliamentary Enquiry into Transportation, Thomas F.
Elliot, the Assistant Under-Secretary of State in the Colonial Office, replying to a
question from the panel on the quality of the soil in the colony, responded that the
soil was not good, especially in situations near the sea, and the fact that there was a
want of good harbours. ‘These facts combined with an exceedingly injudicious plan
on which the colony was originally settled, had caused it very much to languish …’
103

The venture was top heavy. Dreamers, with some capital and resources, sought to
fulfill the Englishman’s ambition of owning large tracts of the major material assett
of the period – land. In Britain such proprietorship almost inevitably meant not
only wealth and a gentleman’s ‘ease’, but brought prestige and influence. In the
Swan River Colony, via the ownership of thousands of acres, therefore, it was
perceived that the ultimate was possible. Romantic visions played a part in the
colonists’ initial, thrusting endeavours.
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The majority of the new settlers were young and many were from urban
environments. Their physical propensities, agricultural and technical skills, as well
as a heavy reliance on the intricate knowledge of experienced artisans, fell far short
of what was required in a landscape that was to prove both alien and hostile.
According to Cameron, ‘Faced with the prospect of selecting, settling and
organizing virgin land, they did not know what to do. Many were as incompetent as
they were inexperienced and were severely censured for their “helpless inefficiency”
by Stirling’. 104

Though there was no lack of initial enterprise and initiative, the colony quickly
languished, barely surviving from both a lack of expertise, a lack of investment
capital, a lack of product, a lack of markets and most important of all, in an era
when most industries were labour intensive, a lack of labour. Eventually all were
intertwined to create, as the years agonized onward, an ennui from which there
seemed no escape. W.B. Kimberly wrote:

Substantially, Western Australia had for its pioneers more highly educated men of
good society than perhaps any other British dependency. It would certainly have
been better had the first arrivals been all simpler-minded men, inured to constant
labour, and possessing in their determined minds and strong bodies the essentials of
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a character which would not be daunted, which will reduce the waste to beneficial
productiveness, which will penetrate the ends of the earth to serve its purposes. 105

Progress was painful and painstaking. Records show that six years after
settlement in the Avon Valley (1837-38) over the whole of the York agricultural
district the total wheat grown in that season was 96 hectares, while that of barley
was 14 hectares and oats 4 hectares. Most of the buildings were crudely constructed
of ‘pug’ or ‘wattle and daub’ (wetted clay compacted into the fine-woven branches
of a local variety of small tree or shrub) and roofed with the leaves of the native
grass trees which grew in profusion on many properties. 106

A decade after the first settlement the settlers still had only a tenuous hold. They
had developed a farm economy which provided just their bare necessities.
Collectively they sent a few hundred bales of wool a year to England from their
20,000 sheep. In exchange for barrels of whale oil obtained by barter from passing
American whalers in need of provisions, the colonists imported clothing, tobacco
and spirits. Wheat and flour had still to be imported from Hobart Town. Flourmilling, boat-building and brewing were the only other important industries. The
white population in 1839 was estimated at 1,302 males and 852 females. The total
government expenditure was eleven thousand four hundred and sixty two pounds.
107
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The detailed diary of an early Western Australian settler, Samuel Viveash, gives
valuable insights into the day to day difficulties of producing commodities that
would ensure the viability of his own investment.

108

It also gives a window into the

struggles of many within the infant Western Australian settlement, in a land which
proved difficult to manipulate to their requirements and went close to
overwhelming them.

Dr Samuel Viveash, M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P. (London), left England for the Swan
River Colony on the Britomart in June, 1838. 109 With him were his wife, his brother,
Dr Robert Viveash, and the latter’s brother-in-law, John Frederick Smith. The
partners had obviously read reports of the difficulties encountered at the Swan
River Colony in its first decade and, accordingly, had taken steps to be well
prepared before setting out. Their servants included a married couple, a nursemaid,
a shepherd, a carpenter and two labouring men. They brought with them what they
thought would be adequate skilled labour and appropriate farm equipment too.

Sensibly, on arrival, the Viveash brothers took their time. Initially they looked
over properties at the Upper Swan and they stayed in that region for some months.
They considered various prospects, including an offer of 3,000 acres at Toodyay by
Mr Yule and the 7,800 acre Woodlands property offered by Mr Tanner at York.
Samuel Viveash seemed bemused at the price of stock in the colony. A black mare,
108
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which he considered would have been worth ₤15 in England, he noted cost ₤67 in
the colony. One mob of ewes was priced at ₤4 each, wethers ₤3-10-0 and a cow and
calf ₤32-10-0. This was when the hire of a labourer or a shepherd around that time
had risen to around ₤40per year. 110

After careful considerations, by July 1839 the family and their entourage
finalized the purchase on what had originally been known as the ‘Walcott Estate’,
south of York.
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The price was ₤16,000 for the 4,860 hectares. The Viveash family

moved to the property. Despite the undeveloped landscape a mitigating
circumstance was that Viveash noted a good well, the most vital facility of all. 112 But
as well considered, careful and prepared as he could possibly be, the unforeseen
difficulties that would eventually overwhelm Dr Viveash were not long in coming.

Though taken up some years before, the estate was almost entirely uncleared. It
was covered with the tough and wiry ‘jam’ and York gum trees. The former owner,
James Walcott, had left the colony for Mauritius two years before. It is probable the
property had thus been neglected in the intervening period and very little
developmental work had been done. Like so many others at the time, Walcott also
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had been granted land in the Upper Swan region (1107 acres or 448 hectares). His
principal residence was there. The holding between York and the Dale would have
been sufficiently remote to militate against much development.
Much has been written regarding the enormous difficulties of the Western
Australian agricultural pioneers, the up-side down seasons, unfamiliar soils,
unaccountable stock diseases, a lack of labour, both skilled and unskilled, too few
markets and too little capital. However, a more graphic micro-picture has been
painted, via the Viveash diary. It adds a further dimension, from a presentation of
the day-to-day difficulties, to the anguish, despair and disillusion of those who
attempted to tame this alien ‘prospect’.

Stock would have to be closely attended. There were, of course, no fences. Back
in the Old Country farm fencing would long have been in place via the medium of
impenetrable hawthorn hedges or thousands of stones stacked upon stones over
many centuries. There was little of that facility yet available in the Avon Valley,
and, in 1839, wire strand fencing was still decades away. Cutting and constructing
moveable hurdles from surrounding bush timber would have tested an early
settler’s personal stamina, not to mention his saws and axes.
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English implements

either were easily blunted by the sap of the wattle bushes or constantly broken when
applied to the twisted, knotty, unyielding grain of the larger scattered York gums.
Broken pick, axe, hammer, rake, pitchfork or mattock handles were a constant and
113
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debilitating problem. The indigenous termites or white ants found the softer English
woods much to their taste.

With a paucity of effective implements, quality and quantity of manpower
became more and more a key component in farming survival than before.
Progressively, as the harsh conditions became evident, disillusioned labourers left.
In consequence, less expertise and very necessary ‘muscle’ were available.

Sheep husbandry is an intensive exercise. The animals require close attention on
a constant basis if they are to remain healthy and productive. Sheep, as they feed,
will range over considerable areas. Keeping them in a controlled group requires a
combination of a relatively cleared landscape, good dogs, the simple but very
necessary expedience of fencerows and very attentive, knowing handlers or
shepherds.

But sheep are among the easier animals to handle. Samuel Viveash and his
partners, like most others, brought on to their property a European mentality of
mixed farming. With that mindset, of course, came goats, pigs, cattle and horses. At
one stage he recorded that one of his men (Skippon) was engaged in making halters
for the pigs!
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One can readily surmise they were having difficulty keeping the

stock under control. Straying or lost stock is mentioned frequently in the diary.
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All of this, of course, was very time consuming, but the men were required for
other developmental tasks – building, ploughing, clearing and stone picking.
Another previously uncountenanced problem was the urgent necessity of ‘grubbing’
poison plants with a hoe or mattock through long ten-hour summer days in 35-40
degree temperatures over many weeks. It is not a pleasant experience, even for those
born into the environment. For the European ‘bred’ it would have been, at best, a
form of purgatory. And yet it was a vital necessity for economic survival. As late as
1971 the Western Australian Department of Agriculture listed 34 toxic species of the
genera Gastrolobium and Oxylobium
still in existence.
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In the 1840s such identification had hardly begun, and

eradication techniques, too, had yet to develop.

There was the incessant mending of the fragile English farm equipment, killing
and dressing beasts for domestic food supply; kitchen gardening, the often futile
attempt to grow vegetables and fruit in climatic conditions hostile to such
endeavours. Although Viveash reported a well he also noted that the river had not
run for three years.
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Stock require a lot of water. Added to these difficulties was

the constant bushfire menace (often mentioned).

Dr Viveash records the necessity of engaging Aboriginal shepherds, but he also
mentioned frequent incidences of stealing and abandonment of stock. He noted the
harassment of the flocks by native dogs. The sheep contracted ‘scab’ disease and
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many died. They eventually learned to treat the condition with tobacco water and,
on occasion, had to remove the animals to more distant, uninfected pastures. Again,
that was enormously time consuming, labour intensive and inconvenient in the face
of the many other tasks needing attention. On one occasion Dr Viveash records in
exasperation that one of his men (Waylen) killed 60 lambs when using turpentine
and tobacco water too freely. 117

Replacing stock was not cheap. A ewe cost Viveash five guineas, about one-eighth
of a skilled worker’s annual wage of ₤40 in 1840.
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A lamb ₤1, wethers were

around ₤1-10-0 and rams around ₤4. A cow, a very essential item on the stock
inventory, cost ₤30-₤40 and a sheep dog (indispensable) ₤5. A good horse cost
around ₤70 and a brood mare ₤100 or more.
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Perhaps Viveash struck a relatively

good bargain when, around the time he first arrived at Yangedine, he purchased
from Fleay, a neighbour at Gilgering, horses, cart and harness for ₤70-10-0. When
one of the horses subsequently died he calculated the loss at between ₤70-₤80. There
was a purchase of 30 bushels of wheat at fourteen shillings and sixpence per bushel.
A cask of pork cost ₤8. 120

Viveash estimated that prices in Western Australia for stock and equipment were
300-400% higher than English prices. He recorded with some chagrin that a gimlet
cost him one shilling and sixpence and the tea, which was of very poor quality, cost
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five shillings and four pence a pound. Butter was seven shillings a pound; eggs,
fifteen shillings per dozen. Supplies soon ran low and even had they been affordable
many basic commodities, such as flour, paper and nails, were unprocurable. 121

The vast distances were another factor in compromising efforts to become viable.
On 28 July 1841, after being driven by Mr Tanner from Guildford to Greenmount,
Samuel Viveash walked to halfway house and reached it by 5pm, where he spent the
night. The following day he walked the remaining distance to the Bland property at
the southern extremity of the York townsite (around 50 kms), reaching his
destination at 4.30 in the afternoon. The following evening he attended a meeting of
the York Agricultural Society at Monger’s Hotel. The next day he finally reached
home around midday, another 16 kilometers or so. 122

It is apparent that the life of an agricultural pioneer began to wear thin for
Samuel Viveash after several seasons, despite the fact that, after 25 months, they
had completed the building of a new house. Viveash records with some apparent
pique that he was obliged to sign on William Smith for ₤52 per annum (provided
daughter Ellen remained in service for three years and Smith’s wife would work for
two shillings per day when required). A little later he signed on Richard Strange for
₤34.
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At around the same time he records that the return on his 1840 wool clip
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was just ₤60. One assumes that if he was to retain the number of labourers
necessary to develop the property he would have to offer each similar wages and
conditions. The figures did not add up.

Another early settler in the same district, George Fletcher Moore, complained:

If you bring out servants the expense of keeping them is considerable, and without
them what can a single individual effect? Indentured servants become masters. No
matter what damage they do, how careless they are, sober or drunk, idle or
industrious, impudent or respectful, well or ill, you must keep them and satisfy
every demand on the instant or they go to a magistrate and make a complaint. 124

In a letter to his brother in Scotland, dated 5 May 1832, the Colonial Surgeon, Dr A.
Collie wrote with some chagrin:

The working classes … get excessively high wages [but] suffer what are great
privations to them, the want of fresh meat, vegetable and beer. As a result of
deprivation they leave the Swan Colony for Van Dieman’s Land and Sydney. 125

According to some, a labourer’s bargaining power had risen to unacceptable
levels as far as wages and conditions were concerned. Another problem that vexed
the landowners was the emergence of wealthy self-employed shepherds and the
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growing ‘familiarity’ of their servants. The former ‘class’ clearly felt there was still
a need to ensure the traditional social order. They should be clearly seen as ‘master’
and their employees as ‘servants’.

126

This new spirit of egalitarianism was

disconcerting. Clearly, the social stratification that had underpinned society in the
Old Country was breaking down. What could be done to re-establish the former
status quo?

It is hardly surprising that labour was scarce. The skilled servants brought from
England in the first years of the colony had served their indentures and were
becoming independent. The conditions of service had been harsh. A typical bond of
service required a man to serve his master without reward for seven years, the
master’s part of the bargain being to provide the passage money to Swan River for
the servant, together with his wife and child, and to house, clothe and feed the man
and his family while the man remained in his employ. Some conditions were slightly
more liberal. A carpenter undertook for himself and his wife to serve for five years
for ₤10 a year but the less fortunate indentured servants had to refund their passage
money after they reached Swan River.

127

It was common practice by employers to withhold any wages until the passage
monies had been paid. Breaches of contract could be enforced by law and
imprisonment. It is little wonder that skilled artisans, their indentures fulfilled, and
with not inconsiderable feelings of resentment toward the oligarchic large
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landholders, felt little sympathy for their former employers and either left the
colony or demanded higher wages and better conditions for their services. 128

Archdeacon Mathew Hale, visiting Western Australia as an assistant to Bishop
Short of Adelaide, in whose ecclesiastical domain the Swan River Colony then lay,
wrote of the conditions he observed during a protracted visit in 1848.

129

He

commented extensively on the reasons why he thought there had been so many
difficulties in the new colony in its first 20 years; the ‘retarding circumstances’. He
had searching comments to make regarding the type of settler: ‘Every one sought to
turn land-owner on his own account, and nobody would work.’

130

He allied this

incapacity with the shortage of skilled labour, the unknown ‘herbage’ of the new
country and the alarming mortality rates of the sheep and cattle. He criticized the
inequitable system of land grants and went as far as to suggest that a lack of a good
harbour would limit the development of trade.

131

The analysis was perceptive, but

there were no real solutions offered. The question remained, how was the colony to
reverse such a dire situation?
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The infant colony struggled on through the first two decades of its existence.
Many of the skilled artisans and labourers left for more promising localities in the
eastern colonies. Landowners began to talk of abandoning their enterprises. In a
region where the primary pursuits were in agriculture the Swan River Colony was
perilously close to disintegration. In desperation, many began to think of the
unthinkable.

64

Chapter Two
Agitation for convict labour

The Swan River colony had been founded on strong principles of free settlement,
but so desperate had circumstances become after a decade that many colonists
began to agitate for urgently needed new sources of labour. Initially, there was
strong resistance to the introduction of convicts, but when Charles Fitzgerald
replaced Governor John Hutt in 1848 the initiative gained momentum despite
continuing ambivalence within the community. On 1 May 1849, an Order-inCouncil was passed at Westminster nominating Western Australia as a place to
which convicts could be sent from the United Kingdom. 132

It had not taken some of the first colonists very long to perceive the difficulties
they were in. R.M. Lyon wrote to the Secretary of State for the Colonies as early as
February 1831 stating that a settler told him, ‘I came here because no convicts were
to be sent, but so completely are my sentiments altered on the subject that if a
petition for convict labour were moved tomorrow, I should be ready to put my name
to it.’ 133 This just 20 months after the colony had begun.
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In 1834 a petition from a body of settlers at King George’s Sound was sent to the
Secretary of State through Governor Stirling. Though the petition conceded the
colony had been set up under a system of free labour, they maintained that forced
labour was necessary to open up proper lines of communication between various
settlements. They believed that in the absence of markets for their products the only
remedy was the introduction of convicts.

134

The petition was premature. The

majority of early settlers, still imbued with the principle of free labour and
supported by strong conservative elements within the administration, were
determined to struggle on.

In 1844, a general meeting of the York Agricultural Society formulated a motion
urging that the Home Government and the Secretary of State do something about
the labour problems. Lockier Burges moved:

… that, in as much as the present land regulations have entirely destroyed our
labour fund, we conceive that the Home Government are bound in justice to supply
us with some kind of labour … we have come to the determination of petitioning the
Secretary of State for the Colonies for a gang of forty convicts to be exclusively
employed in public works. 135
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The Governor listened to them but they received no encouragement.

136

The all

important newspaper support was only lukewarm. There were those who were
anxious for self-government as soon as possible, although it was increasingly
realized by many that the economic and social bases for such privilege were just not
present to that point. But by early 1846 the newspapers were changing their
opinion. They had begun to see advantages in cheap labour and an invigorated
public works programme. As a gesture of compromise, the Perth Gazette suggested
the convicts should be confined in hulks, not allowed to mix with free people and
returned to England when their services were no longer required.
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Accommodating convicts ‘off-shore’ had been the practice at various Bermuda
stations since 1824. 138

A petition by Avon Valley settler W.S. Stockley, to Her Majesty’s Secretary of
State for the Colony’s, Lord Stanley, signed by some 250 people in 1846 and 1847
asking that Western Australia be made a penal settlement, contained ‘a statement of
grievances to be redressed and the solution, in this case the transportation of
convicts to Western Australia.’
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Acting-Governor Irwin would not support the

movement. At the opening of the Legislative Council in June 1847 he vehemently
opposed the agitation, commenting that the request for convicts resulted from the
desire to accumulate wealth by a portion of the community. He concluded: ‘With
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the experience of other colonies, which we now witness struggling to free themselves
from this system as from a pestilence, I would strongly urge all who are favourable
to the measure to consider whether the injury likely to be entailed on the community
may not convince, when too late, that they have obtained their object at a dreadful
sacrifice.’ 140

In the meantime the British economy had run into trouble. Inflationary pressures
forced the government of Prime Minister Robert Peel to introduce the Bank
Charter Act of 1844. It restricted the powers of the British banks and gave the Bank
of England exclusive note-issuing capacity. This in turn restricted the flow of
venture capital. Those families supporting the Swan River settlers were forced to
tighten their own purse strings at home. The limited currency coming into the Swan
River dried up even further. 141

On 5 November 1848, Gerald De Courcy, who had leased a property with his
brother at Springhill, near Northam, bemoaned the fact that the price of wool was
awful.
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On the 19 November he added: ‘If the home government makes this a

penal settlement we will remain here. If not, we will start God alone knows where.
This place in its present state is too diminutive and groveling to do anything in it. I
hope they will; the sooner the better.’ 143
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The Parkhurst boys

Early in 1839, the Governor of Western Australia, John Hutt, received from the
Colonial Office a circular asking if the colony would be prepared to accept juvenile
prisoners who had first been “reformed” in English penitentiaries. After seeking
comment from the Western Australian Agricultural Society, Hutt agreed that the
majority of the community would not object to such boys not above 15 years of age.
However, he added that in his opinion the labour market could not support more
than 30 boys a year. 144

The Parkhurst apprentices were juvenile prisoners from Parkhurst Prison on the
Isle of Wight, sentenced to ‘transportation beyond the seas’ and shipped to
Tasmania, Victoria, Norfolk Island and New Zealand between 1842 and 1852.
Earlier they had been apprehended and sentenced for petty crimes committed on
the streets and down the alleys of the large industrial centres. Even earlier a scheme
called ‘The Children’s Friend Society’ had been set up by philanthropist Captain
Edward Pelham Brenton in 1830. Queen Victoria was its patron. The stated object
was to reclaim and provide for vagrant children found in the streets without any
means of subsistence except by begging or thieving. In all 73 such children were sent
out to Western Australia, mainly in the 1830s. 145
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The Parkhurst institution, after being set up under the governance of Robert
Woollcombe at the end of December 1838, was continually extended, mainly by the
boys themselves, as a part of their training in carpentry, stone and ironwork. In all,
4,088 boys passed through the Parkhurst system. Either before leaving England or
on arrival at their destination, they were pardoned on the condition they be
‘apprenticed’ to local employers and that they did not return to England during the
term of their sentence. From 1842 to 1852 nearly 1,500 boys aged between twelve
and eighteen were transported to Australia and New Zealand from Parkhurst
Prison. 146 The last group of boys sent out to the colonies arrived in 1852. A lone boy
also arrived in Western Australia in 1852 and another in 1861, but prison records
do not say why they were sent. 147

Parkhurst apprentices were employed largely by a broad cross-section of
Western Australia’s most influential land-holders, businessmen and officials, among
them Governor Andrew Clarke, Frederick Irwin, permanent Commandant of the
W.A. Forces, Advocate-General and large landholder, George Fletcher-Moore,
Bishop Salvado of New Norcia and George Shenton, pharmacist and businessman.
Overall the assimilation of the Parkhurst apprentices into the Swan River Colony
was a success. It proved to be an important factor in the subsequent acceptance of
convicts into Western Australian society. 148
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Agitation broadens – the tempo quickens

When Charles Fitzgerald became Governor in August 1848, the plight of the settlers
had obviously reached the ears of the Colonial Office in London. The new governor
was given instructions to find out on arrival whether the colonists would take
prisoners who had served their mandatory separate confinement in a Pentonville
prison. Fitzgerald instructed his resident magistrates in the various Western
Australian districts to inquire as to whether the settlers would accept
“Pentonvillians”. He was sufficiently encouraged (although division of opinion
within the colony was still considerable) to ask Earl Grey for a hundred ticket-ofleave men. 149

With the renewed impetus a public meeting was held in Perth on 23 February
1849. A resolution suggested that the Governor forward to the Secretary of State a
request for one hundred Pentonville convicts whose crimes were not serious and
who could be safely pardoned on arrival. It was rejected. Those assembled wanted
far more. They sought to ask Her Majesty’s Government ‘… to adopt the only
means which we conceive calculated to save the Province from abandonment – viz.,
by making it at once into a Penal Settlement, with the requisite Government
expenditure.’ 150
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The petitioners at the meeting did not have it all their own way. In a 3 March
1849 Perth Gazette editorial, opposition to the proposals was noted. It reported Mr
Shaw had enquired if the colony was in a position to ask anything of the Home
Government after the ‘monster petition’? ‘In the present resolutions there was
much that was opposed to what had before represented as their wishes, and he felt
convinced the Home Government would not make this a penal settlement.’

151

In

support, Mr Bond could not see the use of the meeting. The Home Government, he

pointed out, was pledged not to make the colony a penal settlement. 152

Many colonists would have been aware of the considerable resistance to convict
transportation in the eastern colonies at this point. John West in his 1852 History of
Tasmania, described the opposition in the 1840s as, ‘a formative struggle between
the “tyranny of irresistible despotism” … and “the steady and determined
operations of truth and right”, represented by righteous and progressive colonials
well-tuned to their rights to freedom, liberty and self determination.’
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West wrote

of the unity of inter-colonial opinion against ‘authoritative and menacing’
behaviour of the British Government. Despite the difficult economic circumstances,
many within Western Australian were well aware of, and agreed with, these
sentiments.
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The Inquirer newspaper concluded, however, that a majority at the meeting
agreed convicts could be employed in developing profitable resources. The
promising mines of lead and coal and the exhaustless supply of timber could serve to
freight home the ships by which the convicts would be conveyed. 154

Without delay an appointed deputation waited on His Excellency with a copy of
the resolutions. Well aware of the parlous state of the economy, the Governor
promised the petitioners he would transmit them without delay to the Secretary of
State. 155 Attempting to present a balanced view, Governor Fitzgerald wrote to Earl
Grey pointing out that there were simply not enough people to develop the economy,
and trade had slumped. He also pointed out the ambivalent attitude among the
settlers: ‘… they expressed great alarm and regret at the prospect, but the situation
was desperate and they did want them [convicts].’ 156

Pamela Statham concluded that the move to introduce convicts was not the
outcome of a widespread majority view due to the labour shortage and economic
conditions. It was, she argues, the result of a concerted effort by a powerful
minority. 157 That contention is accurate, but it was a minority only in number. That
group of settlers held the majority of the economic influence within the colony and
the bulk of the political and social influence also. The Governor’s advisory council,
154
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and the society within and surrounding it, comprised mainly of major landholders,
comprised an exclusive, powerful ‘club’.

158

Earl Grey, the British Secretary of

State, finally put forward the proposal to send convicts who had completed their
separate confinement period in a United Kingdom prison. They were to be confined
in Western Australia to particular districts and their passage money reimbursed to
the Treasury from wages earned. After a suitable period they could be granted a
ticket-of-leave and would be free to choose their own employment. 159

On 1 May 1849, an Order-in-Council was passed at Westminster nominating

Western Australia as a place to which convicts could be sent from the United
Kingdom. A late decision by the Secretary of State calmed the fears of many still
opposed to the scheme. He declared that an equal number of free settlers to convicts
would be sent out. The convicts would be solely in the control of the government for
employment on public works. They would only be available to colonists for labour
when they were free from the building of public roads, bridges and buildings. 160

Following the proclamation of the colony as a ‘Penal Settlement’, however, there
were continuing cries of protest, some of them highly emotive. The Perth Gazette
reproduced this comment in its 16 November 1849 issue:
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A New Song
(Adapted From “Sam Sly’s African Journal”)
TUNE – ‘The Campbells Are Coming’
The Convicts are coming – oho! oho!
What a curse to the Swan! What a terrible blow!
No – devil a bit – don’t fear, my old bricks,
How much we may learn, if they’ll teach us their tricks.
The convicts are coming! Oh dear, oh dear!
Don’t button your pockets – there’s nothing to fear;
For surely no exile would venture to thieve,
When away from the prisons, on a Ticket of Leave.
The convicts are coming! Hurrah! Hurrah!
How it gladdens the heart of each anxious papa,
For how quickly his children may now learn a trade,
From that best of preceptors – a thief ready-made.
The convicts are coming! Huzza! Huzza!
If we want to pick locks, they will tell us the way,
Do we think to cut throats, or to blow out men’s brains,
They’ll show us the mode, if we’ll only take pains.
The convicts are coming – what capital sport!
The road to the gallows made easy and short,
And long will the Swanites remember the day,
When the convicts were sent to the shores by Earl Grey.
The convicts are coming! The ‘Scindians’ in sight!
Then throw up your hats boys, illuminate tonight!
Yes, throw up your hats, be as merry as grigs!
For I warrant they’ll soon put us up to their rigs.
The convicts are coming! Huzza! Huzza!
Three cheers for the convicts, and three for Earl Grey!
Three cheers for the Swanites, and nine for each man,
Who devised and perfected this glorious plan. 161

Several weeks later J. W. Hardy protested in conventional prose:

This monstrous, insane, and outrageous act on the rights and liberties of a free
people, is neither more or less than the resurrection of that beastly and unnatural
monster, the Slave Trade. 162
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John Hardy’s protest was not only an extension of the feelings against the earlier
slave trade ‘monster’ and what some regarded as its successor, the convict
transportation system, but was an example of the ‘heat’ in the general community
debate and an indication of the ambivalence within the Western Australian
agricultural fraternity itself. After arrival in the colony on 30 January 1830, in
partnership with brother Joseph, he had taken up sixteen and a half thousand acres
on the Swan and at York and later added four thousand York acres to the holdings
in 1847. While John managed the Swan holding, brother Joseph lived at York. The
latter did not share the former’s views. His experiences in the harsh outer
agricultural region were very different from John’s, working his holding down on
the more benign coastal plain. 163

The J.W. Hardy view was also a reflection of the anti-transportation sentiments
beyond the Swan River Colony. Within the eastern colonies wide-spread protest had
been in train for some years. David Roberts wrote: ‘The anti-transportation
campaigns clearly demonstrate that the quest … involved vociferous affirmations of
the decency and worth of the free settler, in distinction to, and in defence against, an
unfree criminal population and a convict past.’ 164 Ridding the new continent of the
blight of the convict ‘stain’ was strongly felt at the time the struggling settlers of
Western Australia were contemplating convict introduction into their community.
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Arthur Shenton, the editor of the Perth Gazette, claimed to speak for those
opposed to convicts. He accused the authorities of blatant duplicity, claiming that
Earl Grey had designedly led the colonists who accepted the offer into a trap. ‘Have
we not reason to fear that, unprotected, we shall be inundated with such convicts, so
hardened in crime, so ruthless, so abandoned, that one can scarcely contemplate
them, even at a distance, without a shudder.’ 165 Strong words, somewhat histrionic,
but as events were to prove, not without foundation.

A letter from Downing Street, dated 20 December 1849, may well have soothed
some of the heated objections. It arrived in response to a query from a worried
Colonization Assurance Company, as to whether a system of assignment, as had
been practised in the eastern colonies, was to be established. Earl Grey’s secretary,
B. Hawks, assured the inquirer that the intention was to furnish much needed
labour to improve harbours, open new roads, cut valuable timber, extend public
works and that it would be at the expense of the British Treasury. In order to
achieve best results the convicts would be selected from those with good conduct
records and that they would not be subject to any assignment system. In conclusion
he stated that Grey hoped that the convicts would contribute greatly to the progress
of the colony, eventually render the environment more attractive to free settlers of
all classes and further the economy. 166
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Though the strong objections continued, some observers appeared more balanced
in their views. James Child’s reaction reached the desk of the Perth Gazette. He
wrote: ‘It was a source of great annoyance to myself and others to see the caustic
and ungracious remarks that were made against the late measures of the
Government here, in deciding to have an establishment of Prisoners at Fremantle,
for the purpose of carrying on works there for the entire benefit of the colony, but at
the same time at the expense of the Home Government.’

167

Child went on to extol

the benefits of the large number of Pensioner Guards and their families who would
be coming to the colony, the impetus on trade and the accompanying benefits on
real estate values. He also mentioned the likelihood of the Britain to Sydney mail
contracts being routed via Western Australia and the distinct possibility that the
Home Government might supply an even larger vessel to the colony to augment the
existing work of the small local trading vessel, Champion. 168

No matter the moral high ground or the perceived duplicitous chicanery of
government, the die had been cast. The ink on the documents within the realms of
Westminster and at the Colonial Office was dry and permanent. Would it turn out
to be the thin end of a pernicious wedge, as John Hardy, Arthur Shenton and many
other conservative colonists feared it would be? Or would the Home Government
actions prove to be the panacea that the struggling colony so desperately needed?
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Governor Fitzgerald states his case

On the 20 December 1849, Governor Charles Fitzgerald addressed the members of
the Legislative Council in Perth. He apologized for convening such an early meeting
but felt it necessary in consequence of the Order in Council proclaiming Western
Australia as a lawful place to send transported convicts. He assured the council
members of the ultimate advantages of the scheme. He laid before them the official
dispatches from Earl Grey outlining the ‘whole state and conditions’ under which
the convicts would be sent to and maintained in the colony. 169

The specifics of what Earl Grey had to say in the dispatches were of vital
importance to the operation of the forthcoming convict system in Western Australia.
The administration of the system was to have its differences to what had been
earlier implemented in New South Wales and Van Dieman’s Land. During the
intervening period, the British Government, anxious for a more effective system,
had given much thought to what had been in operation in the eastern colonies. The
most important point was that there was to be no assignment. After being granted
his ticket-of-leave following a period of good behaviour in prison administered work
parties, a convict was free. The constraints were minimal: he could arrange his own
employment and negotiate conditions and wages, he would be confined to a specified
district and he was to report to the authorities at regular intervals. He would be
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admonished by the law but the law would also protect him as it did every one else. 170
Earl Grey also reported that there were enough married men who happily
combined agricultural backgrounds with good prognoses to make up the seventy
asked for by the settlers. 171 It looked very promising, and not at all threatening.
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Chapter Three

The first convicts – a harrowing journey

The convicts who arrived in Western Australia had already served an appreciable
portion of their sentence within the Pentonville system in Britain. During that time
they had been subjected to the traumas associated with a mandatory period in
separate confinement, a period on work parties while invariably accommodated
aboard a disease ridden hulk, then finally aboard a transport ship for the
precarious three to four month voyage to the Swan River. But even after gaining
their freedom, for some, there still was a price to pay.

On 1 June 1850, the first batch of 75 convicts arrived unexpectedly off Fremantle
aboard the 800-ton Indiaman, Scindian. J.S. Battye commented, ‘… thus the colony
celebrated its twenty first birthday by assuming the character of an actual penal
settlement.’

172

The vessel had left Portsmouth on 4 March 1850. Her passage of 88

days to the Swan River was rapid by the standards of the day. Under the command
of Captain James Scammel, the 75 convicts apart, she also had aboard 207 other
passengers. ‘In cabin’ were Royal Naval Surgeon Superintendent Dr Gibson, Royal
Engineer Superintendent of the Convict Establishment, Captain E.Y.W. Henderson,
his lady and child, Mr and Mrs Dickson and two children and Mr and Mrs
172
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Manning and their two children. In steerage were 54 pensioner guards and their
families, along with 14 young emigrant women. 173

Who were these 75 men who had been foisted upon a somewhat reluctant Swan
River community? What was their quality? Would their past criminal behaviour
compromise or contribute to the hoped for progress in this most isolated of British
settlements? They had come a long way – far further than the journey from
Portsmouth, their story stretching agonizingly longer than the 88 days the passage
took. All of them were ‘Pentonvillians’. The fact was that they, and many before
them, had endured a protracted, tortuous journey through the system well before
their arrival on Australian shores.

Continuing pressure for changes to the penal system in Great Britain during the
late 18th century did have some effect. After a long battle in and out of parliament
an act for the introduction of a national prison system was passed. Michael Ignatieff
contends that the penitentiary had first emerged as a special project of Quakers,
Independents, Methodists and Evangelicals. Nonconformists ‘took up the idea of the
penitent because, as a system of authority and as a machine for the remaking of men
it reflected some of the deepest political, psychological, and religious assumptions.’
174

Ignatieff propounded the idea that the penitentiary then became attractive to the

state when England underwent a crisis of social control at the end of the 18 th
century. There had been a population explosion around that time and the post-war
173
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slumps of 1750, 1770 and 1815 increased the criminal population of Britain.
Additionally, the cessation of transportation to the American colonies after their
War of Independence closed an important outlet for convict disposal. The resultant
over-crowded and highly insanitary gaols led to the deaths of many prisoners and
the discovery of corruption, extortion and inhumanity perpetrated by prison
authorities and prison inmates alike inspired zealous nonconformist and
‘enlightened’ utilitarians to devise the penitentiary as a religious and rational
solution to the problem of crime.

175

The resultant redesigning of prisons was ‘built

upon contradictory and confused principles which were never properly resolved. It
embodied ideals which were either unrealizable or associated with unpleasant
unintended consequences.’ 176 Ian Wynd wrote: ‘The haphazard herding together of
all types of criminals gave way to greater segregation, particularly as the conviction
grew that by separating criminals from each other there was a better chance of
effecting reform in their evil ways.’ 177

In England the first implantation of this type of system was at Millbank prison.
Under an urgent impetus to diminish crime and reform criminals it was opened in
London as the first national penitentiary in 1821. The treatment each prisoner was
to receive was laid down by an act of parliament, based on three principles –
seclusion, employment and religious instruction. 178 The prison had cells rather than
the customary large communal yards for prisoners. Reformers had maintained that
175
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inmates had been learning more undesirable practices in prison than out of it. One
observer recorded having seen a group of young boys blindfold themselves, form a
ring and take it in turn to pick each other’s pockets.

179

However, at Millbank,

isolation was not total. Though prisoners received few visits from friends or family,
chapel attendances, exercise periods and trade training took place and ensured
plentiful social interchange. But the incidence of mental breakdown took place on
too many occasions and the system was judged to be only partially successful.

180

According to Whitworth Russell, the former chaplain at Millbank, a lack of
discipline and tight supervision was also a factor. 181

With the completion of the construction of Pentonville prison in 1842 a revised
system was devised, based on a stricter regimen of close confinement. An
authoritative thinking had evolved that each transgressor should be lodged in a
separate cell and completely removed from the company of his ‘colleagues’.

182

The

reasoning was that each prisoner would not be further tainted by others and, in
solitude, would have ample time to reflect on the error of his ways. Hence the word,
penitentiary, derived from the latin, penitus, meaning deep inside. From this root are
derived other English words such as penance, meaning a discipline imposed by
church authority or punishment undergone in token from penitence of sin. There
were others such as penal and repent. And repentance was what was expected of
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each prisoner.

183

The word ‘cell’ came originally from the monastery tradition. It

was a monk’s tiny room, bare of all but the basic essentials, where a person could
examine, in solitude, the depths of his soul.

It was ordered by the authorities that, from 1842 onward, following the
completion of Pentonville, the convicts lodged there should do the same. Complete
silence and isolation were strictly enforced. Even during the one-hour exercise
period every day, prisoners wore hoods so that they could not recognize
acquaintances and make physical or verbal inter-change with them. During visits to
the prison chapel, inmates were segregated by partitioning so that they could see
only the ministering chaplain at the altar directly in front of them. 184

Charles Dickens, visiting the first of these new ‘model’ penal facilities, the
Philadelphia Eastern State Prison, first commissioned in 1829, described the place
as one that ‘produced an immense amount of torture and agony.’

185

‘Outside, the

day many be blue and gold,’ said Oscar Wilde of his cell in another Pentonville
model penitentiary, Reading Gaol, ‘but the light that creeps down through the
thickly muffled glass of the small iron-barred window beneath which one sits is grey
and niggard. It is always twilight in one’s cell, as it is always midnight in one’s
heart.’

186

For prison chaplain the Reverend J. Kingsmill, a further, but different

attraction of ‘solitary’ was the nicety with which it was ‘… calculated to strike
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terror into the minds of the lowest and vilest class of criminals than any other
hitherto devised, whilst those who have not fallen so low feel more than
compensated for its peculiar pressure by the protection and privacy which it affords
and, most of all, the penitent.’ 187

It was recommended that only first offenders of stout constitution and possessed
of an apparent willingness to reform should be incarcerated at Pentonville. 188 When
it first opened in 1842 the period of separate confinement was stipulated as 18
months, but as time went by the inhumanity of it drew considerable criticism. The
period was reduced to 12 months when it was stated in the sixth report of the
Pentonville commissioners that there were ‘some instances of partial aberration of
mind not amounting to insanity’ and ‘the occurrence of hysterical convulsions in
some of the convicts on their first being embarked for transportation.’

189

In 1853

the period was further reduced to nine months and then later to six months. Most of
Western Australia’s first transportees, therefore, would have served a twelve-month
separate-confinement period in a Pentonville model prison as part of their sentence,
before being transferred to work parties for a further period of time before
shipment to the colony. 190

The social and political mood in Britain, and in New South Wales, particularly
given the influence of organizations such the Anti-Transportation League, began to
187
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swing against the transportation system several decades into the 19th century.
However, the awkward conundrum was that gaol and hulk populations in the
United Kingdom were still burgeoning and continued to do so after the cessation of
transportation to New South Wales and Tasmania. The advent of transportation to
the Swan River Colony in 1850, although an unwelcome financial impost on the
British treasury, proved a useful expedient in relieving the ‘log-jam’ within the
home penal institutions.

Archdeacon Mathew Hale, soon to be ordained as the first Bishop of Perth at
Lambeth Palace in London, and having a fairly intimate knowledge of the fate of
transported convicts to Western Australia, commented on the English prison system
in his book On the Transportation Question, published in 1857.

191

Though he

considered much had been achieved, he also patently considered there was still a
long way to go. Nothing was being done to prevent a felon re-offending. He quoted
from a paper Lord Brougham had given to the first meeting of the National
Reformatory Union, reported in The Times edition of 22 August 1856.

192

Hale was

damning in his comments, observing that: ‘It was the duty of Government to
provide more ample means for reforming criminals. The gaol must be considered as
a moral hospital and its inmates treated rather as patients than as criminals.’ 193
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In the meantime the English Prison authorities carried on with their stop-gap
measures of incarceration. Those sentenced to transportation after serving
mandatory detention in the separate confinement of a Pentonville prison, had yet to
endure further horrors before boarding a colonial transport.

The English Prison Hulks

Never having anticipated a defeat in North America, the British authorities had not
expanded their prison system at home. Therefore, after 1776, there were thousands
who had been sentenced to transportation with inadequate facilities for placement.
Many more prisoners than expected languished in the filth and disorder of the
contract prisons and awaited His Majesty’s pleasure. Parliament was at its wit’s
end. Finally, they settled on a compromise. The idea of forced convict labour on
public works no longer seemed so tainted with slavery. Lord North formulated a
new Criminal Law Act of parliament, 16 Geo. III, c.43 (The Hulks Act). It was to be
a stop-gap measure meant to last only two years, until the American insurgents were
crushed. 194

The first hulks were moored on the Thames at Woolwich, the home of the Royal
Arsenal. The ‘Woolwich Warren’ was a maze of workshops, warehouses, woodyards, barracks, foundries and firing ranges. The convicts were put to work
dredging the surrounding marshes, developing the docks and in maintenance work
194
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at the arsenal. It was an expedient way of covering the costs of feeding, clothing and
housing them.

195

Her Majesty’s Inspector of Prisons, Lieutenant-Colonel Joshua

Jebb, introduced an incremental good conduct system for use in the hulks as well as
in prisons. Subsequently, the Governor of Portland Prison observed that the system
of wearing conduct badges on the dress, by which the monthly progress of each
convict towards obtaining a ticket-of-leave was publicly marked, worked very
satisfactorily as a means of promoting good behaviour. 196

Conditions on board the floating gaols were appalling and mortality rates of
around 30% were quite common. As convict numbers increased, so did the number
of hulks. The first two vessels, the Justitia and the Censor, housed 125 and 183
prisoners respectively. The number of convicts held on other vessels varied with
their size, but averaged 275 to 300. Each ship would have about 20 officers also.
Hulk after hulk, hung with bedding, clothes, weed and rotting rigging, lined the
river like a floating shantytown. Because of the isolated position of the hulks,
convicts were less able than prisoners ashore to arrange special treatment,
particularly visits from family and friends. 197

The convicts aboard Scindian and many successive ships to Western Australia
had endured this system. It was still in place at the time of their embarkation and
remained until its official abolition in 1857. Not that that helped the two thousand or
195
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so still aboard the hulks in Bermuda. It was to be a further five years before they
were finally broken up and the convicts were sent back to England or to Western
Australia. 198

Prisoners were put ‘tween decks’ en masse. It was overcrowded and foul odours
permeated through the ship. Two men shared one rug and a 20 inch by six foot bed
space. Despite regulations, few washed or shaved and the clothing was of poor
quality and fell apart quickly. One ex-prisoner said: ‘Half the time they gave us
provisions which the very dogs refuse.’

199

The prisoners worked ten hours in

summer and seven in winter. In other words they could be battened down in their
freezing, filthy quarters for over 15 hours. Time hung heavy, gambling was rife and
many escapes were planned. The guards often appeared ignorant, brutal,
tyrannical, cruel and devoid of feeling. They carried large sticks and used them
liberally. 200

By 1828 there were only ten hulks in England with 4,446 prisoners aboard. The
numbers decreased further until 1840, then increased again for three years as
demand rose after transportation ceased to New South Wales. Around the time the
Scindian convicts had served their required separate confinement period in a
Pentonville model prison and were being transferred to a hulk, conditions were
beginning to improve. There had been an inquiry in 1847 and, in consequence, diet
improved and good conduct awards were instituted. But of the 53,000 people who
198
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died in England and Wales in 1848 it is thought that a disproportionate number had
perished aboard the hulks.

201

When, at last, the convicts were placed aboard a

transport for Australia their trials were far from over.

The Convict Sea Journey

At the outset of convict transportation to Australia selection procedures for the sea
journey, according to Stephen Nicholas, were well defined. ‘The surgeon inspectors
were zealous in their task of choosing only the fit since they were paid, in part, on
the basis of the number of live convicts landed in New South Wales. In general “old
lags”, deemed by the inspecting surgeon to be unlikely to survive the ordeal of the
four-month voyage, were not transported.

202

In the words of surgeon Peter

Cunningham in the 1820s, rations were ‘good and abundant’ and, inconsequence,
shipboard mortality was remarkably low. 203 Accordingly to Nicholas, for the whole
of the transportation period, 1788 – 1868, the mortality rate was less then 1.8%, a
better health and safety record than the emigrant ships and slavers. 204

It was not always so. When the Three Bees convict transport vessel arrived in
Sydney early in 1814, it was found that nine men had died on the voyage and fiftyfive had to be sent to the colonial hospital.
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is no evidence to suggest there had been a surgeon aboard the vessel. The General
Hewitt and the Surrey also disembarked convicts in deplorable states during that
year.

Colonial frustration and anger reached a head. Governor Lachlan Macquarie asked
colonial surgeon William Redfern to report on the situation. Redfern subsequently
recommended, ‘that convicts must be adequately clothed and that transports should
not depart in winter. Attention must be paid to hygiene, to ensuring the proper
allocation of rations, and to ventilation, fumigation, and fresh air.

206

He also

‘respectfully suggested that the British government select naval surgeons – men of
abilities who have been accustomed to sea practice – who, as officers, would have
full power to exercise their judgment, without being subordinate to the ship’s
master.’

207

History research fellow at King’s College, London, Katherine Foxhall

comments: ‘Historians have seen Redfern’s report of 1814 as foundational moment
in the history of Australian and maritime public health. … From 1815, the
Admiralty assigned a qualified naval surgeon to every convict ship departing from
Britain and Ireland. 208

The report of Royal Navy surgeon John Gibson, in charge of the health and wellbeing of a total of 459 passengers (of which 301 were convicts) aboard the convict
ship Minden which arrived off Fremantle 14 October 1851, showed that, indeed,
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conditions aboard the later transports had improved.

209

Discipline was strict but the

convicts were ordered and arrived in good health, so much so that all were granted
immediate tickets-of-leave. It was not always so good, even on later ships.

210

John

Boyle O’Reilly (W.A. convict number 9843) who, in 1868 was transported on the last
convict ship Hougoumont to Western Australia, later wrote that ‘when the ship was
becalmed in the tropics, the suffering of the imprisoned wretches in the steaming
and crowded holds was piteous to see. They were so packed that free movement was
impossible. The best thing to do was to sit each on his or her berth, and suffer in
patience.’ 211

In his book The Fatal Shore, Robert Hughes presents a more florid picture of the
voyage. He described the precarious circumstances in which a convict ship and its
complement found itself as it entered the tropics sailing south through the Atlantic:
‘Now the weather became intolerably hot and humid, and as the fleet entered the
tropics waves of vermin crept out [of the] vessel’s woodwork, up from the bilges –
rats, bedbugs, lice, cockroaches, fleas. When tropical rainstorms whipped the fleet
they could not exercise on the deck. Waves broke green over the decks, dumping
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tons of freezing water down the companionways and sluicing the marines and the
shivering, half-clothed convicts out of their bunks.’ 212

The extreme physical and emotional trial that was the voyage on a convict
transport went on for three to four months. When conditions were suitable attempts
were made to keep the men occupied. They scrubbed the decks endlessly, scraping,
swabbing and dry-holystoning, weather depending. The men were made to pick
oakum, to sew trousers and jackets, to knit socks and sometimes to assist in the
ship’s navigation. Dancing and singing were encouraged and eventually small
libraries were shipped, although these were confined to works of a religious,
devotional and moral nature. Schools were formed and on the voyage many convicts
learnt to read or write. 213

John Acton Wroth, sentenced at Ipswich to 10 years for forgery in July 1848, was
transported to the Swan River aboard the Mermaid in 1851.

214

In his diary of the

voyage, begun in the finals days of December 1850, he mentions the tedium of life
aboard, but writes: ‘the prisons kept clean and well circulated; compositions being
sprinkled over the decks. Good provisions made for sleeping.’

215

The vessel lay at

anchor at Tilbury docks from 20 December 1850 for close on three weeks, waiting to
complete its complement of 209 convicts and around 30 pensioner guards and their
families. Wroth described the weather as uninviting and tempestuous, squally and
212
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wet. For many of those from cities and towns removed from the sea it must have
been distressing to be incarcerated aboard a vessel subject to the vagaries of the
elements, even though still in harbour. He reported that, in consequence, many were
‘dissatisfied and contentious. Sickness prevailing: measeles [sic], fever and seasickness.’ 216 He was impressed, however, with the attention they received: ‘Surgeon
together with Sergeant very attentive to the wants of those placed under their
charge.’

217

He was not impressed with some of his contemporaries aboard: ‘Many

of fellow passengers very inquisitive and troublesome also very presumptuous and
assuming.’ 218

The Mermaid finally sailed from Plymouth on 9 January 1851, only to be forced
back to Tilbury by bad weather and then on to Falmouth for repairs. It was not
until early February that they properly began their voyage to the Swan River.
‘During the first three days … the routine of shipboard life was established. Some of
the best behaved prisoners were selected to assist as hospital orderlies, cooks,
instructors and boatswains. The boatswains were required to keep order among the
fellow prisoners, especially when below decks at night. For those duties they
received small privileges.’

219

Wroth, himself, was appointed a school assistant on

the recommendation of Sergeant McGall. He wrote: ‘It is very laughable to see the
stratagems practiced by a number of the scholars who it appears have quite an
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antipathy to attending school.’

220

On the other hand: ‘But this is not the case for

all, for some there are that apply to come every day, which is quite sufficient to
prove that they are willing to attend.’

John Wroth was one of the 4% of Western Australian convicts who ‘formed a
distinct group of educated prisoners in the colony. Their previous professions were
in the areas of banking, commerce, accounting or clerical, law enforcement, navy,
manufacturing, farming, surveying, engineering, architecture, religious ministry
and medicine. Some had worked as master mariners, artisans, land agents,
auctioneers or prison officers.’ 221 Wroth, a printer by trade, an ambitious but naïve
young man of 17 years, had forged some orders for a gold watch and chain from a
jeweller, several other watches from another supplier and Wellington boots and a
pair of slippers from Jonathon and William Henry Buckingham. He was arrested
and charged and brought into court on 31 July 1848. 222 He was to pay a heavy price
for an act of juvenile foolishness. After sentencing he spent eleven days in Millbank
prison before being transferred to the Parkhurst Prison for juvenile offenders on
the Isle of Wight. In all, he was to spend a total of 29 months in detention before
being loaded aboard the Mermaid, anchored at Tilbury, and then an unusually long
further 5 months aboard the vessel awaited him.
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Eventually well underway, Wroth reported only occasional disciplinary
problems. On the 18 April he wrote of one man ‘boxed’ for violating the rules by
smoking.

223

Others received the same for insolence and one pensioner guard was

also similarly disciplined for abusing his wife. At this, ‘The surgeon thought it was
time to introduce diversions. On the twenty-second [February] two fiddlers obtained
their violins from the sergeant and evening entertainments were arranged. The
decks were prepared and,

The men sit themselves down in any convenient place … After which the fiddler
comes up and begins at once without any ceremony to strike up a tune, the which is
suited to what is about to be introduced, viz. singing or dancing, the company
manifesting their approbation by clapping and hooting … The men are this diverted
until 6 when an order is given to pass “below all hands”, the which is reluctantly
attended to. 224

Weather conditions were a constant pre-occupation and Wroth, impatient,
uncomfortable and frustrated, often reported ‘little or no progress.’ However, on 18
April, Good Friday, he mentioned optimistically that only 10 more days sailing
would see them at their destination. Little did they know what was in store, for
records state that the Mermaid arrived at the colony on 7 May 1851. Even then the
vessel lay off Fremantle for two weeks more waiting to be unloaded. On 13 May
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Wroth reported: ‘many sick – squally weather. Many dejected …’

225

Finally, on 21

May, their clearances completed, they disembarked, no doubt with great relief and
more than a little apprehension.

Punishments aboard Western Australian bound convict transports subsequent to
the Mermaid, generally, remained severe. As the type of convict aboard the ships
changed from lighter-sentenced men between 1850 and 1853, to more the severe
sentenced after 1854, as late as the 1860s quite severe floggings were administered
on the Western Australian transports. However, on board the Hougoumont in
December 1867, Denis Cashman, a Fenian, recorded a more equable punishment by
a prisoner’s peers:

… a convict was detected stealing pervender [sic] from his mess and brought before
the Surgeon Superintendent, who ordered him to be tried by a court martial of the
convicts – the trial was most amusing – they sentenced him (as he was a slovenly
fellow) to be washed and scrubbed, after being confined for 2 hours in the water
closet and pumped on – I believe it will have a beneficial effect … 226

With so few free men to keep in check two or three hundred felons, some of them
serious criminals, discipline was tense. With the unaccustomed heat, overcrowding,
pollution, irksome sameness, compulsory companionship with the worst of
humanity it was little wonder the voyage was trying for all concerned. 227
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Royal Navy Surgeon Daniel Ritchie, who was in charge of the 276 strong
complement of the convict ship Ramilles which arrived off Fremantle on 6 August
1854, had a more positive view and provided some discerning insights: ‘There can
be no dispute in a sanitary point of view, of the special importance of ventilation,
cleanliness, dryness and exercise of the body and mind on promoting health.’

228

Surgeon Ritchie made adjustments to the dietary allowances as the journey
progressed to cater, in small part, to the whims of the convicts. He also issued lemon
juice and vinegar as they reached lower latitudes and made sure it was not issued
along with the allowance of wine. Ritchie claimed: ‘by these general means,
carefully applied, we had the satisfaction of encountering little sickness on the
voyage, and that seldom of a serious nature.’ 229

Opinions regarding conditions aboard the transports varied. Archdeacon
Mathew Hale had health of a different kind in mind in 1856. He did not feel that
sufficient attention was paid to the care and instruction of the prisoners during the
duration of the voyages. ‘What fearful opportunities have the evil-disposed and
profligate to dwell upon the scenes of vice in which they have taken part, and for
leading on beginners in wickedness to a still further acquaintance with paths of vice.
It must be most important, on this account, to decrease as much as possible the time
for idle and unprofitable talk.’ 230
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Little seems to have been done on that score. The long sea journey was to be
endured, a grim contest between the elements and humanity, and of man against
man in the foul, confined spaces of those precarious conveyances. It was fortunate
that many ships during the Western Australia period of transportation were closely
superintended by surgeons of the quality of Gibson and Ritchie who, themselves,
were subject to regulations which had been amended for the better from the time of
the first notorious transports to New South Wales.

Charles Bateson recorded an account of a West Australian convict ship voyage
written by Captain A.J.A. Mann who had spent 45 years at sea in sail and steam. As
a 14 years-old apprentice he sailed in the Jersey-built clipper Racehorse when she
carried prisoners to the Swan River in 1865.

231

Mann’s account was written some

decades after the actual voyage:

A stairway led from the soldier’s quarters up through the cuddy, which served also
as the arms room, and thence to the poop. This arrangement was designed to enable
the poop to be manned within a matter of seconds in the event of an alarm, so that it
could be converted into a citadel for the defence of the ship. The officers, soldiers
and crew were armed with rifles, revolvers, cutlasses and boarding-pikes. On each
side of the quarter-deck was placed a cannon, loaded with grapeshot and pointing
forward.
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The Racehorse sailed from Portland on 26 May 1865. Captain Mann noted the
actual organization of the convicts:

They were awakened daily by a bugle call at 5.30 a.m., and locked up for the night
at 6.30 p.m.. Breakfast … was served at 7.45 a.m.. Dinner was at noon (and) supper
served at 5.30 p.m. To avoid the frequent quarrels between individual prisoners, the
surgeon permitted disputants who were fairly evenly matched to fight it out on the
upper deck, provided the permission of the head warder was first obtained.

Mann reported that the Racehorse master, Captain Seward, believed that a man
who jumped overboard while the ship was in the doldrums, was at the centre of a
plot by a group of convicts to capture the ship in the confusion that the leap into the
sea caused. Punishment was swift and harsh. Mann recorded that the man who had
jumped overboard was placed in the sweat-box, a wooden erection with just enough
room inside for a man to stand upright. Six hours in the box was as much as a
strong man could endure. The hapless convict who had flung himself overboard
spent six hours daily in the box for a week.

232

There were no further official

incidents reported aboard the Racehorse before it reached Fremantle on 10 August
1865.

Many of the convicts, after some years enduring the gamut of institutions such as
Millbank or Pentonville, the holding prisons, the hulks and work parties were,
understandably, often glad to be assigned to a transport ship. Although sometimes
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affected by diseases such as scurvy, dysentery, typhoid, smallpox, tuberculosis and
numerous respiratory ailments, it is reputed that they often lied about their health
so that they would, finally, be medically cleared and put aboard for the voyage. The
dockside examinations were often hurried and slipshod, sometimes deliberately so.
All prisoners had to have medical certificates from the shore-based authorities but
often the latter would select first those they most wanted to be rid of. 233

According to Robert Hughes, naval clerks often slipped a name in or out of ‘Bay
Drafts’, a list of who was to be shipped to Australia, for a bribe that ranged between
one and six pounds.

234

Irons were locked over stockings hiding ulcerated legs and

could not easily be taken off. If the examining ship’s surgeon proved to be difficult,
the Surgeon-General could step in and advise him that he must take certain men no
matter what the problem appeared to be. The attitude of those at the highest level
tended to support these actions. Colonel Jebb told an 1856 Select Committee of the
House of Commons: ‘I only look on it as a means of disposing of men. Under the
present agreement and understanding with Western Australia they only want to
take the best of men; it is the worst of men that we want to get rid of.’ 235

There were other ways of exploiting the system. Surgeon-Superintendent Henry
Richardson wrote in his journal that surplus provisions from convict ships could be
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sold at a good price in Fremantle, but most surgeons were young, inexperienced and
were not disposed to go into the convict messes or check closely the administration
of rations. 236 Surgeon-Superintendent Harvey Morris, who eventually accompanied
the contingent of Robert Small to Western Australia in 1853, was very experienced.
He had previously been the doctor on at least three convict shipments to Norfolk
Island and Van Diemen’s Land. By his own admission he deliberately falsified his
records by registering only one-third of those who came to him sick. His intention,
as he candidly recorded in this daily journal, was to instil a false sense of confidence
in the state of health aboard ship.

237

He wrote that ‘It is always advisable in a

Convict Ship, especially when diseases are numerous, to keep the sick list down, as it
is termed, with a view of deceiving the general body as regards the healthiness or
unhealthiness of the Ship; and the more effectually to do this it is often necessary to
keep the names of some off the list who ought to be there, and to register those of
others who have little or nothing the matter with them.’ 238

At embarkation each convict received bedding, pillow and blanket, two wooden
bowls and a wooden spoon. The regulation dress was jackets and waistcoats of blue
cloth, duck trousers, check or coarse linen shirts, yarn stockings and woollen caps,
suitable for summer but quite inadequate for winter.
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Each mess of six or so

convicts received 20 lbs (9 kgs) of bread, 12 lbs (5.4 kgs) of flour, 16 lbs (7.2 kgs) of
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beef, 6 lbs (2.7 kgs) of pork, 1 lb (0.5 kg) of butter, 8 ozs (0.25 kgs) of rice, 1.5 lbs
(0.68 kgs) of suet, 3 lbs (1.4 kgs) of raisins, 6 pints (3.4 litres) of oatmeal and 4 ozs
(0.1 kg) of sugar per week.

240

Wine was issued occasionally.

The members elected

their own mess ‘captains’ who, in theory at least, were responsible for distribution
of supplies, maintenance of tidiness and orderly conduct within each mess.
Predictably, it very often did not work out that way.

The convict compartments were in fact often dark and foul. In bad weather the
scuttles (top covers) were closed and in the tropics the air was invariably stifling.
Pitch dropped from the seams and burned flesh. Two pints of water (often foul after
weeks at sea) per man, per day was considered adequate. For the exercise periods
ladders were lowered to the ‘tween decks and groups were brought up
progressively, the more suspect being ironed together. They shuffled round and
round the deck, with chains clanking, watched by wary guards on the poop deck.
More often gambling in the form of cards, dice or pitch and toss were the main preoccupations. The main ‘currency’ was tobacco, for which men would often sell their
personal effects (food and clothing) to gain a stake for the next game. 241

There is little doubt that a residue of the treatment each prisoner had received
following his sentencing in the ‘Old Country’, would continue to haunt many, even
after spending a period of time in the more benign Western Australian
environment. For some, though they had survived the Pentonville system, the hulks
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and work parties, then the harrowing sea voyage to Fremantle, the suffering was not
over. There was still a price to pay. Governor Fitzgerald, addressing the first
meeting of the Legislative Council in May 1852, stated that despite much progress
with the building of facilities within the colony to support and sustain the
transportation of convicts, ‘A Colonial Hospital and Lunatic Asylum, which was
every day becoming more necessary, will be commenced as soon as materials can be
collected.’ 242
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Chapter Four

Arrival - Early Administrative Arrangements

The unexpected arrival of the first convict vessel caught the authorities in the colony
unawares. It could have caused considerable difficulties, but did not. Despite the
resultant minor inconveniences, it lifted the colonists’ spirits quickly when they
perceived how little the newcomers impinged upon the good order of their small
society. The number of convicts was relatively small at the outset and all were
within the short-term sentence and good behaviour categories.

243

The construction

of physical facilities began and the introduction of a ticket-of-leave system was
implemented. Taken overall, the first year of convicts in Western Australian
colonial society began with relatively few problems, and the considerable infusion of
finance from the Imperial Treasury began to provide a much needed boost to both
the commercial prospects and morale of the struggling colonists.

When the first convict transport, Scindian, arrived on 1 June 1850, the vessel
was forced to lay at anchor in Gage Roads for some weeks. The convicts could not
be disembarked, with good reason. There was nowhere available to house and
secure them. Captain E.Y.W. Henderson, Royal Engineers, the Comptroller-General in
charge of the convicts, eventually found the largest available building in Fremantle that
243

There were 75 convicts landed from Scindian ( 01 June 1850) and 98 from Hashemy (25 October 1850).
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could be adapted for housing his prisoners. He acquired premises from the HarbourMaster, Captain Scott, on a three year lease 250 pounds per year.

244

There was a woolshed, two stone stores, two wooden stores, a house, two cottages,
stables, gardens and an area that would serve as a parade ground and exercise yard,
none of which had any locks, bolts or containing walls. 245 It may well have proven a
recipe for disaster. Though the convicts were quickly set to work to make the
buildings more suitable it was reputed to be none too secure initially and that
prisoners were known to walk out on occasions for a ‘night on the town’. 246 Convict
researcher Cherie Gertzel observed that it was impossible to maintain a complete
separation of prisoners at night. All the wards had to be in association with each
other. There were only 17 separate cells in a prison for 500 men. It was inevitable
that all men had to be housed in the same open dormitories so it was extremely
difficult to keep the different classes of men segregated. 247

Nevertheless, considering the heat of debate preceding the first arrival of
convicts, the mix of ‘free’ against ‘bond’ stepping ashore from Scindian must have
been heartening to those who had grudgingly acceded to transportation conditional
on an equal number of free settlers to convicts being sent to the colony. On board
with the 75 convicts were 50 pensioner guards accompanied by their wives and
families, and a staff of officials headed by the new Comptroller-General.
244
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There were other factors that must also have been uplifting. Arthur Shenton,
writing in the Perth Gazette, commented on the fact that the vessel had on board 400
tons of Government stores, including tools, iron-work, and everything the
establishment was likely to require for the erection of gaols and carrying out various
works. He introduced his readers to the newly arrived Superintendent of Convicts,
Captain Henderson, who was to receive a salary of ₤500, Mr Dickson the Principal
Overseer, with a salary of ₤200 per annum and Mr Manning the Clerk of Works. 248

The tone of Shenton’s report seemed to indicate, quite suddenly, a tentative
uplifting of spirits and a degree of cautious optimism. Did the future prosperity of
the colony look remotely possible? A notice requesting a public meeting and
addressed to George F. Stone, Esquire, Sheriff, was placed in the same edition and
undersigned by prominent settlers. The intention was to discuss the propriety of a
memorial to Earl Grey, thanking him for his prompt attention to the wishes of the
settlers in sending out the first draft of convicts by the Scindian, and further to urge
a continuation of emigration of ‘that class of persons’, accompanied by a supply of
free labour, and the establishment of appropriate protection strategies rendered
necessary by such a system. 249

The resultant ‘Memorial’ document was circulated through the outlying
agricultural districts and, according to a report from York, was signed unanimously
in the Northam, Toodyay and York districts. It was then transmitted to the
248
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Governor with an accompanying letter to a Mr Walters and other gentlemen in
London, who ‘have exerted themselves to obtain for the colony the boon of convict
labour, for the execution of public works.’

250

The Perth Gazette optimistically

reported that it had heard it was not intended to confine convict labour for any
length of time to Fremantle, but that Captain Henderson would visit other parts to
ascertain what was required. 251

The man given the responsibility of looking after the affairs of the convicts was
Captain Edmund Yeamans Walcott Henderson. Sir Joshua Jebb, Chairman of
Directors of Convict Prisons, had a close association with Henderson. It is very
likely that Jebb encouraged Earl Grey to appoint Henderson to Western Australia.
Henderson had as his primary assistants officers of the Royal Engineers,
Lieutenants Wray and Du Cane, who arrived in 1851. Lieutenant Crossman arrived
early the following year. Henderson had previously served in Canada. Henry Wray
commanded the contingent of Royal Sappers and Miners and was responsible for
supervising all estimates and expenditure on works throughout the colony. Edmund
Du Cane initially controlled the convict depots at Guildford, York and Toodyay.
Richard Crossman was sent to Albany to establish a prison and depot there. In all,
they brought with them an indispensable complement of 95 engineering sappers. 252
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From the outset there was an imperative that the earlier mistakes of other
colonies should not be repeated in Western Australia. The most important
contribution to prison administration was an insistence on the rule of law and it was
primarily this fact that proved to be the reason why the convict experience in
Western Australia was so much less brutal and squalid that it had been in the
eastern states.

253

Legal academic David Neal explained: ‘The rule of law

framework … offers protection against arbitrary interference from other citizens
and from government [but it] operated only in a very attenuated form in New South
Wales in the early decades of white settlement, a pale shade of the complex set of
ideas and institutions understood by “free-born Britons” ’ 254 New South Wales had
been a penal colony at the outset and, by degrees, became a free society. Neal
continued: ‘The transition … owes a great deal to the English conception of the rule
of law. Although the claims of convicts on emancipation owe something to the
“rights of man” they owe more to arguments based on the terms of their pardon
which purported to restore them to all the rights and liberties of English people.’ 255
Alan Brooke has observed of New South Wales environment: ‘Convicts possessed
rights under British law and technically, … a master could not punish an individual
convict. Instead, he could charge and send him to a magistrate, who would decide
the punishment.’
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Those legal principles and its associated practices were well

established by 1850. From the outset, the convicts who arrived in Western Australia
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were well aware that the British rule of law guaranteed them, dependent on their
good behaviour, a graduated pathway to freedom.

The engineers sent to Western Australia had learned, also, an important
organizational lesson from experiences in eastern penal settlements. There, conflicts
had arisen between heads of the convict establishments and the engineers who
directed the work. It was decided, therefore, that Henderson would be in charge of
both the administration and the work. 257 As events transpired, the dual role proved
to be a theory and a practice that, subsequently, did not prove entirely satisfactory.

The Pensioner Guards

An overseeing supervisory body was needed, firstly to guard the prisoners on the
voyage and then for a time in the colony. Time-expired soldiers were recruited,
veterans with pensions for long service and good conduct, for wounds or for
meritorious service, from regiments that had served in locations as diverse as
Ireland, Gibraltar, India, Bermuda, the West Indies and, later, the Crimea.
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According to researcher F.H. Broomhall, the Napoleonic wars had raised the
number of pensioner soldiers to 61,397 by 1819 and, as the veterans of the
Peninsular campaigns completed their periods of service or were retired in order to
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complete military expenditure, the numbers reached 85,834 in 1826. Although the
numbers declined fairly continuously thereafter, there were still 66,730
‘outpensioners’ in 1852.

259

The Enrolled Pensioners Force had it origins in the

British Government’s need to emply a body for he maintenance of public order,
particularly during the Chartist Riots in 1839. It had not been a success. ‘Their
training had accustomed them to acting with firearms and as members of compact
and disciplined units obedient to the command of a superior officer. They were at a
disadvantage when organized as a constabulary under the direction of a magistrate,
and knowing nothing of police duties and responsibilities.’ 260

Nevertheless, many were appointed to act as convict guards on the voyages to
Western Australia and were granted free passage for themselves, their wives and
children. Employment was on military pay for six months from the date of
enlistment on the ‘regular duty’ scale; i.e. a private at one shilling and threepence
per day, a corporal at one shilling and sixpence per day and a sergeant at one
shilling and ten pence per day. They could be called to serve in defence of the colony
or preservation of the public peace. After seven years they could apply for a grant of
land. Over the period of convict transportation, 1,191 pensioners were enlisted and
they brought with them to Western Australia 803 women, 735 boys and 734 girls, a
not inconsiderable injection into the social and economic life of the struggling
colony.
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death and departures, the ex-pensioners made up 543 of the 2,511 ‘free’ males at the
March 1870 census.

The pensioner guards, though taking a free passage to a new penal colony, had
taken a leap into the unknown. Most had little choice. They were men who, after
discharge from the service, found work hard to obtain at home and had few private
resources. The transition to Swan River society was more difficult and less
rewarding than they had hoped. Bosworth wrote that over-indulgence in alcohol, a
common colonial remedy for all manner of ills, was prevalent. It was treated by
their commander, Lieutenant-Colonel Bruce, with disdain and with discipline.

262

Nevertheless, Governor Kennedy was hopeful. He suggested that the pensioners’

legacy to Western Australia would mainly be their moral influence and wrote in
1856: ‘The Pensioner Force under Lt. Colonel Bruce form an important element in
the population of this Colony and is calculated to exercise a lasting influence on the
popular character of the colony. They would provide an example of a conformity
and loyalty which will evoke official approval and serve as a model for other
members of the working class.’ 263 Broomhall claimed that ‘The majority were good,
steady men who brought up their families to be good citizens and, conscious of a
well-deserved pride in their forebears, a large number of their descendents occupy a
place in the West Australian community of today.’ 264
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Embedding the convict system

Despite the presence of the pensioner guards, there were still fears that the arrival
of the convicts would compromise the good order of the colony and insert a spirit of
depravity and social demoralization. However, it had been agreed that all the
convicts sent to Western Australia should pose little threat to the population. No
criminal of a ‘reckless or dangerous’ class would be sent out.

265

They would be

under 45 years of age and classified as being in good health. Half of each sentence
was to have been already served and all were to have good conduct records. It was
also agreed that no Irish convicts would be sent, nor female offenders. 266

Gertzel noted there were also to be long-sentence men, with at least half of their
sentence still to be served. Those chosen also had to have a good conduct record for
the latter part of their confinement in the English prisons. This period of good
behaviour was regarded by the colonists as essential, being some measure of
guarantee as to the future conduct of these men in Western Australia. No hardened
criminals were in any circumstances to be transported to Western Australia. 267

Under the heading of ‘The Convict Establishment at Fremantle’, the editor of the
Perth Gazette reported on 5 July 1850 with some surprise:
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A few days ago we visited this establishment which we were courteously conducted
over by the officers in charge. We went impressed with the idea usually entertained,
of gangs of convicts working under restraint, that they would exhibit a sullen, sulky
appearance, only kept to their tasks by fear of punishment and every precaution by
means of guards and sentries taken to prevent escape.

What we saw was exactly the reverse; not a guard was to be seen, save gate-keeper;
not a discontented or a sullen countenance was to be observed in the whole body. On
the contrary, good humour, alacrity and contentment was the characteristic of all
and no person unacquainted with the fact that this was a body of convicts could
possibly have expected these fine, healthy looking men to be such. 268

Had the Perth Gazette columnist been more fully cognizant of the background of
these early convicts he may not have been so surprised that the men, exPentonvillians, were in good spirits. The conditions under which they found
themselves in the colony, after the periods they had spent in English gaols within the
Pentonville system, then at hard labour on public works (most often housed on the
villainous prison hulks) awaiting transportation, and latterly on the voyage to
Western Australia, would have been benign by comparison.

After the arrival of the Scindian convict contingent, pressure was immediately
placed upon the administration from the farming fraternity to release a percentage
of convicts from governmental projects such as roadways and bridges. For the
268
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moment, however, of necessity, the convicts were assigned almost exclusively to
work on the temporary Fremantle convict ‘Establishment’. 269

In the case of the Scindian convicts, their average time to receiving a ticket-ofleave was to be 10.2 months, but Charles Burgess was granted a ‘ticket’ on
28 August 1850 after less than three months in the colony. He had already served 40
months within the British system before arrival. In contrast, it took John Bradbury
and Alex Mathieson 18 months to be accorded a ‘ticket’. Both had been sentenced
for the violent crime of rape and had received sentences of 20 or 21 years. 270

Mathew Trinca observed: ‘the ticket-of-leave scheme was a systematic means of
controlling “work release” convicts within a set of regulations allowing for their
mobility, labour utility, and control. The ticket was an “intermediate” passport
allowing the convict to move from ‘bond’ to ‘free’ society, and it emphasized an
essential distinction between the two classes, while yet allowing for their
interaction.’

271

Ticket-of-leave men were encouraged to bring out their families on

payment of half fare. Eighteen of the Scindian convicts are recorded as married. It is
also recorded that subsequently only eight of these made application for their
families to join them at a time when church administrators of poorhouses back in
the United Kingdom were financially supportive of family re-unions. The fact that
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each convict was expected to provide half of the passage money for his family would
have proven a considerable difficulty, if not insurmountable in many cases. 272

On disembarkation at Fremantle it was made clear to the Scindian convicts that
misbehaviour would result in 12 months in irons. A ticket-of-leave would only be
issued when a prisoner had clearly shown he was able to live honestly. The men
were searched, washed, given fresh clothing (a jacket, vest, trousers, socks, flannel
and cotton shirts, boots, handkerchiefs and a hat – the first issue was free),
medically examined and given a ‘close’ haircut. Their personal particulars were
entered into a convict register. 273

Many in the Swan River community believed that though, in principle, the
process of convict transportation was distasteful and a taint on the colony, the cold,
hard realities of their economic situation demanded a continuation. The resultant
large investment of monies into the establishment of a penal department provided a
ready market for local produce and a much needed cash flow. The increase in
shipping from England was to enhance the means for export of goods from the
colony. Quite suddenly a lethargic atmosphere was transformed into the promise of
a new economic advancement. 274

Nevertheless, six weeks after the arrival of the Scindian, the transportation of
convicts to the colony was still a matter of considerable dissent within the Swan
272
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River community. Despite the comparatively seamless insertion of the first batch of
convicts into the environment, there was still uncertainty about the intentions of the
Home Government regarding the extent to which it would promulgate or limit the
scheme. A pubic meeting was called for 10 July in the Perth Court House at which
opinions were expressed by some very influential people. Arthur Shenton,
subsequently reporting for the Perth Gazette on the sometimes heated discussions,
summed up the community ambivalence. His final paragraph pulled no punches,
stating: ‘… if they create any deterring influence against the influx of respectable
settlers, the injury has been done and we shall, in accepting them, have sold our
freedom and the birthright of our children, for what – a mess of potage!’ 275

The Swan River Colony’s second convict ship, the 523-ton Hashemy, under the
command of Captain Ross, arrived off Fremantle on 25 October 1850, after
departing London on 12 July 1850. It had been the Hashemy which arrived at
Melbourne with 212 convicts in 1848, to be greeted by a hostile crowd and storms of
protest. Feelings against transportation re-commencing in the Eastern colonies were
running high at that time. A newspaper reported: ‘The revival of transportation [is]
a violation of the will of the majority of the colonists [and] incompatible with our
existence as a free colony desiring self-government.’
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This attitude was to have

continuing ramifications for Western Australia. However, aboard Hashemy after its
arrival in W.A. in 1850, the 100 convicts and 33 pensioner guards apart, there was a
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healthy complement of 98 free immigrants and a box of specie (coin) for the W.A.
Bank. 277

At that point the governor had other convict movements in mind. A notification
appeared in the Perth Gazette from the office of the Acting Colonial Secretary, T.N.
Yule, proclaiming that the Governor invited prospective employers to engage one or
more of the convicts from Scindian as they became eligible for a ticket-of-leave.
Applications were to be made to the Comptroller-General at Fremantle. 278

It appears that the most influential landholders on the Legislative Council,
though fully in accord with the necessity of building public infrastructure, were also
anxious to obtain convict labour for their personal enterprises. There is little doubt
that Governor Kennedy was under early pressure to establish a mechanism for
ticket-of-leave release into the private enterprise sphere. All 24 Scindian convicts in
this preparatory list were categorized as of ‘Very Good’ general character. 279

Archeologist Martin Gibbs has written that, to fulfill the original promise of
making convict labour available to the free settlers, as well as to prevent a
potentially dangerous aggregation of probationers and ‘ticket’ men in the Fremantle
area, a hiring depot was established in the major towns of each of the colonized
districts.
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The depots were also intended as regional administrative centres from
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which ticket-of-leave men could be engaged or returned in case of unemployment,
sickness or misbehaviour. The Royal Engineers also used them as a base for
supervising the local public works being carried out by the probation and ticket-ofleave parties, as well as places for storage of equipment and supplies. 281 Plans were
drawn up for hiring depots at South Fremantle, Mount Eliza, Guildford, York,
Toodyay, Bunbury, Albany and Port Gregory, as well as at the main Fremantle
Convict Establishment. At the outset, depots were not available so the men lived in
tents. One man acted as cook and the diet consisted of (per man, per day), one
pound of salt pork, four ounces of preserved potatoes, eight ounces of flour or rice,
one ounce of raisins or suet and either twenty-seven ounces of bread or twenty-two
ounces of flour. There was also tea, sugar, salt and pepper supplied.282

By 1851 many convicts had qualified for tickets-of-leave. It meant they were free
to hire themselves out to colonists who were anxious for their services. Once the
prison superintendent had satisfied himself that a ‘ticket’ could be issued the
recipient was interviewed by the chaplain. He then went to the Commissariat store
and was issued bed and bedding (four blankets), one pair of trousers, four pairs of
socks, four cotton shirts, a waistcoat, a jacket, a hat, four handkerchiefs, a pair of
boots and a belt. He was given sufficient rations to reach his allotted hiring depot.
Returning to the superintendent’s office, he signed the account book and
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acknowledged payment of any money owing to him from gratuities or private cash.
A pass was then issued to him to proceed to his destination. 283

It was also made clear at this point that he was required to pay back his passage
money in full before a conditional pardon could be granted. A man with a seven
year sentence was required to pay back ₤7-10-0; a ten year man’s debt was ₤10 and
a fifteen year man owed ₤15. The sum had to be paid back at a minimum rate of ₤5
per year with quarterly payments to be paid to the Commissariat storekeeper of his
area. Considering that the average wage at the time was around ₤12, or a pound per
month, the requirement was a heavy one. 284

The conditions imposed on the ticket-of-leave were stringent and yet do not
appear unreasonable. Governor Fitzgerald (1848-58) did not favour extremes of
discipline or indeed any excesses of treatment by the convict administrators. The
conditions were:

1. The ticket holder was required to report to the Resident Magistrate within
seven days of arrival in the district.
2. He had to report also within the first two weeks of January and June each
year.
3. Any changes of employment or residence had to be reported within seven
days.
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4. Ticket holders were not permitted on ships without authority.
5. They were not permitted to run a hotel.
6. They were only allowed to stay in a town on a special pass.
7. They could not carry firearms without permission.
8. They were subject to a curfew when the bell was rung (usually at the police
station at ten o’clock). 285

Each man was free to choose his master and had to be paid a minimum of
₤10-8-0 per year, with food and lodgings provided. Skilled men could, and did,
depending on demand, command much more. A seven-year man had to serve an 18
month minimum period on ‘ticket’, while a ten-year man had a two year minimum
before he could apply for a conditional pardon. 286

The Western Australian convict was inhibited in movement and behaviour, not
by the physical constraints of buildings and other physical measures, but by a set of
regulatory parameters that were, as much as the vast, far-flung settlements allowed,
comprehensive and encompassing. According to Mathew Trinca:

these forces were designed to locate and physically embrace the convicts just as
much as the buildings and sites that were developed for transportation to the west
coast. There [sic] development was also informed by the professionalizing of these
disciplinary operatives in the context of prison developments in Britain through the
nineteenth century and represent continuing the post-Enlightenment accent on
285
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categorization and measured control of the criminal Other.

287

The Western

Australian regulations reflected the determination of the authorities ‘to know and
control the location of its charges as the means of ensuring its aims were met –
whether those aims were disciplinary, punitive, or economic.’ 288

J.M. Bennett, in his biography of Western Australia’s first Chief Justice
Archibald Burt, observed that in England the ticket-of-leave system had been
adapted for domestic purposes in 1853 by Act of Parliament 16 & 17 Vict. C. 99, s.9,
a similar liberty, without pardon, granted by license. 289 The Act was revised in 1864
by 27 & 28 Vict. C.47. s.6, relevant to the circumstances then effective in Western
Australia, that a license-holder might be taken into custody without warrant on
suspicion of committing an offence or breaking any of the conditions of his license.
But detention was permitted only until the prisoner could ‘be taken before a justice
of the peace or other competent magistrate, and dealt with according to law’.

290

There was thus a guarantee that procedural fairness would be observed before a
license-holder was deprived of his liberty. It was the practice also in Western
Australia that a ticket-of-leave holder be taken before a magistrate before his ticket
could be revoked. 291

Though overall the scheme was not without the necessity of small adjustments,
the disadvantages were thought negligible by many. A public meeting in Perth in
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June 1853 opposed the cessation of transportation when it was thought the Home
Government was thinking of doing away with the scheme, or making substantial
changes to it.

While the ticket-of-leave system in Britain had considerable

problems, mainly because many recipients fell back too readily into old haunts and
old habits, in Western Australia the very different environment gave them little
opportunity to resume former practices. It even presented them with new
opportunities to make good. One man with initiative went so far as to advertise his
potential in the Perth Gazette within the ‘Situations Wanted’ columns:

A respectable young man, a ticket of leave holder, wishes for an indoors situation,
where he would make himself useful in any capacity. He could devote any spare
time in painting likenesses, landscapes, modeling wax fruit and flowers for drawing
room ornaments and manufacturing a new style of picture frames for his employer.
He would also give instructions for taking daguerreotype portraits, as practiced in
London. 292

The average age of the 100 recently arrived convicts aboard Hashemy was 31.5
years, only fractionally older than those aboard Scindian. The eldest was James
Nation, 50 years, sentenced to 12 years for a felony. He was fairly typical of the
convicts aboard Hashemy in that he was one of the 83% who were from a rural
area. The youngest was John Beeson, 18 years, a painter from Stafford, handed a 14
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year sentence for stealing. Hardly an under-aged innocent, it is recorded that he had
previous ‘form’. 293

The skill level of those on Hashemy was, however, appreciably lower than the
convicts on the earlier Scindian. Only 31% were qualified in specific skills
(carpenters, stonemasons, blacksmiths or sawyers etc.), as against the 50% who had
disembarked from Scindian. A mitigating characteristic of the Hashemy contingent,
however, was that only 15% of them had been convicted of a violent crime (mostly
robbery with violence) as against the 28% aboard Scindian.

294

Nevertheless,

considering the relatively low numbers, only 36 out of the total of 175 could have
been classified as potentially dangerous. On the Hashemy none had received a
sentence longer than 14 years. 295

The new Hashemy arrivals joined their Scindian contemporaries in work on the
temporary convict ‘Establishment’. With the exception of the complement working
on the urgently needed bridge at the Upper Swan, Henderson still had most convicts
engaged at installing locks and bolts and building walls at the temporary Fremantle
complex. 296 He patently had in mind that work would commence on a larger, more
permanent depot as soon as expedient. The Inquirer reported on 6 November 1850
that Captain Henderson did not consider the temporary premises leased from
Captain Scott well adapted for the purpose. The newly-arrived convicts were to be
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set to work clearing the ground, marking the lines and making other preparations
prior to the commencement of one of the wings of the proposed permanent
establishment. This wing was to reputedly accommodate 500 convicts. 297

Despite the arrival of a convict work force, there were still considerable
difficulties in progressing the work on the new facility. The Inquirer reported that
there were not enough mechanics among the convicts to complete the building with
the urgency demanded. Captain Henderson was compelled to employ free labour.
But to prevent any inconvenience to the free settlers by withdrawing the whole of
their mechanics from the various works, he had written to South Australia, the
letter sent per Lapwing, for 16 additional mechanics, 10 masons and 6 carpenters. 298

Governor Fitzgerald decided to see for himself how the system was developing in
the areas beyond Perth and Fremantle. The Inquirer reported on 13 November 1850
that the Governor, accompanied by his private secretary, had left Perth the day
before to inspect some of the roads in progress. It was intended that he travel to the
head of the Swan and from there cut across to the Toodyay Road at Mahogany
Creek to stop for the night. The next day he was to visit King Dick’s Line and the
Northam Road. The editor believed ‘that the Governor need not have taken this
trouble [but] that the colonists should appreciate His Excellency’s labours on their
behalf.’ 299
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Clergyman, Canon A. Burton, however, was not so sure the Governor’s
inspection tour came from a genuine spirit of altruism. He wrote: ‘The year 1850
and the decade of the fifties all through, may be said to be the period when
permanent improvement in the way of roads and bridges became a matter of
practical politics.’

300

Fitzgerald had to maintain a difficult balance between the

demands for labour by the free settlers and the competing need for a public works
program. In parallel with these concerns he needed to be cognizant of Captain
Henderson’s imperative to build a secure and efficient convict infra-structure, given
the prospect of greater numbers of convicts arriving in the near future.

Henry Maxwell Lefroy, a failed investor of the 1840s, was appointed a convict
overseer in 1850 and later Superintendent of Fremantle Prison. In a comment which
resonates he claimed: ‘The labour of the convicts [was] controlled by officers of the
Royal Engineers, the prison officers [had] virtually no power or authority in the
matter. In all my life I never saw labour so thrown away, and I never saw them
individually do so little work. I have no belief in the power of any government to
conduct an industrial organization with any success.’

301

Dissatisfied as he was with

the administration of the convict system, however, Lefroy contended that the
convicts themselves gave surprisingly little trouble.
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Back in the United Kingdom there was on-going soul searching, both about the
disproportionately high numbers of the general population lodged within the penal
system and the high costs incurred. There was widespread feeling that a lack of
government investment in the plight of the disadvantaged classes and a traditionally
arrogant, on-going disregard for those at the base of the social pyramid, were
counter-productive elements in the development of a healthy, viable society.

302

The

Perth Gazette, picking up on ‘Home’ disaffection in a 29 November 1850 editorial,
declared that the cost to the public of the criminal population was two thousand
pounds per day for convict and prison services and that criminals were treated with
more consideration than unfortunate persons fallen into poverty. The diet tables of the
prison were better than those of the workhouse. In that case, read the report: ‘ We have

seen that the labourer by constant toil earns less for the support of his family than is
paid for the sustenance of the vagabond who is a plague and a pest to society.’ 303

For the moment, however, the insertion of convicts into Western Australian
colonial society was relatively untroubled. The system undoubtedly benefited
through the lessons learned from experiences in the Eastern colonies. In Western
Australia there was no assignment to employers. Under the ticket-of-leave system
the convicts were not at the mercy of their masters and were under an inducement
to behave well. Additionally, by the time their ticket had expired they were likely to
have a little money and useful experience in the colony. With the high demand for
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labour, life was certainly more promising for them than for the free labourer back
in England, in circumstances of widespread national unemployment and destitution.

The year 1850 ended with a hint of promise for the settlers, after several decades
of difficulties, even desperation in many instances. The Inquirer expressed the hope
that the Christmas of 1850 might find the colonists reaping the benefits of the
change which the conversion of the colony into a penal settlement had brought
about. ‘It is vain to expiate upon the increased impetus given to agriculture, cattlerearing and trade, by this change, for even already its favourable effects are
becoming apparent to all.’ 304
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Chapter Five

The system consolidates

Within a year the administrative minutiae of the Swan River convict system showed
signs of bedding in relatively smoothly. There was general community agreement
that the ticket-of-leave system was operating far more effectively than the
assignment system previously practised in the eastern states. All 758 convicts
arriving on three ships in 1851 and early in 1852 were awarded immediate ticketsof-leave on arrival and dispersed to the outlying hiring depots throughout the
colony. In contrast to the eastern colonies, they were able to negotiate the terms of
their own employment. A high proportion of convict arrivals throughout 1852 to
1854 continued to be accorded that same privilege.

305

The Royal Engineer in

charge, Captain Henderson, submitted plans for the construction of a permanent
prison and began to make preparations accordingly. A police force was developed
but remained quite small. By the end of 1854 over 3,000 convicts had been landed to
the great advantage of the colony. However, in 1853 the British Parliament passed
the Penal Servitude Act and the convict ‘type’ transported to Western Australia was
about to change. Trouble loomed.
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For convicts not accorded the privilege of immediate or early ticket-of-leave,
there were stringent regulations to abide by while continuing to work their
sentences. According to his general conduct each was put into either 1 st, 2nd or 3rd
class (although all began on 1st class oupon arrival in W.A.). 306 Within each of these
three classes was an extended classification according to industry and moral
application: Exemplary (E), Very Good (V.G.), Good (G), Bad (B) and Very Bad
(V.B.). The convicts were familiar with this – it was based on the disciplinary
classifications aboard the hulks in Britain.

307

After 1852 a stripe system was put in

place: three stripes - 1st class; two stripes - 2nd class; one stripe - 3rd class; no stripe beyond classification. According to his classification each convict was eligible for a
small monetary gratuity, payable on expiry of sentence and additional remission of
sentence.
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In 1857 this classification was to be superseded by the Marks System,

but there was no fundamental change of principle. Instead of entering Excellent,
Good or Very Good or Very Industrious and Behaved, four marks per day were
granted and accrued. 309 Peter Millett has observed in his study of convict discipline
and punishment that the authorities deemed effective work the only sign of convict
reformation. Work was both a punishment and a means with which to avoid further
punishment. Punishment, work and reformation were a triad in which all three
reinforced each other. 310
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Many colonists were still wary about the conditions under which the convicts
were being administered. There were some who did not trust what had earlier been
agreed upon with the Home Government. In its 5 February 1851 edition, The
Inquirer columnist was not shy of reminding the authorities of their agreed
responsibilities. He dealt a broadside directly at Governor Fitzgerald, pointing out
that the conditions the colonists laid down in the February 1849 resolution, and
agreed to by the Home Government, was that the convicts should be employed in
‘improving harbours’, ‘opening roads’ and performing such other ‘public works’
beyond the means of the colonists themselves, and this at the sole expense of the
British Treasury. ‘What right’, he continued, ‘has any one to assume the
abandonment by the Home Government of the pledge given to the colony?’ 311

The convicts were quick to sense that the repressive incarceration and the harsh
work party regimens of England could not be practised in the more open
environment of the Swan River Colony. In consequence they were not beyond
liberalising the rules as and when they could. The Perth Gazette reported a
Parkhurst boys’ ‘initiative’ and seemed surprised and faintly indignant at the
liberal outcome. Several Parkhurst boys had objected to the leaky and unfit huts
they had been allocated to sleep in while on a work party beyond the Causeway.
They returned themselves to the Perth gaol and to drier quarters. The Magistrate
before whom they were brought for disobedience, was sympathetic with their plight
and chose not to discipline them. 312
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There may have been elements who still regarded an assignment system of convict
labour, as had been practised at an earlier time in the eastern states, as being more
desirable, but the ticket-of-leave system was now considered by many free settlers in
Western Australia to be by far the superior method. In a supplement to the Perth
Gazette of 7 May 1851, one colonial communicator was of the opinion that whatever
method aided reformation of crime had to be conducive to their moral safety and
individual comfort.

313

He felt that the ticket-of-leave system held out every

inducement for reform and that the convicts had every chance to become honest,
useful labourers, striving to regain their lost name and become repentant. Robert
Hughes, referring particularly to the assignment system, described it as a ‘…social
and filial death.’

314

Millett saw it as a means ‘to prevent their reunion until

institutionally determined standards of behaviour were met.’ 315 Of the approximate
9,500 convicts to land in Western Australia, there would no doubt be some who,
though appreciating the new, unexpected freedoms of the colony under the
relatively lenient terms of a ‘ticket’, would retain deep-seated resentments
exacerbated by homesickness, dislocation from family and former associates, and a
peremptory installation into alien surroundings.

On 17 October 1851, a fifth transport ship, the Minden, hove to off Fremantle
with a total of 301 convicts. Also aboard was a contingent of 111 pensioner guards,
inclusive of their wives and children. It had been a relatively fast voyage of 86 days.
The Surgeon Superintendent on Minden, Dr John Gibson, had been on the Scindian
313
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which had landed the first convicts at the Swan River on 1 June 1850, some fifteen
months before. This time he was pleasantly surprised. In his voyage report he
remarked on the changes he saw:

The colony since the founding of the penal establishment in 1850 (I having been in
charge of the first draft of convicts) has made rapid progress and a wonderful rise
to prosperity after slumbering for 20 years. The men who had been sent out have
generally conducted themselves very satisfactorily and obtained their tickets of leave
early. … The Government expenditure in employing them on roads, buildings etc
has been most beneficial and already altered the face of the port of Fremantle from
that of a dead deserted looking (village) to a busy, bustling nucleus of commerce. 316

The convict infrastructure builds

Captain Henderson, in his 1851 end of June report to his superiors in England,
wrote that he now had secure accommodation for 600 men, which he considered
extremely satisfactory in view of the temporary nature of the Fremantle facility.
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He reported at the end of the year that work had commenced on the more
permanent facility. In the interim, there were precautions that had to be taken. To
overcome the absence of close confinement in the temporary premises, officers were
ordered to keep a very close watch on the prisoners.
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Each day an inspection was

made of the roofs and walls. Special watch had to be kept to make sure that no
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ladder or such like was left conveniently close to the prison walls after work. Two
officers were on duty in each barrack at all times, with extra men at meal times.
Frequent visits were made to the wards during the night and searches were made of
the wards and the prisoners’ beds, bedding and bags to make sure they had no
articles which might help in an attempt to escape – for instance, sharp cutlery. The
nature of the temporary establishment required continual repairs and convict
labour, leaving fewer men available for work on the permanent depot. 319

The administrative infrastructure, allied to the arrival of the transportees,
continued to build. The Perth Gazette commented that it was believed that other
government ships were soon to arrive bringing two companies of Royal Sappers and
Miners, numbering 200 men and two officers of the Royal Engineers. The first
detachment of 70 under Lieutenant Wray was expected to arrive from England
within days. 320

Minden’s complement of convicts, added to the 208 off Mermaid in mid-May and
296 from Pyrenees on 28 June, brought the number of arrivals in 1851 to 805. In all,
there were now just under a thousand convict transportees in the colony. The
authorities decided to release all 597 convicts from Pyrenees and Minden into the
community on immediate ticket-of-leave, after the necessary preliminaries of
registration, rationing, clothing and cautionaries. In fact, the total complements of
758 convicts from the Pyrenees, Minden and later, Marion, which arrived 30
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January 1852 with 161 convicts, saw immediate tickets granted. 321 This was all very
well for those struggling to make their farms viable, but a concerned Governor
Fitzgerald pointed out to the Legislative Council that of the 1,469 convicts landed in
Western Australia, only 156 were at the disposal of the government for public
works.

In all, the ticket-of-leave men in private employ numbered 845. The York
Agricultural Society was not complaining. The committee of that influential body
praised them as excellent farm servants. Similar praise came from different parts of
the colony. 322 Sandra Taylor’s 1981 statistical survey shows that only 12.1% of the
977 convicts to arrive on the Scindian, Hashemy, Mermaid, Pyrenees and Minden in
1850 and 1851 had previously been agricultural workers. Occupations such as
bootmakers and saddlers (4.5%), butchers (1.3%), blacksmiths (2.3%) and
brickmakers (3.6%) must be added as useful to the farming and pastoral
fraternities.

323

The 24.9% of unskilled may also be included. Primarily, what was

most needed on an agricultural property was merely a strong back and a degree of
fitness for the shepherding duties that were of paramount importance in the
commercial viability of any property.
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The governor was under siege, caught between opposing points of view. In an
advisory Legislative Council dominated by members of the farming/pastoralist
fraternity, Fitzgerald encountered opposition toward his efforts to achieve an
equitable balance between proportioning the supply of convict labour to privately
owned farming and pastoral properties and, conversely, servicing essential
government work parties for the construction of roads and bridges.

324

In this early

phase of convict transportation to Western Australia, complaints were received
about the lack of permanent lines of communications but, as the Governor
somewhat sarcastically pointed out, ‘… it was no light task to provide those means
in a country numbering only 11,000 people, who were so scattered that it required
11,000 miles of road to connect them.’ 325

An imbalance did exist. Sandra Taylor reported that of the 987 convicts who
disembarked from the first five ships in 1850 and 1851 (Scindian, 1 June 1850,
Hashemy, 25 October 1850, Mermaid, 15 May 1851, Pyrenees and Minden, 14
October 1851), 597 (61%) were awarded immediate ticket-of leave upon arrival,
leaving them to immediately seek work in the private sector of the community.
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Considering the fact that, overall, 69.4% of these 987 convicts had been given
relatively short term sentences of less than 14 years and 80% of them had already
served 2-3 years, a high proportion were granted their tickets-of leave within a year
of arrival and, in consequence, were not available for government work parties to
build infrastructure components within the community.
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According to Kimberly, however, the government was managing to involve itself
in many public works projects. Completed, or in the process of building were such
structures as a lock-up at Bunbury, a room at Fremantle for water police, two
houses at Guildford, a guard-room near the tunnel at Fremantle, a house near the
gaol at Fremantle, a new court house on Arthur Head at Fremantle, an abattoir at
Claise Brook near Perth, servants’ homes in Murray Street, Perth, a weatherboard
house on Carnac Island, and additional offices on the north-west wing of the
Government Offices, Perth. 327 Nevertheless, Governor Fitzgerald reported to the 10
May 1852 session of the Legislative Council that he regretted that the public
buildings programme was not progressing as rapidly as he would have liked. But he
was able to add with pleasure that he noted ‘the excellent order which has prevailed
among all Classes [of convicts], the conduct of the Ticket of Leave Holders on the
whole [having] been generally good, only one [having] been brought up for trial at
the Quarter Sessions.’ 328

Comptroller-General Henderson made sure he included in his July 1852 halfyearly report an excerpt from a letter written by Bishop Short of Adelaide,
following that gentleman’s official visitation to the colony (the Swan River Colony
then being within his diocese):
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I believe this colony must have continued to languish but for the resources of
Capital and cheap labour supplied to it in this manner. Fremantle has already
sprung up into a neat and thriving town; and throughout the Colony wherever the
Depots have been placed, signs of industry and prosperity are apparent. 329

Henderson submitted plans for a permanent prison and a site of nearly 40 acres
was confirmed by Governor Fitzgerald in October 1851. However, the initial plans,
based on the Pentonville system of separate confinement, were rejected by Home
authorities as too punitive for the purposes of the colony.

330

The men had already

served a mandatory period of separate confinement in England. Heritage
consultant, Mathew Trinca, observed that though the convict population in Western
Australia still depended on substantial regulations, sanction and formal coercive
and surveillance forces, ‘strategies aimed at the body were now supplanted by
techniques targeted at the mind in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Post-Enlightenment preoccupations with rationality and order began to determine
societal responses to crime and, later, to mitigate the project of convictism in its
final phase, specifically in Western Australia.’
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As John Hirst wrote: ‘The new,

measured approach … effectively consigned the assignment system and its
concomitant abuses to the dustbin of history.’
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The accent in Western Australia,

in the latter phase of the 250 year-long British convict transportation system,
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though still retaining strong disciplinary parameters, was now firmly aimed at
reformation rather than retribution.

In consequence, Henderson was instructed to build a prison that would house
men at the second stage (public works gangs) of their punishment. The cells could be
much smaller, since during the day most of the men were to be employed outside on
roads, bridges, jetties, culverts, other prisons, warders’ quarters, barracks and
Pensioner Guard cottages.

333

Final building approval for the new Fremantle prison

arrived in April 1853, but by then the work was underway preparing the site and
laying the foundations. Already it had become a major activity and an important
source of trade and commerce in the infant town.

Integration

Sandra Taylor’s 1981 statistical assessment of the 1850 and 1851 convict arrivals on
the first five transports reveals that, by and large, the British Government had
abided by the original conditions in their selection of convict transportees.

334

An

average of only 4% of the total convict population of 978 for those two years of
arrivals (39 men) had convictions of a serious nature (three murders, eleven rapes,
seven manslaughters or seventeen bodily harms). The vast majority had committed
‘Offences against Property’, such as larcenies and stealing (41.5%), burglary and
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break-ins (16.2%) and robberies (5.4%). It was a pattern that remained reasonably
constant with the later shipments of convicts through 1852 and 1853. 335

By the time the convicts from the second Pyrenees contingent were sent off with
their immediate tickets-of-leave in early May 1853, only days after arrival, the
system of hiring depots had developed from the original core centres at Fremantle,
Perth and Guildford. Governor Fitzgerald adopted a country depot system to help
private employers to engage the men and efficiently distribute labour throughout
the colony’s rural districts.

336

Hiring depots had been established at North

Fremantle, Mount Eliza, Guildford, Lynton (Northampton), Toodyay, York, Bunbury,
Albany, Freshwater Bay, Point Resolution, Perth Gaol, Perth Causeway, Claisebrook,
Canning River (Shelley), Guildford Road (Belmont), Greenmount, Bilgoman Well, Toodyay
Road, Toodyay Redhill, Geraldton, Busselton.

337

Each depot was usually situated near the town boundaries. They were intended
as regional administrative centres in which ticket-of-leave men could be initially
accommodated, then engaged for work or returned in case of sickness or
misbehaviour. They also provided a base for the Royal Engineers supervising the
local public works being carried out by the probation and ticketer parties, as well as
a storehouse for equipment and supplies. They were not a form of prison. Even
though many of the official reports describe boundary walls or fences around the
depots, there seems little evidence that these were substantial prison-style
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structures.
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Conditions were so liberal that, in theory at least, ticket-of-leave men

were free to negotiate wages and conditions with prospective employers who came to
the depots seeking their services.

In addition to the main hiring depots a small number of semi-permanent work
gang stations operated along major routes at positions too far from the nearest
depot to make daily travel practicable.

339

In this early period there were at least

four major road stations of this type. The first was at Freshwater Bay, midway
along the Perth to Fremantle road, while another was midway on the Perth to
Guildford road, probably in the area of Belmont, still known as Depot Hill. The
other two stations were situated at the base of the Greenmount Hill and the former
York Road and at Toodyay Redhill on the Toodyay Road, constructing and
maintaining the ascents into the Darling Ranges. In more remote areas temporary
camps were set up consisting of 20 to 50 men, who were considered to pose such
limited risk that they were usually guarded by two and sometimes only one warder,
assisted by a convict constable. This lack of formal supervision lends weight to
Kimberly’s claim that ‘[i]n some cases the warder drew a circular line around the
camp beyond which the convicts must not go after certain hours.’ 340

After the harrowing experiences of the Pentonville-type incarceration, followed
by the hulk-housed work parties, this existence in the colony would have proven a
great contrast. Captain Walter Crofton, formerly a country magistrate in England
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and now Chairman of Directors of Convict Prisons in Ireland, in answer to question
number 1549 at the 1856 Parliamentary Enquiry into Convict Transportation, was
of the opinion:

… I never inspected a prison without large numbers of the prisoners wishing to be
sent to the colonies; and I want to show that, so far from transportation having a
deterring effect with regard to them, they treat it as a boon. 341

He proffered the opinion that this may very well be a good thing and that
consideration be given to sending selected men to the only colony left for this
purpose, Western Australia. He believed that by so doing, ‘we should do justice to
the colonists; and, at the same time, ease ourselves of the very class of men who,
although they have not committed the gravest crimes, are the most troublesome
class to us, from want of employment in this country.’ Such men had often relapsed
into crime in their own country but in a colony with great demand for labour, they
might well become reformed. Crofton stated: ‘I believe we might make even the
small opening left us in Western Australia, a very important element of
reformation.’ 342
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A Police Force

With the introduction of convict transportees to the Swan River in 1850, and as the
numbers in the colony rose to almost 1500 by late 1852, some settlers began to feel
uneasy about their security. Earlier, following the founding of the colony in 1829,
Governor Stirling had appointed a few part-time constables to maintain public
order in Perth and Fremantle. That first peace-keeping force comprised volunteers
who commenced duty on 4 December 1829. There were twelve constables stationed
between Fremantle and Guildford. They were not full-time government employees
but paid for various services undertaken. For example, the service of a summons
would pay 10 pence, while the execution of a warrant would earn the constable 25
pence.

343

According to Western Australian Police Service historian, Peter Canole,

‘Stirling’s main aim at this time was to defend the relationship between masters and
indentured servants, which was to provide the bulk of cases placed before the
magistrates in the early years of the colony.’

344

The provisions of the Masters and

Servants Act were a ‘running sore’ which was to afflict progress in the colony for
many years.
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A troop of mounted police was formed in 1834, but in 1837 the number had to be
reduced to three part-time officers due to the cost of the upkeep of the service,
however, in 1840 the first full-time constable was appointed

345

. The colony’s

Legislative Council passed a Police Ordinance on 11 May 1849 that outlined police
powers and responsibilities. Canole commented: ‘The bulk of the Ordinance is a
grab-bag of police offences reflecting the morality and attitudes of Early Victorian
British people … It was not the legislation of a tyranny, rather of a colony of free
men and women trying to preserve and extend the boundaries of what they saw as
ordered and civil life.’ 346 The Ordinance noted that distinct general and town police
forces did not exist at that time. Over the next few years several police forces came
into being, whether based on the larger townships or created for special purposes,
such as the Water Police (the Swan River then being the main commercial transport
artery between Fremantle, Perth and Port Guildford) and Convict Police. 347

After the Scindian’s arrival, colonists soon started to agitate for a more coordinated police service. The picture in terms of policing had become chaotic; four
different police forces, if one counts the paramilitary troopers, now operated in the
colony. A decision was made to unify them and create a clear organisational
structure.
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The question as to whether the Imperial funds should bear the

expenses of maintenance of the police force was for some time a bone of contention.
Governor Fitzgerald informed the 10 May 1852 session of the Legislative Council
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that he had proposed to the Secretary of Sate that an amount of ₤7,000 be allowed
by the Home Government for maintaining the police force of the colony, ‘any
increase beyond this sum should be borne in proportion of one-fifth by the colony
and four-fifths by Her Majesty’s government.’

349

Eventually agreement was

reached that the Imperial Government would pay two-thirds of the cost of the police
force.

350

It was to prove an acrimonious arrangement.

In 1853 the custom of making certain prisoners constables was introduced and
found satisfactory. The same year a police force as a united, structured body was
also formally established.

351

The Government Gazette of 8 March 1853 carried a

notice from Colonial Secretary W.A. Sanford stating that the Governor had
directed that T.A. Conroy [actually J.A.] was to be appointed Superintendent of
Police and a week later the Gazette (15 March 1853) published a code of rules for
the Western Australian Police Force. The code outlined a formal command
structure and listed the basic duties of commissioned and non-commissioned officers
and constables. The new police system came into effect on 14 March 1853 when
Conroy commenced his duties, taking charge of police districts and making
arrangements with magistrates for the use of police. 352

Mathew Trinca wrote: ‘The police were seen as agents of peace and discipline,
charged with a reconstitution of ideas about spatial safety and security in a
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community that at times felt swamped by the convict presence … [it] presented
colonial settlements with a new force of social control.’

353

It proved to be timely.

Though it would seem an unwarranted impost on the public purse in 1853, the
setting up of such a co-ordinated infrastructure was critical. The selection changes
about to be implemented by the Home Office were to bring considerable differences
within the convict body. The insertion of far more serious offenders for
transportation to Western Australia would necessarily demand tighter, more
co-ordinated controls than had been the case in the first four years of the convict
system in the colony.

The 1853 Penal Servitude Act – the convict ‘type’ changes

As urgent as the need for labour and capital in the Western Australian colony
continued to be, and despite the high degree of autonomy practised by the governor
and his advisory legislative council in the administration of convict labour and
discipline, the remote settlement could not entirely escape the changing tide of
legislative and regulatory change by their masters at Westminster. Though the early
years of the convict system in the colony had been relatively smooth and trouble
free, changes implemented in Britain had the potential to compromise the ordered
system that had evolved in the first four years.
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In 1853, Westminster’s Penal Servitude Act (16-17 Vict. C. 99) abolished the
sentence of transportation and inserted the term ‘penal servitude’. Some things
changed, but not all. The minor miscreant, generally sentenced to 7 or 10 years
incarceration, would now serve the period at home. However, those with more
severe sentences (14 years plus) would continue to be transported. 354 The result was
that the prisoners now sent to the one remaining colony taking transported felons,
Western Australia, were men officially regarded as more serious criminals than
those who had earlier made the long sea voyage to the Swan River.

There was consternation among the colonists at the news. They at first
interpreted the new legislation directing that criminals serve their sentences ‘at
home’, as an indication the British Government intended to discontinue
deportation.

355

A public meeting was called in Perth and a protest memorial

despatched to Westminster. Then, on Friday 2 September 1853, the Perth Gazette
was able to report in exultant terms: ‘Transportation To Be Continued To Western
Australia!!!’ The editorial explained that with the arrival of the Phoebe Dunbar on
30 August came the news that the Home Government never intended a
discontinuance of transportation as long as the inhabitants remained favourable to
the reception of convicts. ‘This is gratifying intelligence,’ the editor remarked, ‘and
will reassure our brother settlers, give an immense impetus to trade and
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improvements and increase the value of all kinds of property since we may now rest
assured that the future prosperity of the colony is secure against all risk.’ 356

The Gazette also included some extracts from the debate in the House of Lords on
the evening of 10 May pertaining to the cessation of transportation to Van Dieman’s
Land. Earl Grey, the man who had previously introduced the reformatory method
within the penal system, pleaded for it to continue:

The House must remember that if transportation ceased the convicts would be
thrown in large bodies on society at home and ultimately become as formidable a
class to the welfare of the community as the forcats in France. 357

Eventually, Earl Grey’s motion that the status quo be maintained was defeated
by a majority of 17 votes. Transportation of felons to Tasmania was to be
discontinued. Three days later, in the British Parliament, the Earl of Glengall rose
and asked whether the Government had provided any extra accommodation in
Ireland for the accumulation of convicts arising from the cessation of transportation
to Tasmania? The Duke of Newcastle replied that the debate on transportation,
arising out of the motion of Earl Grey the other night, had reference solely to
transportation from Great Britain and did not apply to Ireland, from which
convicts continued to be sent to Australia, not to Van Dieman’s Land, but to
Western Australia. 358
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At this juncture, no urgent consideration was given to what was to happen to the
prisoners waiting in the English hulks now that that the option of transportation to
Tasmania had been withdrawn. The resultant bottleneck in the prisons and hulks
within Britain, allied with the implementation of the 1853 Penal Servitude Act,
meant that, potentially, considerable change was in the wind for the Swan River
colony.
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Chapter Six

Change and New Challenges - 1854-59

The first four years of the transportation of convicts to Western Australia had been
relatively successful. Despite earlier security fears there had been little trouble, but
now the good order and equanimity within the community was about to face new
challenges. Without due notice the British authorities began to load the transport
ships with a more dangerous type of criminal. It had the potential to compromise
what had thus far been achieved with the largely successful assimilation of the men
into the Western Australian community. In April 1854, the Sea Park anchored off
Fremantle with 303 convicts aboard. The arrival of convict transport vessels was
now such a regular occurrence that it did not, apart from a perfunctory listing in
the shipping news, arouse any commentary in the newspapers. However, had the
colonial administrators or settlers paid closer attention to the incoming cargoes
from early in 1854 onward, they would have had cause for apprehension.

The incidence of sentences for violent crimes had remained consistent at a figure
of around 4% within the 12 transports from Scindian in 1850 to General Godwin in
March 1854.

359

In Sea Park it had suddenly risen to over 10%. All of the convicts

were granted immediate tickets-of-leave, despite the fact that of those aboard,
359
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labourers apart, only 26% had specific skills that would be useful in the colony (see
statistical table A).

Table A - Percentage of Convicts landed with appropriate skills for the Colony
[mason/carpenter/sawyer/blacksmith/butcher/saddler/miner/baker etc]
Source: Fremantle Prison website
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Worse was to follow. When Ramilles arrived on 6 August 1854 with a contingent of
276 convicts, 19.6% had seven to ten year sentences while 55.9% had fourteen to
twenty year sentences. Most disturbing of all, though the percentage of skilled men
had risen from the Sea Park’s 26% to 36%, 31% of the Ramilles convicts had been
convicted of violent crimes (see statistical table B).
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Statistics compiled by the author from data within the Fremantle Prison website – convict data base.
Note: ‘Skilled’ relates to training & competence in trades/vocations that would have been in demand in
the colony at the time, e.g. carpenter/mason/blacksmith/joiner/miner/baker/shepherd (the latter a highly
skilled vocation at that time, responsible for breeding and husbandry programmes akin to a farm
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Table B - Percentage of Convicts Sentenced for Crimes of Violence
Source: Fremantle Prison website
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Aboard the Phoebe Dunbar, which had arrived on 30 August 1853, 14.7% of the
convicts were recorded as married or widowed, on Pyrenees 19.42 % and on Sea
Park it was 23%. The imbalance of the sexes within the community and the potential
for trouble was a source of concern for the authorities both in Britain and in the
colony. One response to a House of Commons enquiry into the subject of convicts’
wives stated that the difficulty was that some of the women themselves belonged to a

managerial role in today’s world), sawyer/horse-breaker/kitchen gardener (orchardist/market
gardening)/woolcomber, etc, stated skills such as lacemaker/umbrella maker/valet etc, while no doubt in
demand in the Old Country, would not have had any great requirement in Western Australia. The
majority on most ships [Sea Park, 74%; Ramilles, 64%] classified themselves as ‘labourers’ – as useful a
category as any given that the new environment demanded, more than anything else, a strong back,
strong arms and physical skills that could be learned ‘on the job’, even by such people as former straw
plaiters or iron founders.
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depraved class of society. Even their places of residence could not be found. Some of
them had taken another husband and were not willing to go out to the colony. 361

Table C - Percentage of Convicts Married/Widowed
Source: Fremantle Prison website
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W.B. Kimberly pointed out that though the Imperial authorities, in keeping with
their liberalised convict system, were still willing to despatch, free of charge, the
wives and families of ticket-of-leave men who might ask for them, in their new
surroundings in Western Australia the convicts were not always anxious to have the
company of their wives. They often contracted new alliances with incoming female
emigrants. Meanwhile, the wives, apparently considering the conviction and

361
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transportation of their husbands justified their seeking new mates, repeatedly
married

again

in

England.

The

Emigration

Commissioners

in

London

communicated by request in 1851-2 with the wives and families of 60 ticket-of-leave
men, but not one took advantage of the offer to be conveyed to Western Australia 362
(see statistical table C).

Archdeacon Mathew Hale, also perturbed, stated emphatically: ‘How very
necessary is it, then, to endeavour, if possible, to find some means of checking this
fearful desecration of the marriage bond!’

363

He suggested it would be quite

practical to put the wives of the married men of this class under a type of charitable
surveillance immediately following their husband’s sentence. In this way they could
be prevented from falling into a state of vice and immorality. Little was done
regarding the cleric’s suggestion.

Home Office sleight of hand?

The 157 convicts of the Ramilles contingent (arrived 6 August 1854) were granted
immediate tickets-of-leave. It was the last time a large number were treated with
such liberality. As time went by attention was turning to an increasing accent on
public works. However, a problem was that the men now being sent were convicts
who were poorly skilled and more likely to be badly behaved. Kimberly recorded
that at this juncture, when Western Australians began to ask for more numerous
362
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shipments of convicts, an indiscriminate selection was made by the Home authorities
and ‘in one or two instances discrimination was used to choose the experts in
ruffianism.’ 364 Statistics prove he had a valid point (see statistical tables B, D & E) –
percentages sentenced for life, violent crimes and for repeat offenders aboard the
transport ships to Western Australia increased across the date range 1850 to 1868).
365

Table D - Percentage of Convicts who were Repeat Offenders
Source: Fremantle Prison website
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Kimberly, History of Western Australia, p. 169.
Statistics for 28 (76%) of the 37 convict transport ships to arrive in Western Australia with over 15
convicts aboard between 1850 and 1868 have been compiled and analysed on convicts sentenced for
a) ‘Crimes of Violence’, Table B, b) for ‘Life’ Table E and c) for ‘Repeat Offences’ Table D. The convict
transportees forensically examined in these three categories cover the initial ‘benign’ period, 1850 to 1853,
then the potentially de-stabilising period 1854-1859 where the convict ‘type’ changed markedly after the
ramifications of the 1853 Penal Servitude Act became evident, then into the 1860s where convict
administrative procedures changed again following new directions from the Colonial Office in London.
The ‘Violence’, ‘Life’ and ‘Repeat Offender’ categories are combined into an overall ‘Serious Criminality’
category, as exemplified in the text, indicating the changing political, economic and social conditions in the
United Kingdom and the progressively varying policies in penal administration dictated by parliament and
implemented by the Colonial Office.
365
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Under the provisions of the 1853 Penal Servitude Act fewer minor offenders were
to be sentenced to transportation. The seven to ten year sentences were to be served
in Britain. Nevertheless ‘Penal Servitude’, which nominally replaced transportation,
still allowed the transportation of felons overseas. Overall, it had the effect of
reducing the number of transportee personnel available. Although the Western
Australian Legislative Council had earlier expressed the desire for around a
thousand convicts a year, from 1854 to 1856 only half of that number arrived and in
1857 only 266 reached the colony. Many of the new arrivals were those who had
been sentenced for more serious crimes, attracting 14 year sentences and upwards
in the British courts. 366

Table E - Number of Convicts With Life Sentences (crimes against persons/property)
Source: Fremantle Prison website
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Aware of the paucity of numbers the Home Secretary, Lord Lytton, wrote to
Governor Kennedy signalling a change in policy. He notified him that an
opportunity would be offered to the class of Penal Servitude prisoners for obtaining
an earlier release if they agreed to be transported to W.A.

367

Lieutenant-Colonel

Jebb, the Surveyor-General of Prisons, being informed of this, replied to Secretary
Walpole that, with only two or three exceptions throughout the foremost prisons, all
of the men so categorised preferred transportation to Western Australia. 368

Deputy Superintendent of the Fremantle Convict Establishment, Henry Maxwell
Lefroy, the failed free-farming settler of a decade before, wrote to his sister Anne on
20 May 1854 that the colony had benefited from the importation of convicts, and
nearly all the wealthiest and most influential settlers strongly desired that the colony
would become the sole penal location of the Empire. He believed that the supposed
moral injury produced by the integration of convicts was very small indeed,
whereas the economic and commercial advantage to the colony was very great. 369

He added that the colony was admirably adapted to the practical reformation of
the convicts, from the scattered and isolated way they were compelled to live:

I believe the isolation and the practical superintendence by their employers which it
involves is more favourable to the improvement of the character of the Convicts
themselves than any amount of schooling or preaching. Added to this there is the
367
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great chance which every one has of raising his condition, of becoming an owner of
property.

He observed that a considerable number of those whose sentences had expired
purchased small blocks of government land, and were settling down on equal terms
with the free population. ‘It must be a great advantage to the convict himself to pass
into the labour market of a Colony, rather than be discharged in England, and there
incur all his social disabilities.’ 370

As Lefroy indicated, the convict system, overall, had been operating well and
there was little need for closer supervision of the work gangs. However, in its 20
October 1854 edition, the Perth Gazette expressed concerns about administrative
laxity. The editor called the attention of the Government to the very dangerous
system of sending large bodies of convicts on journeys through the country with
only a single escort, a single warder belonging to the Establishment.

371

The article

went on to record the breaking into a public house and a consequent drunken spree.
The warder was obliged to leave some of the group comatose on the side of the road
while he continued his ‘progress’ to Fremantle with the remaining prisoners.

There had been earlier incidents involving ticket-of-leavers. Thirty of them had
had the effrontery in January 1852 to attempt attending at the York races in a
direct gesture of defiance against social convention which precluded their presence
at an event meant only for those of ‘superior’ status . The magistrates present had
370
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cancelled the races. The Perth Police Magistrate journeyed to York to make
enquiries and sent six of the ringleaders back to the depot at Fremantle. 372

The Perth Gazette remarked that as of 31 December 1854, 3,000 criminals from
the Mother Country had been received into the community, of whom 890 had
received conditional pardons. Of the remainder some 500 were held at the
Fremantle Establishment and most of the rest were dispersed about the country on
tickets-of-leave. The editor remarked pointedly:

With such a number of doubtful characters we [would not] be surprised should a
greater percentage of crime exist than is usual in free countries, but this does not
appear to be the fact and it argues that notwithstanding the outcry which was made
in some quarters a short time ago since a want of employment, the means of
honestly obtaining a living in this colony cannot be wanting. 373

Despite the unpalatable necessity of importing convict labour into Western
Australia from 1850 onward, the success of the system in the early years was
apparent. In consequence it had apparently promoted a relatively generous, even
benevolent attitude toward convicts and the ex-convict class within the colony, on
the surface at least. In 1856 Captain Henderson, back in England temporarily,
reported to the Select Committee of the House of Lords to enquire into an Act to
Substitute Punishment in Lieu of Transportation that there was an extraordinary
example of sympathy for the ex-convict. He was asked:
372
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Q. ‘ They are never taunted with their former positions as having been convicts?’
A. ‘No; I scarcely remember an instance. There was one case of a ticket-of-leave
man who assaulted an individual that taunted him in that way; and he was told by
the magistrate that he was quite right in having done so; the magistrate told the
man that taunted him that he would not listen to his complaint. That was an
exceptional case. As a general rule, they have been received by the colonists in the
most gratifying way, and they have had every chance afforded to them.’ 374

Notwithstanding these assurances, there was patently an underlying degree of
ambivalence about the system. There was no denying there was an open hostility
towards it in the eastern colonies. The Perth Gazette inserted an editorial from the
Adelaide Advertiser, entitled ‘The Convict Question’, which pointed out that any
person who having been formally convicted of a transportable offence found
residing in Victoria within three years of the full expiration of his sentence, would
be liable to penal servitude on the roads, either in or out of irons, for the space of
three years. 375

From the mid-1840s residents of the Port Phillip District, or Victorians (from
July 1851), had vehemently and determinedly opposed the introduction of convicts.
As convicts or ex-convicts poured in from across Bass Strait in the late 1840s and
early 1850s, the Legislative Council of Victoria passed two draconian Acts — the
374
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Convicts Prevention Act (1852), and the Influx of Criminals Prevention Act (1854) —
designed to repel what one anti-transportationist, Henry Moore, had earlier called
'this convict invasion'. 376 Associate Professor Stefan Petrow wrote:

Victoria's anti-convict legislation was a by-product of the hysteria generated
by anti-transportation campaigners in Van Diemen's Land and elsewhere as a
form of emotional blackmail to force the Colonial Office to end convict
transportation. It demonstrated the authoritarian side of the anti-transportation
movement and the willingness of colonial legislatures to take harsh measures
against groups considered to be outsiders. More liberal voices were drowned out
by the venomous cacophony of the authoritarians, who claimed to be patriots
defending Victoria from defilement by British convicts. 377

Victoria's aggressive anti-convict statutes caused great friction with Tasmania,
derailing an alliance that had helped bring an end to transportation in their mutual
region. It was to cause much controversy in Western Australia too and, ironically,
according to C.S. Blackton, was instrumental in stalling the growth of Australian
nationalism that the anti-transportation movement had initially encouraged. 378

The Advertiser considered South Australians should have the same protection.
From an overall population in South Australia of 127,000, it was contended that
376
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10% of crimes were committed by men who had arrived from Western Australia,
among them a number of escaped or former convicts.

379

This sniping toward the

Western Australian convict system from the Eastern colonies continued unabated
for the duration of convict transportation from Britain.

The ‘dregs’ arrive

The Stag dropped anchor on 23 May 1855 with a cargo of 213 convicts. Only 12 of
them were given immediate tickets-of-leave. There had been a change of policy, in
part prompted by the perception that the labour requirements of the free settlers
had been largely satisfied by the 1,700 convict arrivals during 1853 and 1854, and
by the relatively large number of ticket-of-leave men now available.

380

Work on

roadways, bridges and other public infra-structure could now be accelerated with
the availability of a greater number of convict work parties. Nearly the whole
expense of these extensive works was met by the Convict Establishment. W.B.
Kimberly observed that the influence of British capital was insinuating itself into the
community and smiles began to take the place of frowns on the countenances of the
colonists. 381

The contingent of convicts aboard Stag was not appreciably different from those
of the 1854 arrivals on Sea Park and Ramilles. The average age was 28.1 years, only
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24% were married or widowed, 36% had skilled occupations, 28% had been
sentenced in a major city court, and 28% had been convicted of crimes of violence
(which included rape and ‘intent to ravish’).

382

Only two of the eighteen rapists or

‘ravishers’ aboard Stag were given life sentences; the remainder had been handed
sentences of 15 or 20 years, on a parity with the other felons aboard sentenced for
crimes such as forging or house breaking.

383

Table F - Average age of Convict Transportees
Source: Fremantle Prison website
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A popular mythology is that the majority of transported criminals usually came
from the larger industrialized, commercialized and crowded cities within the United
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Kingdom. Statistics reveal (see statistical table G) the convicts convicted in these
centres were most often in the minority in the early days of transportation to
Western Australia, but as time went on the percentages were closer to parity for the
remainder of the time, shadowing the United Kingdom trend of accelerating
urbanization in the mid-nineteenth century.

Table G - Percentage of Convicts sentenced in major centres
(London/Birmingham/Manchester/Liverpool/Glasgow/Edinburgh)
Source: Fremantle Prison website
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Social Scientist Drew Gray commented that the 1830s and 1840s saw an acceleration
in the industrializing process in England and that ‘internal migrants flocked to the
towns and cities from all over the United Kingdom, and they came to London in
particular. Britain’s population doubled between 1801 and 1851, from some 9
million souls to more than 18 million. 384 A Royal Commission report of 1841 was of

384
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the opinion that an entirely new population had been produced. The progressive
and successful industrial growth, allied with cheap and plentiful labour ‘along with
the clustering of workshops and suppliers with access to transport networks and the
large numbers of available customers drove business growth in the urban
environment.’ 385

An earlier London historian, Mary George, commented that, nevertheless, the
city largely escaped both the torrent of pauperization which deluged the greater
part of agricultural England and the catastrophic fall in wages which occurred in
many places following Waterloo and the cessation of hostilities against the French.
She contended that there was much evidence against a general set-back in social
conditions in London. There was much poverty, but it was being more
comprehensively dealt with by the Poor Laws and by charities than ever before.

386

Gray added that the Victorians were concerned with the growth of towns and the
implications this had for their society.

387

The wealth being created demanded some

attention toward the health and well-being of the working communities in the urban
areas, facilities not made available within the rural communities.

The category of ‘previous conviction’ aboard Stag was less than half of that in
Sea Park (15% as against 31%) but a noteworthy feature in the Stag records is the
eighteen men who had been sentenced for arson, or for firing stacks or burning
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down farm buildings.

388

It seems likely it was in association with the widespread

dislocation and disaffection within the rural regions of Britain, a sector of the
community which had been traditionally ordered and law-abiding.

The rapid development of more sophisticated and efficient land management
techniques in Britain brought about the passing of thousands of Enclosure Acts
through parliament between 1750 and 1850. The Enclosure phenomenon has been
described as: ‘The revolution of the rich against the poor.’

389

It was inevitable, in

consequence, that civil disobedience would follow. By the time the eighteen Stag
agricultural protesters were sentenced, mainly in the early 1850s, the penalties had
become very severe. For all of them it had been a first recorded offence, but despite
that they had been handed down sentences of transportation ranging from 14 or 15
years. The exception was John Marriott, a 25 year-old farmer, who had been given
‘life’ in 1851 at Huntingdon Assizes for firing farm buildings. 390

What distinguishes Ramilles (arrived 6 August 1854) and Stag (23 May 1855)
from the earlier Sea Park (5 April 1854) is a statistic which, for the moment, escaped
the attention of the settlers and the Colonial Office in Britain. It is very probable,
considering the pattern that followed, it was a difference of which the functionaries
within the Home Office and the prison system were, indeed, very well aware. Ten
per cent of the Sea Park convicts had been sentenced for crimes of violence, as
against around 4% for the nine transports that had unloaded convicts from 1851 to
388
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1853. Ramilles, four months later, contained 31% who had records of violence; Stag
unloaded a similar number, 28%, or 63 of her total of 213 aboard. While Sea Park,
overall, had 21% of her convict number being what might be described as
‘hardened’ criminals (lifers, violent or repeat offenders), Ramilles records show a
dramatic rise to 44%. The trend was to continue – Stag had aboard 48% such
offenders (see statistical tables B, D and E).

The 1853 Penal Servitude Act, then, passed after much pressure by reformists to
improve the scandalous conditions and the welfare of felons within the United
Kingdom, had a sting in the tail for the Western Australian colonists. The criminals
receiving the ‘softer’ sentences were mostly to serve their time in Britain. The more
hardened felons, the ‘dregs’ of British society, were now making up a large
percentage of those loaded aboard the convict transports bound for the Swan River.
It thus became progressively apparent to Swan Colony free settlers that the Colonial
Office was not upholding the original terms of the transportation of convicts
agreement of some five years before. In its 8 June 1855 edition, the Perth Gazette
pointed out that in 1850 the Home Government had achieved its original object by
sending a cargo of convicts to Western Australia. But, it asked, what had the colony
gained? A great burden was now being thrust upon them.

391

The editor advised his

readership to demand a due proportion of free labour be introduced, a greater
number of females sent to address the gender imbalance and that the greater
proportion of the judicial as well as police expenses be paid, not from the Colonial
but the Imperial purse. ‘If we are firm and united in our demands,’ he concluded, ‘we
391
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shall obtain favourable terms – if not, we shall place a heel of iron on our necks which will
grind us to the earth.’

392

Petitions to the Home Government for an upgraded police service proved to be a
source of much vexation for the colonists. Costs had accumulated in 1855 to ten
thousand pounds. Protest meetings were held in various locations and a memorial
was prepared for submission to the Secretary of State. J.S. Battye reported that
there was a deal of ‘back-handed’ logic in the memorial. It insisted that the Home
authorities should bear at least two-thirds of the total expense, as the government
had benefited by the erection of prisons, depots, quarters, and so on, whilst the
colonists still looked in vain for their roads and bridges. The memorial further
directed attention to the fact that the equal proportion of free immigrants to
convicts promised were not being sent out. 393

In his subsequent reply, Henry Labouchere, the Secretary of State for the
Colonies, fixed the Imperial contribution to the police service at ₤6,000. He also
pointed out that so far as emigration was concerned, 3,786 free people had been sent
out by British funds to the end of 1855, while only 3,661 convicts had been
transported during the same period. He admitted that the colonists were justified in
asking that the convicts should be employed on public works for some portion of
their sentences, but pointed out that there was not a sufficient number of suitable
convicts to meet the demand.
392
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Despite the positive aspects of the insertion of a much needed, cheap labour force into the
Swan colony, eastern vitriol about the convict system in Western Australia continued.

Fuel was added to the debate by a Melbourne Argus editorial inserted into the 18
July 1856 issue of the Perth Gazette complaining of the ill effects on all of Australia
from having one remaining convict colony. The fear was that ‘the criminal
population of our unfortunate sister colony already begin to turn their glances and
direct their footsteps in this direction in considerable numbers.’

395

The Argus

vigorously outlined its concerns regarding the strict enforcement by the authorities
of the law recently passed in Victoria restricting any former convict from entering
that colony before the expiration of a three year period following the granting of a
pardon. ‘Why should we’, the editorial insisted, ‘not send out thieves from a region
wherein they are not appreciated to a place where they would be prized? Western
Australia wants thieves, and manages to be enriched by their presence. Let Western
Australia be so far aided in becoming the gaol which Western Australia seems
ambitious to become.’ 396

Governor Fitzgerald leaves – quarter deck autocrat?

The man given the responsibility of husbanding the introduction and settlement of
convicts into the colony during its early phase, Governor Captain Charles
Fitzgerald, left the colony on 22 July 1855. Judgements about his administration
395
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were varied. On the one hand he was considered overly autocratic, on the other
kind-hearted and humane. Frank Crowley wrote: ‘Any judgements on his abilities
as an administrator and on his rather modest and unostentatious achievements must
be tempered by the fact that he governed the most insignificant Australian colony at
the time of its greatest depression, and when its acceptance of convict labour was
totally at variance with the policies of the other colonies.’ 397

Fitzgerald’s relationship with his Comptroller-General of Convicts had been
fractious. With large numbers of personnel, financed and generally governed from
England, the prison Establishment at Fremantle, though an integral part of the
Crown colony, formed a separate, exclusive entity. Competition between imperial
and colonial agencies was inevitable. It had also existed during the penal periods of
New South Wales and Tasmania, so it was not unexpected that there would be infighting. In 1853 the Reverend Wollaston wrote of jealousy and antagonism among
three powers, vested in Governor Fitzgerald, Comptroller-General of Convicts
Henderson and the Officer-in-Command of Enrolled Pensioners, J. Bruce.
‘Although the first, of course, is supreme, many occasions arise which cause their
opinions and views to clash so that they will not all pull together.’ 398
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Henderson, described by Edmund du Cane as ‘6’ 3”, handsome, conceited’,
refused an order from the Governor to supply a weekly summary of work at the
country out-stations.

399

Matters came to a head at the end of 1852 when the

Governor not only chided Henderson for disobeying an instruction but also warned
him that he would have to suspend officers who continued to disobey his orders.

400

Such a strong personality as the Comptroller-General would have smarted under
the correction he had received from the Governor.

Henderson regarded Fitzgerald as an elderly fogey who saw the convicts as
people beyond the limits of the law. Writing to Jebb in May 1852, Henderson
complained that he had to take all of the burden on his own shoulders. ‘He is very
autocratic … wants to do everything. I put up with a good deal for the good of my
country and in the end, generally, have my own way; personally, we are excellent
friends but many men in my position would have had war with him before this.’ 401
As Fitzgerald left the colony, another Royal Engineering officer, Edmund du Cane,
noted: ‘He has packed up all his traps. My hearty wishes will accompany his
departure. He likes obsequious men and I cannot be anything but independent.’ 402

F.K. Crowley felt that Fitzgerald’s autocratic quarter-deck manner did not
endear him to the leading settlers. They were bent on gaining the greatest possible
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representation and power in the Legislative Council and, most of them being major
landholders, the quickest possible benefit from convict labour for their properties
despite the parallel necessity of constructing wider infra-structure capability. As
Crowley put it, ‘Orders from London were not at all palatable coming from a salty
ship’s captain who had been turned into a sort of schoolmaster. Fitzgerald was more
acquainted with giving orders than receiving advice, especially from a highly critical
and frequently intemperate press.’ 403

It appeared that Fitzgerald was not unhappy to be relieved of his post. In his
evidence to the 1856 House of Lords committee examining him on his tenure, the
former Governor stated that he deplored the increasing penal nature of the colony.
He was adamant that, although the immediate effects of convict transportation had
been beneficial, its continuance would almost certainly detract from the emigration
of men with capital who could make it prosper in the longer term.

404

The day following Fitzgerald’s departure the new man, Arthur Edward
Kennedy, took up the reins of governorship. The convict labour emphasis soon
changed. Kennedy quickly decided to concentrate the bulk of convict labour on
public works around Perth. Comptroller-General Henderson, however, continued to
favour the wider dispersal of labour and sought to obstruct Kennedy’s plans.
Nevertheless, the depots at Albany in 1855, York and Toodyay in 1856 and Port
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Gregory in 1857 were closed and the number of ticket-of-leave men in government
employment was reduced. 405

At the first session of the Legislative Council at which he presided on 3
September 1855, Kennedy reported the finances of the colony were in a parlous
state. He stated to the assembled members that funds were not only wanting for the
payment of that month’s salaries and current expenditure but that there were
considerable outstanding liabilities. To carry on the existing rate of expenditure to
the end of the year would produce a serious financial embarrassment.

406

Nevertheless, at the next meeting of the Council a week later, Kennedy moved: ‘that
he be authorized to incur a surplus expenditure for the current year of up to 4,000
pounds, distributed through works and buildings, roads and bridges, the
administration of justice, the colonial hospital, gaols, transport and miscellaneous
services.’ 407

Runnymede arrives – a notorious cargo

The Runnymede arrived on 7 September 1856. In her cargo of 248 convicts, 38.5%
had been handed sentences for violent crime in British courts.

408

If the violent

crime rate with the incidence of repeat offenders aboard Runnymede is combined to
constitute a category of ‘hardened’ criminality, the total was 67% of the ship’s
405
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contingent. In other words, two out of every three who were landed had a longstanding acquaintance with the British penal system.

409

Only 15% of the convicts

could be classified as minor offenders, having been given a seven year sentence.
Those with life sentences comprised 10.8% of the ship’s convict population, which
left 74.2% having sentences of 10 years or more, the majority of those having
sentences of 15 to 20 years. The average age of the Runnymede convicts was 28.1
years, little different from other transports, but 71% were unmarried and only
31.8% had occupations that could conceivably be of immediate usefulness in the
colony (carpenters, stonemasons etc.). The larger metropolises of London, Glasgow,
Liverpool, Newcastle, Manchester, Birmingham and Cardiff provided 46.6% of the
contingent, a somewhat higher number than the 25-30% within earlier shipments.
410

The arrival of the Runnymede, the ninteenth transport to Western Australia, had
brought the number of convicts in the colony to a little over 4,000. But the rate had
slowed since the Phoebe Dunbar put into Fremantle in August 1853. Between the
arrival of Scindian in June 1850 and that point in time, close to 2,500 had arrived, a
rate of a little over 600 a year. Between Phoebe Dunbar and Runnymede it had
receded to around 500 per annum. However, it was the quality of the arrivals
through 1854 to 1856 that was to provide most challenges for the convict
administrators in the years ahead.
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Chapter Seven

Continuing opposition to convict transportation - a plea for a
reformatory rather than a penal colony

Though most agriculturalists welcomed the insertion of convict labour into the
colony there were others, not intimately connected with the practicalities of survival
on the land, who remained very much opposed to the system. One of the latter,
Archdeacon Mathew Blagden Hale, assistant to the Bishop of Adelaide, Augustus
Short, visited Western Australia for the second time in 1856 en-route to attend to
family business in Gloucestershire after the death of his father and to wait on the
Archbishop of Canterbury at Lambeth Palace for his ordination as the first Bishop
of Perth. While in the Swan Colony for a period of over seven months he observed
conditions closely and compared them with what had been a more desperate time
when he first visited in 1848. Eight years on he was further affronted by what he
now saw in Western Australia. 411

Subsequently, on the long voyage to Britain and travel into the Cotswolds region,
Mathew Hale had much time to reflect and write. He spent the time at sea
assiduously penning a treatise, eventually submitted and then published by
Macmillan and Company, Cambridge, under the title On the Transportation
411
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Question, Why Western Australia Should Remain a Reformatory Colony Instead of a
Penal Settlement, with a further sub-title appropriate to a Bishop Designate of the
Church of England: …. and to show thy pity upon all prisoners and captives.

412

Mathew Hale later had a great deal to say about convict administration during his
14 years as Bishop of Perth in Western Australia. In this position he wielded a great
deal of influence and proved a thorn in the side of an autocratic governor,
particularly during the final years of the convict period. But he also raised the ire of
those settlers who had come to depend on the labour furnished by the
transportation of convicts to the colony and who had yet to consolidate their
agricultural enterprises.

Hale began his 1857 treatise by observing a wide distinction between two systems
of dealing with criminals: firstly the old system under which the thrust was ‘to get
rid of the criminals’ and the second, the reformatory system.

413

Hale went on to

elucidate specifically his concerns about the convict transportation system. He
believed that if the sums expended in maintaining the convict establishments in the
various Australian colonies had been spent on promoting emigration, in providing
for the religious and moral instruction of the people and in furnishing the means of
education for the young, the progress of those colonies would have been far more
rapid. 414
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The Bishop Designate conceded that certain changes and modifications had
been made to the system in Western Australia, but in one very important aspect it
had hardly changed at all. The convicts were not given the support they needed
after being granted a ticket-of-leave. He argued strongly that released prisoners
must not be left to sink or swim but that special provisions should be made to assist
them in the most effectual manner.

415

He hoped that a thoroughly resourced and

properly administered reformatory system, as never before, would soon be
instituted to provide support so badly needed for the convict set free to determine
his own future. He quoted former Governor Fitzgerald’s opinion that the exconvicts and ticket-of -leave men were not successfully becoming assimilated into
the rest of the community. He pointed to the fact that many were compelled to find
work in out of the way locations and in consequence the important influence of
religious worship and moral guidance was not available.

In his opinion alcohol was too readily available and many made free use of this
and consequently they had little promise of improvement.

416

Mathew Hale

proffered a solution. He suggested a restriction on the number of public houses
granted a license to trade and the implementation of stringent rules to superintend
their operation. ‘If we choose to have convicts we cannot have at the same time those
things which are in a high degree calculated to make those convicts a scourge to the
country instead of a benefit.’

415
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reformation within the colony. He urged that it should take place not only in
sermons in the churches, but in the classes of schools and in the solitary cell.

In conclusion, he turned to direct his most cutting criticism toward those in high
places. He asked why, if the criminal is not beyond the pale of reformation, had this
country not laboured for his reformation in the past? He offered the opinion that
Great Britain had a heavy crime to atone for. ‘The words “Norfolk Island”, “the
hulks”, “the chain gangs” of New South Wales and Van Dieman’s Land, the English
prisons, as visited by Howard, Sir Fowell Buxton, Mrs Fry and others – are
associated in our minds with such deeds of darkness, such scenes of misery and vice,
that even the mention of those names awakens painful sensations in our minds.’ 418

Writing some forty years after the cessation of transportation to Western
Australia, J.S. Battye was not so ‘precious’ as Mathew Hale. He observed, given
good behaviour, the life of the convict was not unhappy. ‘Cut off from his old
associations he had every chance of beginning life afresh.’

419

He claimed that life

was more comfortable than that of a free labourer in England and that the evidence
repeatedly showed transportation to Western Australia was actually sought.

Naturally, he wrote, not all the convicts transported were reformed; a proportion
remained a menace and dread to the settlers. But if the original intent to introduce
only the best class of convicts had been carried out, this phase would probably not

418
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have made its presence felt. The British Parliament’s 1861 Select Committee into
Transportation also subsequently affirmed that, ‘… it has been shown that in one
case the Governor of Chatham Prison was specially instructed to select for
embarkation the convicts least fit to be discharged at home. ’ 420

Both in Britain and in Western Australia robust debate continued regarding the
merits of the transportation system. The Inquirer asked the Western Australian
governor to be permitted an examination of the government ‘Blue Book’, which
contained the evidence upon transportation taken before the Committees of the
House of Commons. The Inquirer discovered that an unpublished report from
Governor Kennedy asserted that the reformatory system in Western Australia ran a
chance of breaking down under the growing public discontent due to the increase in
crime and repeated convictions of the convict class. The editor’s response was one of
incredulity: ‘So far from any alarm or discontent having been created … there is
scarcely a man in the colony, including those who opposed the introduction of
convicts, who is not astonished at our comparative immunity from crime.’

421

The

system, he thought, if carried out in its full integrity would prove to be a wonderful
revolution in the treatment of the criminal classes, an example to the world. 422

Governor Kennedy’s assertions must be qualified. Indeed there had been a
marginal increase in crime and repeated convictions of the convict class by 1857,
420
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and they were assiduously recorded, but they were of a petty nature and were dealt
with, in the main, by magistrates in their local courts. J.S. Battye reported that most
of the court cases were for the comparatively minor infractions such as
drunkenness, common assault and breaches of the regulation.

423

As reflected in the

editor’s comment in the Inquirer, the offences did not greatly impinge upon the
everyday activities of ordinary citizens within the colony. Nevertheless, Archdeacon
Hale’s point that the convict, once granted a ticket-of-leave, was given little
assistance to assimilate seamlessly into the free community remained unattended.

The Penal Servitude Acts, 1853 and 1857

In 1857 an act was passed (20 & 21 Vict. Cap.3.) to amend the act of 1853, founded
mainly on the report of the 1856 Select Committee inquiry into Transportation.

424

As of 1 July 1857, sentences of Transportation were prospectively abolished
altogether and sentences of Penal Servitude substituted for them in all cases. Penal
Servitude for any number of years was declared to be an equivalent for a like term
of Transportation.

On 3 May 1857 the convict ship Clara berthed with 262 convicts aboard. Of the
convicts thirty-one of them (11.8%) were ‘lifers’ (twenty of them convicted of a
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violent crime), forty-seven of them (17.9%) had been convicted of violent crimes
(without having received a life sentence) and seventy-one (27.1%) had previous
convictions. In all, 56.8% of the Clara’s contingent could thus be classified as being
of the more ‘hardened’ type of criminal. 425

The Home Office remained under pressure to relieve the burden on its prison
system in Britain, while the Colonial Office in London was increasingly harassed by
a section of irascible settlers at the Swan River to provide a more efficient system.
Accordingly, both offices considered other options. Despite the quality of convict
now entering the colony, there was a determination by some colonists to have the
system continued. Relief was subsequently expressed when the Perth Gazette
reported that a proposed Falkland Islands penal settlement option had been
dropped and that Western Australia would continue to receive convicts. It was
reported that Captain Henderson, now appointed Colonial Secretary for Convicts,
had strongly represented that all expenses for materials for public works
constructed by convicts should be charged to the Imperial Treasury as were the
expenses of conditional pardon men’s reconvictions.

426

This was a very satisfactory

outcome for the highly influential agricultural sectors of the Western Australian
community still struggling to maintain an elusive viability.

There were many ancillary debates on the convict presence. The inequality of the
sexes within the convict and ex-convict community and the overall detrimental
425
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social effects was discussed. Historian Margaret Grellier pointed out that the church
and the law were active in promoting the positive, modifying influences of domestic
partnerships during this colonial period. ‘Through these two instruments in
particular the ruling class sought to impose its own domestic ideology on the
population at large.’

427

Bishop Mathew Hale wrote: ‘Under existing circumstances

the men are, except in some particular cases, absolutely shut out from the possibility
of acquiring homes and families and the comforts of domestic life.’

428

Captain

Walter Crofton, in answer number 1574 to the 1856 Parliamentary Enquiry into
Transportation in London, observed that the Governor of Western Australia, the
clergymen and others, complained of the great paucity of females there. Crofton
thought it worthy of consideration that, with regard to women ‘thoroughly
reformed’, something could be done in sending females to refuges in Western
Australia and introducing them there. 429

Superintendent Dixon of the Fremantle Establishment noted that the total
number of females in the colony on 31 December 1855 was 4,282; the total number
of males, bond and free, was 8,556, a proportion of about two males to one female.
He believed it was an evil that had to be remedied. We must, he stated, ‘turn our
minds to the subject of female convicts as the only method which now appears to
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offer a reasonable prospect of extricating the social and moral condition of a large
portion of our population from its present degrading and unnatural state.’ 430

Some free inhabitants of the colony were not convinced. There was a widely held
belief that convict women landed at Fremantle would be granted immediate ticketsof-leave and might straight away begin to infuse their questionable ‘talents’.

431

There was also a strong rumour that a boatload of Irish female convicts were being
prepared for the voyage to Western Australia. The Perth Gazette reported that it
had no doubt the Dublin establishment would be glad to get rid of the incorrigibles
and that an establishment might be instituted here to care for them under the
charge of the Sisters of Mercy.

432

The most damning opinion came to the editor from a private citizen, ‘Tick’,
under the heading ‘Female Convicts’. He claimed that there could be no question
that the majority of the people of the colony firmly opposed the introduction of
convict women. Van Dieman’s Land and Sydney had them and the result was scenes
in the public streets offensive even to the very street-walker. He concluded: ‘We can
do very well with the male convicts, our penal system is an excellent one, and our
convict officers proficient in their duty, but if we want the colony to become a
perfect hell, then give us female convicts.’ 433
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Disorder and Mutinous Conduct Aboard the Nile Transport

If Bishop-designate Hale had any doubts about his sometimes unpopular stand
against the convict system among the labour-starved agricultural fraternity,
personal experiences would dispel any thoughts about toning down his strident
opposition. In late September, as the newly-ordained Bishop of Perth, Mathew
Blagden Hale boarded the convict ship Nile for his voyage back to Western
Australia. When the ship berthed at Bahia (Salvador) in Argentina, Hale posted a
letter back to a friend in England. The Bishop’s friend deemed the contents of the
letter worthy of forwarding to the editor of the London Daily News and it was
published in two parts on 18 and 31 March 1858. It began:

… there were 270 men, many of them of desperate character and bent on mischief,
turned loose in a low lighted prison between the decks of the Nile, without any
officer on the ship having had any previous experience with these types of desperate
men. It was not until the warders had learned by dearly bought experience that the
prisoners were brought under control. 434

The Bishop pointed out that in the darkness of the prison it was easy for the
leading antagonists among the prisoners to conceal themselves in the crowd and
to avoid detection by the warders. Shortly after they put to sea it became evident
that the prisoners were in an unsettled and unsatisfactory state of mind for such a
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long passage. There was a constant tendency toward insolence and depredation
while they were on deck for airing.

Following this all the guards were issued with firearms. The other men on the
ship were mustered and furnished with cutlasses. They were told to be ready for any
emergency. Then, when the prisoners attacked the bulkhead and bars of the gaol
below deck, a party of the guard was marched to the bars and down the hatchway to
intimidate the rioters by firing on them. The prisoners then assailed the officers and
surgeon with the most violent abuse. They were informed of the manner in which
they would all be murdered when they fell into the prisoners’ hands. Two officers
were told that they would ‘walk the plank’, another that he would be cut up
piecemeal. After this disturbance sundry acts of violence and petty theft continued
to be committed against some of the prisoners and a search found knives and files in
their belongings. These items must have been in their possession when brought
aboard the Nile. 435

Many of the prisoners were exasperated by the core offenders and assisted in
handing over several men known to be the principal rioters. Hale reported that the
general desire to get rid of the whole party of offenders was manifested by their
pulling out and passing up one man before he was even demanded. These men were
taken from the ship’s prison, placed in irons and given corporal punishment. The
floggings were carried out soon after daylight in the morning. Rather than release
these men after their punishment back among the other prisoners, the captain
435
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decided that they should be interned in isolation in a special cell erected near the
forecastle of the ship. All other prisoners were warned not to communicate with
them. 436

Bishop Hale bluntly offered the opinion to the ship’s captain that if the
disturbances were allowed to continue there would be bloodshed and possible loss of
life. He suggested that the ship should head for a British naval station, either
Ascension or St Helena Island, in the expectation of meeting up with a ship-of-war
bound for England. He believed that many of the prisoners should be returned to
England and not taken to the Swan River Colony. In his opinion there were nearer
forty than thirty dangerous prisoners on the ship and they were not wanted in the
colony. 437

Captain Johnson subsequently altered course and headed for Bahia. Upon
arrival he consulted with the captain of a British warship in harbour regarding the
safety of the Nile and the possibility of having the troublemakers taken back to
England. After discussions, however, he decided to continue the voyage to
Fremantle with the full complement of convicts. He had little real option. He knew
that the owner of the ship had been specifically paid to convey up to forty dangerous
convicts to the Swan River Colony. The rates were a little over eight pounds for an
average prisoner safely delivered, but up to twelve pounds for a dangerous one.
Johnson knew that he had ten ‘twelve pounders’ locked up in the forecastle and up
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to thirty ‘ten and eleven pounders’ in the prison below deck. His commercial
masters would not have been impressed had he arranged to dispense with them midvoyage. 438

Later it was established that one of the prisoners confined at the forecastle was a
‘desperado’, who was completely unfit for the purposes of colonization. The Bishop
expressed the view that if anyone wished to do a great harm to a ship’s company, or
to the inhabitants of a colony, there would be no better method than to turn this
man loose among them. He had been on the ship for only a short time before he
picked the pocket of a warder. He had also brought a knife with him. Fortunately,
this was taken away from him by other prisoners and handed to a warder. 439

There was more talk of plots to overthrow the ship’s crew but somehow these
schemes mysteriously came to the hearing of the captain and his officers. The rioters
were being betrayed, or were carelessly talking in places where they were being
overheard. Although disturbances continued, most of the convicts settled down to
await their respective fates in the colony.

Bishop Hale questioned the motives of the prison officials in England who had
sent such vicious men to the Swan River colony. He said that the class of convict
transported to the Western Australian colony, by agreement, was intended to be
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men of good behaviour with a reasonable hope of restoration. The prison authorities
had blatantly defied the criteria for selection of prisoners. 440

Governor Kennedy was also alarmed with what transpired during the precarious
Nile voyage after he received reports. On 13 January 1858 he penned a sharp letter
to the Home Office:

I think a cursory perusal of [the Surgeon-Superintendent’s journal] will show that
“Smoking between the decks”, violence, threatenings, fighting, plots to murder – to
seize the ship – set fire to the ship, and general indiscipline and insubordination
have characterized the whole voyage … 441

Nor was Kennedy prepared to let the matter rest there and followed up with
another letter to the Home Office. This time there was a reply dated 4 May 1858,
from A. Waddington, representing Lord Stanley. The letter stated that the Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty believed that Mr Clarke, late SurgeonSuperintendent of the Nile convict ship, had always maintained a high character in
the naval service, but that under the circumstances reported by the Governor of
Western Australia, he would not be again employed on a convict ship. 442

It was not the end of the matter. The Nile scandal had spread into the public
domain. Colonel Jebb was asked to investigate the ‘affair’ in greater detail and
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provide solutions. One suggestion had been to further subdivide the decks into
smaller compartments to prevent communication. Jebb was not convinced. He
asked the opinions of three former surgeon-superintendents on convict ships to
Australia - John Campbell, now of Lewes, who had been aboard William Jardine
sailing to Tasmania in 1830, Dr J.M.B. Jones at Dartmoor Prison and Dr Samuel
Donnelly of The Strand. Jones had been surgeon-superintendent on two transports
to Australia and Donnelly on three, one of them to Western Australia.

443

All three

former surgeon-superintendents had not the unfortunate experiences of Dr R.
Whitmore Clarke, although Jones conceded:

That the evils complained of on board the “Nile” did occur I can well believe, nor
am I prepared to deny their existence in more or less degree on board all such
vessels, when the temporary association with each other of a large body of men, all
criminals, and some of the deepest dye, must almost render total exemption of
depravity in its worst form, absolutely impossible and hopeless. 444

All three were strongly against the further subdivision of the decks and believed the
most important factor determining a successful voyage was the role of the surgeonsuperintendent. Dr Campbell believed everything depended in great measure on the
surgeon-superintendent promoting harmony, good order and discipline. ‘The duties
are certainly of no ordinary kind and require not only temper, firmness and
discretion but a [capability for] much physical exertion as the proper performance
443
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of the heavy, onerous duties entail great bodily fatigue and require him to be on the
alert both day and night.’

445

Dr Jones believed that much of the indiscipline and

laxity in these ships resulted from the lack of unity and cordial feeling between those
in authority. The master of the vessel, the officer of the guard and the surgeon
himself were too often jealous of each other, in conflict over who was in command.
446

Was Clarke, the surgeon-superintendent, the victim, rather than the progenitor,
of the dramatic events that transpired during the voyage of the Nile? Policy
decisions within the corridors of the Colonial and Home Offices were far removed
from the practicalities of handling difficult felons in the prisons, on the hulks and on
the dockside. The Nile was loaded with an over-abundance of criminal types,
exemplifying the claims that British authorities were anxious to be rid of ‘those they
did not want.’ 447

Problems on the Nile were exacerbated by the absence of pensioner guards to
assist the meagre contingent of warders and marines responsible for the conduct of
268 prisoners. In all, there were only seven assistant warders to manage the 268
strong contingent of convicts. Three others were engaged to manage the stores and
provisions and attend to the preparing and cooking duties. The administrative
arrangements for the voyage were a recipe for disaster. 448
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It might be considered that Bishop Hale was unlucky to have taken passage on
this particular ship, containing among the worst of the convicts that came to
Western Australia. The Nile had aboard ninety men convicted of violent crimes,
close to one-third of the contingent. Within that group were eight murderers, ten
who had attempted murder, nine rapists, eight robbers with violence, one highway
robber, five convicted of manslaughter, eight men who had committed buggery or
unnatural crimes (with agricultural animals), one for resisting arrest and one for
poisoning. In all, 63% of the Nile convicts included either violent criminals, ‘lifers’
or repeat offenders, collectively a higher percentage than all of the ships to have
thus far arrived in the colony.

449

On the other hand, statistics are relative and by

modern standards some of the crimes that attracted a life sentence are now
considered less seriously. Among such sentences were one for forgery, twelve for
burglary, four for sacrilege, four for arson, one for extortion and one for stealing
lambs. The severity of the life sentence for offences such as burglary, forgery,
stealing and arson may be explained by the fact that it very much mattered who one
stole from within the social spectrum of the nineteenth century. 450
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Changes in the convict transport system – but slowly

Following the voyage of the Nile and the investigations that took place, one might
expect that changes would take place in transportation to Western Australia.
Governor Kennedy made strong recommendations with this in mind. In the Blue
Book, which recorded his official inter-changes with the authorities at ‘Home’, he
placed on record his objections to the intermixture of the worst with the less
depraved convicts, the absence of a railed passage down the centre of the ship (for
the effective supervision of exercise), the use of a ‘box’ for incorrigibles instead of
cells, the inefficiency of the warders, the insufficiency of light (oil being used instead
of candles) and padlocks all of one pattern. He was supported by ancillary reports
from

the

Comptroller-General

and

the

Superintendent

of

the

Convict

Establishment. He also recommended: ‘The utmost care should be exercised in the
selection of a Surgeon-Superintendent. It is no ordinary office and requires a man of
no ordinary stamp to perform these duties. Courage, decision, promptitude and
temper are indispensable.’ 451

The suggested changes took time to filter down from the official to the
operational level. The Lord Raglan arrived with 268 convicts aboard on 1 June 1858,
Edwin Fox with 280 convicts on 21 November 1858 and Sultana on the 19 August
1859 with 224 convicts for offloading at Fremantle. Over twelve months after the
despatch of Nile from Deptford, despite the subsequent outcry and official enquiries,
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little had changed. Among the complement aboard Edwin Fox there were 87 men
who had been found guilty of violent crimes (31%), as against the 33% aboard the
Nile. In fact the rate of previous offenders aboard Edwin Fox rose to just under 40%
compared with 23.7% aboard the Nile (see statistical table D, Chapter Six).

Three men aboard the Edwin Fox were destined to make a mark on the Western
Australian colony and beyond. The Reverend William Beresford (convict number
5079), a former clergyman of the Church of England, was sentenced to 15 years for
forgery. 452 After receiving his ticket-of-leave a little over twelve months after
arrival he was subsequently responsible for producing The Fremantle Herald, a
newspaper noted for its radical views in Western Australia. 453 Beresford ‘promoted
the Herald’s policies vigorously and praised the paper for being the guardians of
people’s rights against the encroachments of the Government’. 454 Rica Erickson
wrote: ‘He is believed to have been the author of a popular column entitled, ‘Chips
from a Sandalwood Cutter’. In it he claimed to speak for ‘that large portion of the
population that aint born with a silver spoon in their mouth. In effect, he was the
mouthpiece of theworking class.’ 455 He died at the Fremantle Invalid Depot in May
1880 at the age of 81 years and almost a century later he was chosen as one of 150
citizens of Western Australia to be honoured with the placement of a
commemorative plaque in the pavements of Perth during the state’s sesquicentenary celebrations. 456
452
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Leopold Redpath (Western Australian convict number 5246), a 42 year-old
married clerk, was given life for forging and uttering in the Central Criminal Court
in London in 1857. He arrived aboard the Edwin Fox on 21 November 1858 and was
granted his ticket-of-leave two and a half years later. Given his conditional pardon
on 7 February 1868 he eventually became the founder and honorary secretary of the
influential Western Australian Working Men’s Association. 457

William Robson (Western Australian convict number 5129) also arrived aboard
the Edwin Fox. A 36 year-old clerk by profession, married with one child, he was
sentenced to 20 years servitude for forgery at the Central Criminal Court in
London. He was granted his ticket-of-leave 11 months after disembarkation and his
conditional pardon was awarded three years later while he was in Bunbury. Moving
to Perth he became the proprietor of a private education institution and established
and edited The Western Australian Literary Magazine in 1861. 458

At last, with the voyage of the Sultana, which sailed for Western Australia in
April 1859, changes took place. Within the complement of convicts aboard Sultana
only 6.25% of the convicts had been sentenced for crimes of violence. This time
there were aboard only fourteen for crimes of violence, including two rapists, and
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only seven ‘lifers’, one of whom, Thomas Stubbs, had been thus sentenced for
returning to England from a previous transportation to Australia. 459

Another statistic worthy of note is that the percentage of ‘Previous Convictions’
now rose to 56.25%, over double of that category aboard the Nile and 17% greater
than Edwin Fox. Over half (52%) of the convicts came from major industrial
centres.

460

These statistics suggest that, having rid itself of the more serious

criminals, Her Majesty’s Prisons Department turned to cleaning out the habitual
minor offenders from the prisons and hulks in Britain.

The enquiry which emanated from the outrage accorded the earlier Nile voyage
had another positive effect. Only 10% of the Sultana prisoners had been handed
down sentences of 10 years or over, in spite of the recidivist rate being far higher
than in previous shipments of convicts to Western Australia. In fact, three quarters
of the remaining 90% of prisoners had been sentenced to only four years
imprisonment despite an approximate parity with the types of crimes committed
among earlier shipments. Overall, 54% of the Sultana convict group had received
sentences of only four years duration, whereas in the Edwin Fox, the transport that
had immediately preceded Sultana nine months before, no convict received less than
six years for simple larcenies, the majority receiving ten to fifteen years.

461

Nevertheless, lessons had been learned by colonial administrators from unpalatable
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past experiences. Although there was a very high rate of minor crime and short
term sentences among the Sultana group, none were to be subsequently granted
immediate tickets-of-leave. 462

Despite the supposedly more ‘benign’ convict aboard the Sultana, the surgeonsuperintendent, Dr Henry Richardson, was nevertheless extremely busy. It was his
first voyage and he had gone aboard in an idealistic frame of mind. He was clearly
under the impression that if the convicts were treated fairly and with humanity they
would respond in kind. It did not take him long to change his opinions. On the third
day out there was a fight below. Richardson investigated and eventually identified
the culprits. A convict called John Hackett was handcuffed but gave Richardson a
piece of his mind in no uncertain terms. Taken aback, but quick to adjust to the
situation, Richardson responded by telling the Captain of Divisions that the
convicts, seemingly labouring under the idea that they were entitled to a certain
amount of liberty on deck, were quite mistaken. The instructions were to allow them
enough air to carry them alive to Fremantle; anything above that was to be
considered an indulgence. The doctor conveyed to the convicts that his conduct
toward them would to a certain extent be regulated by their own behaviour: if they
conducted themselves well they would be allowed all the privileges that could be
granted them, if badly, he would keep them chained to each other when on deck if
order could not be preserved otherwise. 463
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But there were always the incorrigibles. In the surgeon-superintendent’s diary
John Hackett appears as a repeat troublemaker, as do James Clinton and Hugh
Duffy. James Neagle is described as ‘rather free with his speech’, complaining that
they did not get wine and vinegar and lime juice as they had done on another ship.
This may have been tolerable had he not then turned on a guard and struck him, for
which he was clapped in leg irons and handcuffs and kept up all night. 464

Petty theft was a constant problem, perhaps not surprising, considering that
over half the contingent had previous convictions for petty crime. On Thursday 14
July, a cask was broken open and several pieces of pork carried off. The culprits
could not be identified. After prayers on the following day, an exasperated Dr
Richardson addressed the convicts directly:

[I attributed] them to a misplaced levity on my part and to them [the convicts]
taking advantage of my disinclination [to punish] the whole body for the crime of a
few of its members. I therefore declared my intention of hereafter making all of
them suffer when any offence was committed unless the culprit was given up to
punishment. 465

Eventually, four culprits were identified and placed in cells and kept on bread and
water. There were complaints but Richardson had a sentry placed beneath the top
gallant forecastle to prevent any intercourse with those in the cells.
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The Sultana hove to off Fremantle on Friday, 19 August. Dr Richardson, in his
subsequent report, praised the work of the Reverend Lindsay as Religious
Instructor, the diligence of Captain Finnerty, officer commanding the pensioner
guards, the captain of the ship, Arthur Sharp, and his chief mate, Mr Parish, for
making the voyage a successful one. He had much to say regarding the food
allowances, the inadequacy of the galley for preparation of rations, the water supply
and the illicit use of tobacco. He seemed well satisfied, however, to finally report
that no convicts had died on the voyage, only two were sent to hospital and that
none had been corporally punished. 466

Despite the questionable character of a high percentage of convicts during the
latter half of the 1850s, influential elements within Western Australia made it
known to British authorities that they wished transportation of convicts to the
region to continue. 467 Maxwell Lefroy, however, was disillusioned. Embroiled in the
everyday affairs of the Convict Establishment, his view differed from the farmers
and pastoralists who benefitted from the influx of labour. He wrote to brother
Henry in January 1858 that nothing could have been more lamentable than the
almost complete waste of convict labour and the rigid but costly management. He
believed that an ordinary works contractor would get twenty times as much work
from the same number of employees. He regarded this as ‘disgusting’ but as a
subordinate agent of the system he had no power to change it. He concluded, ‘I
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intend to save every penny in order to stock my farm at York again, and retire from
this useless service.’

468

Several months later he wrote to his brother again. He ventured the opinion that
the colony had derived comparatively little advantage from the large Convict
Establishment in terms of mercantile profit or useful public works. He blamed the
established system and the individual incompetence, or unconscientiousness, of the
two or three individuals on whom the system really depended. He believed that in a
very few years it was inevitable that the colonists would take matters out of the
hands of Imperial administrators and drive the Establishment out of the colony. 469

Shortly after, the fortunes of the Assistant-Superintendent at the Fremantle
Establishment, Maxwell Lefroy, took a turn. He wrote to sister Sophia on 29 May
1858, announcing that he had been placed in command of the prison following the
suspension of the Superintendent, Mr Dixon. He still believed the convict system was
costly and ineffective. He concluded: ‘there is a wide margin for reform and
improvement in almost every part of it, and I am happy that the ComptrollerGeneral seems ready to support every proposal I make.’ 470

J.S. Battye reported the settlers felt that their determination to receive convicts
had been amply justified, more particularly as a large influx of free people had also
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resulted.

471

He added that two important matters concerning the administration of

the system called for attention during these years. The original intention of the
British Government was that convicts on ticket-of-leave should, out of their
earnings, refund ₤15, the cost of passage out, to the Imperial Treasury. This proved
practically unworkable, its only effect being to increase the price of labour. Up to
the end of 1857 only ₤400 had been paid back out of ₤7,000 then due. Captain Wray,
acting as Comptroller-General, recommended that some alteration be made, stating
that the abolition of the regulation would ‘remove a widespread and very natural
discontent among the ticket-of-leave men and relieve the colonists from a heavy tax
by enabling them to reduce wages.’

472

The Governor supported this view and the

revision was subsequently approved by the Secretary of State. In order that there
might not be any dissatisfaction, those that had already paid were refunded. 473

Maxwell Lefroy personified the dichotomy of opinion within the community
surrounding the convict presence and its administration. He was still disgruntled
when he wrote to sister Sophia again. He believed that the colony was getting on
fairly in spite of the original gross maladministration, the apathy and ignorance of
the present and most of the preceding governors. There had, he wrote, also been a
most extravagant colonial expenditure under a ‘regime of flunkeyism and red
tapeism’. He thought that Governor Kennedy was deservedly detested by the
colonists generally but was of the opinion that Bishop Hale, a most earnest and
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zealous man, would be very much liked once he became better known. Before long
he would gain the confidence and respect of all classes.

474

By the end of 1859, 5,329 convicts had been brought to Western Australia over
the preceding ten year period. Although landholders and businessmen requiring
cheap and plentiful labour deemed the system a necessity and a success, others such
as Mathew Hale regarded transportation, and particularly the lack of support for
the convicts once they were set free into society, a travesty and a moral outrage. He
was of the opinion that, ‘it was expedient to rule society and to order communities of
people in conformity with those great natural laws which God himself has ordained
for these purposes’.

475

Any attempt to run counter to those laws in political and

social arrangements was certain to give birth to a ‘numerous progeny of evils
bearing every variety of shape’.

476

Not all within the Western Australian

community were listening. The urgency of economic survival clearly outweighed the
Bishop’s finer points surrounding matters of social morality.

In 1859 there had been 27 escapes from Fremantle Prison and different convict
depots. By contrast there had been no escapes in 1850 or 1851, one in 1852, four in
1853, five in 1854, eight in 1855 and fourteen in 1856. There had been no escapes at
all in 1857 and 1858.

477

Conjecture within the community had mounted on the

reasons for the sudden upsurge in 1856. There was a backlash against Bishop Hale’s
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support of the ‘Moral Force’ methodology, his advocacy for a ‘soft’ approach to
reformation. 478

Others blamed the governor’s lack of attention to detail where convict
administration was concerned. Sister Mary Albertus Bain wrote: ‘Initially when
[Comptroller-General] Henderson and Henry Maxwell Lefroy, as his new
Superintendent at the Fremantle Establishment, had commenced cleaning out their
augean stable, they found that a large, illegal trade involving officers and warders
had been functioning for some years in the various workshops.’

479

Shoes and boots

were made in prison workshops and sold by the warders privately; prison timbers
were off-loaded and made into furniture for senior officers.

The editor of Inquirer thought that the whole system breathed an air of casual
indifference, with Henderson criticised for his over-confident attitude towards his
junior officers.

480

Governor Kennedy believed that many criminals were afflicted

with incurable dishonesty just as men suffer from incurable physical disease. He
wrote that reformation of such men was a delusion and that casual and habitual
criminals require very different treatment. 481

A subsequent 1863 report by the Royal Commission on Transportation noted
that in terms of escapes from the colony a favoured method was to obtain work in a
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newly settled district where there was no police station but an isolated port facility.
In the north, Port Gregory, Champion Bay and Irwin River (Port Denison) were
highly regarded locations by ticket-of-leave men, but Augusta, Busselton and
Bunbury, where whalers frequently anchored, were favoured too. They were
convenient sites both for sailors jumping ship and for absconders attempting to
board one. Whaling captains were apparently ready to accept men seeking work,
particularly if they had sailing experience, a covert practice that was common in
other Australian colonies as well. 482 Some regarded the Yelverton Mill’s manager, a
conditional pardon man, as the link for those wishing to leave the colony
surreptitiously for South Australia. Reputedly, upon arrival in the Vincent Gulf the
men disembarked with new names, found work on railway construction or droving
parties and began new lives.

During the 1863 British Royal Commission into Transportation and Penal
Servitude in London, the Police Magistrate at Port Adelaide, Richard Francis
Newland, reported that between 1855 and 1861, some 1,790 men had arrived into
South Australia from Western Australia.

483

He estimated that around a half of

them were expirees or conditional-pardon men but could not give an estimation to
the commissioners of how many might be convicts or ex-convicts. The consequence
was the passing of the 1857 South Australian Extradition Act, by which any convict
or ex-convict could be restrained from entering the colony, if found, and sentenced
482
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to three years penal servitude, or sent back to the Western Australian colony.
Newlands stated that the effect of the Act successfully restrained the arrival of a
large number of conditional-pardon men. After the implementation of the Act the
number of recorded entries fell appreciably – from 629 in 1857 to 184 in 1858; the
recorded numbers returning to Western Australia also rose. 484

Notwithstanding the number of departures, with the aid of close to 5,000 exconvicts and convicts in the Western Australian community by the end of the 1850s,
the colony had consolidated its once fragile presence. It would appear, however, that
there was still a considerable economic mountain to climb within what had thus far
proven to be a difficult, forbidding landscape. The importation of cheap labour,
therefore, remained an imperative if progress was to continue. That very necessary
supply, however, was to prove problematical.

484

Ibid.
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Chapter Eight

A new decade – the Transportation debate continues

After a decade of transportation to Western Australia the convict administrative
structure had grown to sizeable proportions. The supervision of the system largely
followed pioneering penal guidelines evolved from the work of Alexander
Maconochie several decades before at Norfolk Island. His methods were
subsequently implemented and progressively modified within the Tasmanian system
before being applied with considerable success in Western Australia. For an
eighteen-month period, however, the flow of convicts into the colony ceased. It was
not until the Palmerston arrived in February 1862 that transportation resumed, and
with it was to come appreciable changes in the administration of convicts within the
Western Australian community.

In the meantime the British Parliament’s Select Committee into Transportation
had deliberated and reported in May 1861.

485

Despite the fact that little attention

has been paid to it, it is a critical document which tells much about both opposition
to Western Australian convict transportation and the continuing proponents of the
system. Additionally, it gives insights into the economic and political influences
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within British society and their parliament at Westminster which directly
determined the administration of the system within the colonial environment a half
a world away.

Though many submissions put before the committee centered on why
transportation to Western Australia should be terminated, the most telling reason
for continuation – that convicts had a far greater chance of rehabilitation in the
colony than at home – finally swayed the members to recommend to parliament that
further convict contingents should be sent. John Stephen Hampton, an experienced
convict administrator, was appointed the new governor of Western Australia to
oversee both the convict and fiscal management in what the Select Committee,
considering the conditions under which transportation would continue, perceived to
be a challenging period ahead. The immediate implementation of tighter
administrative controls by the new governor succeeded quite quickly, but his
authoritarian methods, coupled with continuing community ambivalence about the
‘running sore’ of the convict presence, began to create a range of difficulties.

The census figures for Western Australia as at 31 December 1859 indicated there
were 474 military personnel and 1,057 prisoners and ticket-of-leave men in
government hands. 486 The administration of the Convict Department now employed
128 personnel. The hiring depots of Mount Eliza, Point Resolution, Claisebrook,
Guildford, Champion Bay, Bunbury, Albany, Toodyay and York had 24 men
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attending approximately 200 convicts awaiting assignment.

487

These administrative

elements had been able to consolidate during a lengthy pause in convict arrivals. It
was nearly eighteen months between the Sultana unloading its contingent of 224
convicts in August 1859 and the arrival of the 894-ton Palmerston, commanded by J.
Seagrave, on 11 February 1861.

488

Aboard the latter were 293 convicts, 30

pensioner guards, 6 policemen, 1 warder, 20 women and 47 children. 489

Sandra Taylor, in her 1981 study of convict arrivals to Western Australia, placed
the Palmerston, Lincelles (January 1862) and Norwood (June 1862) into Group Two
of her statistical survey. Her Group One were the arrivals in 1850 and 1851,
Scindian, Hashemy, Mermaid, Pyrenees and Minden. She reported that in Group
Two there had been marked changes compared to the Group One arrivals. The
percentage of ‘Offences Against Property’, the highest for Group One, fell to 29.4%
for Group Two. Crimes of burglary fell to 21% but robbery rose from 8.2% to
13.6%; forgery was up from 1.2% to 2% and ‘Offences of a Public Nature’ up 3.4%
(particularly ‘Coining and Uttering’). Most noticeably, however, ‘Offences against
the Person’, representing the more violent crimes, rose dramatically from 4.2% to
16.9%. ‘Military Offences’ had also risen appreciably. 490

Though the marked increase in ‘Offences against the Person’ was alarming when
set against the early arrivals in 1850 and 1851, they were relatively benign when
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compared with shiploads in the late 1850s. For example, Runnymede arrived in 1856
with 38.5% of its contingent sentenced for crimes of violence and 27% as repeat
offenders. The Nile arrived in 1858 with 33% of the convicts convicted of crimes of
violence and Edwin Fox arrived in 1858 with 29% convicted of crimes of violence
and 39.6% with previous convictions (see statistical tables B, D & E, Chapter Six).

The 1861 British Parliamentary Select Committee enquiry into the utility,
economy and effectiveness of convict transportation, after taking extensive evidence
from administrators, proponents and opponents of the system over several months,
finally resolved that it was not advisable to interfere with the present arrangements
of transportation to Western Australia. 491 Though the cost of maintaining prisoners
in the colony was double that in Britain, the fact that it was proven to the Select
Committee’s satisfaction that convicts sent to Western Australia became
independent through the ticket-of-leave system much sooner than at home, and
quite quickly began to lead ‘lives of honest industry there’, swayed members.

The paucity of convicts to Western Australia during 1860-61 was explained early
in the Select Committee’s proceedings. Major General Sir Joshua Jebb, Chairman
of the Board of Convict Prisons, giving evidence to the Select Committee, stated that
despite current accommodation in English prisons for 12,480 prisoners only 8,869
were incarcerated.

492

He agreed with a committeeman that higher wages was very

probably the cause. In Britain the great Crystal Palace exposition of 1850 had
491
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signalled the advent of the so-called second Industrial Revolution, ‘a growing
material prosperity and a level of industrial production and foreign trade which set
England far ahead of all other countries.’

493

National debt had dropped markedly

from the Napoleonic war high, productivity had boomed, wages had risen. With
improved living conditions, too, the national crime rate had dropped as evidenced
by the shortfall of over 3,000 prisoners against accommodation places available. 494

The committee showed signs of alarm. Asked how many prisoners were required
to maintain ‘the three great British Home stations’ as well as the Bermuda and
Gibraltar facilities, Jebb replied that the minimum figure was 9,000.

495

Clearly,

there were members of the committee whose thoughts were not primarily centred on
a continuing supply of convict labour to Western Australia. Matters of national
security, mainly centred on the effective upkeep of the British fleet and the
preservation of the all important British commercial trade routes, were paramount.
Committeeman Arthur Mills was adamant that convicts should first supply the
labour requirements of British establishments at home, at Gibraltar and Bermuda,
before any selections for transportation to Western Australia. 496
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In further evidence, Jebb explained how the Penal Servitude Acts of 1853 and
1857, whereby shorter term prisoners were to serve their sentences at home, had
subsequently changed the selection of transportees for Western Australia.
Generally, only longer-term prisoners were now sent.

497

But even they, in the

current climate, were in short supply.

The Assistant Under-Secretary for the Colonies, Thomas Elliot, revealed
calculations that convict labour working on the government facilities at home
stations was roughly half the cost of free labour.

498

Elliot also supplied to the

committee the relative cost of keeping convicts within the government remit at home
(32 pounds per annum) as against their sentence in Western Australia (67 pounds
per annum). 499 On the economic face of it, and considering the vital commercial and
security issues involved for the British Government, future convict transportation to
Western Australia looked tenuous during the early stages of the Select Committee
deliberations.

Despite their parliamentary order to examine the function, utility and effect of
transportation, and to recommend improvements, the Committee was also
instructed to hear petitions from ‘the Chairman and Committee of the General
Association for the Australian Colonies for the adoption of measures for the
discontinuance of Transportation to Australia’. Representatives from New South
Wales, Victoria, South Australia, Tasmania and New Zealand were present. In
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opposition, Western Australian settlers, Lockier and William Burges, Thomas
Carter, Robert Hopgood and Alexander Andrew, were also present to put before the
Committee ‘a petition from colonists and others interested in Western Australia
against the stoppage of transportation.’ 500

Sir Alexander Donaldson, a former member of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly in New South Wales where he had lived for 20 years, led off
for the opposing forces. 501 He claimed to speak for all in New South Wales, Victoria,
South Australia, Queensland, Van Dieman’s Land and New Zealand. He began:
‘since 1851 the feeling of the colonists is universally against transportation in any
shape whatsoever.’ Donaldson was supported by James MacArthur, son of the
pioneer of the merino sheep industry in Australia, John MacArthur. His objection
was on moral grounds, the taint of the system and the ‘evil consequence’.

502

He

objected, too, to former convicts having the vote.

J. A. Youl of Tasmania not only objected to the presence of convicts on moral,
social and economic grounds but felt that their presence would drive free labour
from Western Australian as it had done in Tasmania. He felt, too, that the
administrative costs incurred outweighed the benefits.

500
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‘Prime Minister’ (sic) of South Australia, stated that the population there felt
threatened by what was thought to be a high number of escaped convicts and
conditional pardon men coming to his state and ‘committing depredations,
robberies, murders and thus creating great expense for their police establishments.’
504

He was of the opinion that South Australia was a stepping stone for those from

Western Australia travelling to the goldfields of the eastern colonies. John Hall, the
Sheriff of Canterbury in New Zealand, revealed that as a Resident Magistrate he
had extensive knowledge of the arrival of Tasmanian convicts and their high rate of
crime. As such, strong feelings against convicts in New Zealand were evident. He
had no knowledge, however, of any Western Australian convicts being in his
country.

505

The pro-transportation lobby from Western Australia was also strongly
represented. Dr Thomas Carter, an Avon Valley pastoralist, secretary of the
influential York Agricultural Society in 1841 when that body was prominent in the
agitation for the introduction of convict labour into the colony, stated to the Select
Committee that he had arrived in Western Australia in 1830 and had lived there
until 1856.
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He revealed that he had been strongly prejudiced against the advent

of convict transportation to Western Australia in the first instance, and these
feelings continued until he visited other colonies and found life and property were
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safe and that most former convicts were thriving. He had returned and had
advocated the introduction of convicts. Asked by committeeman Chichester
Fortescue if at present the supply of convicts to Western Australia was of the
greatest advantage, Carter gave an unequivocal, ‘Yes!’ 507

Robert Mace Hopgood, a colonist in Western Australia for 30 years, when asked
about the introduction of convicts, stated: ‘I should say the colony could not have
taken a wiser step.’ He added: ‘The men have been treated humanely and [in
consequence] the amount of crime has been trifling.

508

In fact, he said in Western

Australia, ‘It was much easier to be honest than dishonest.’ Questioned on the
economic impact, Hopgood responded that: ‘I attribute the prosperity of Western
Australia entirely to the introduction of convicts.’ He felt that the advantage of
continuing transportation would be not only to obviate a vital supply of labour but
that roads and bridges would be constructed to the great advantage of internal
markets and for promoting exports, which in turn would promote further
enterprise. 509

William Burges, co-proprietor of the Tipperary property six miles north of York,
and also a member of the York Agricultural Society with brother Samuel and
Lockier before he moved in 1850 to ‘Bowes’ in Champion Bay (Geraldton), testified
to the Select Committee that convict labour was superior to free workmen.
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latter, being in short supply before the arrival of convicts, had been able to dictate
terms to employers. ‘They had become unmanageable,’ he stated.

511

When, with a

trace of incredulity, Burges was asked whether he meant employers preferred
ticket-of-leave men to free men, he replied: ’Decidedly!’ He went on to point out
that this was so even though both were paid the same wages. He also made it plain
to the committee that in the workplace there was no social or financial distinction.
His brother, Lockier Burges, when asked if he questioned prospective ticket-of-leave
employees on their crimes, said: ‘I do not ask. It is of no consequence.’ 512

Mr Alexander Andrews, Secretary of the Western Australian Association in
London, furnished the Select Committee with a paper representing the views of nine
prominent Swan River settlers. 513 In it they put forward the view that discontinuing
sending convicts would not only prove fatal to the prosperity of Western Australia,
but would be a violation of the spirit of understanding on which the convicts were
originally dispatched to this colony. It was a system of benevolence and humanity,
worthy of a great nation and by far the most economical mode of disposing of
English criminals. The settlers’ submission concluded: ‘The entire fabric of the
system of transportation being now threatened with annihilation, we urge you to
direct every effort in your power by unceasing applications and representations to
Members of Parliament, to re-establish upon a firm basis the original design of
making this colony a penal settlement on a large scale.’
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With depositions and evidence concluded over a period of two months the Select
Committee met three weeks later on 14 May 1861 to consider the conclusions and
resolutions they would put before the British Parliament. The majority of material
contained summaries and figures relating to the present system of convict
transportation, numbers of prisoners, costs of administration and destinations.
Resolution Number 13, however, stated:

That it is the opinion of this Committee, ‘That transportation to Western Australia
cannot, in itself, be looked upon as a punishment second only to death; but may still
be available, to the limited extent to which it is now reduced, as a mode of ultimate
discharge or disposal of prisoners; or even as a final stage of progressive alleviation
of a punishment, in the first part, undergone in hard labour on public works, or in
prisons’.

With that they gave their opinion that convict transportation should be continued.

The Western Australian settlers had been successful, but there was a sting in the
tail. Committeeman Crawford concluded proceedings on 28 May with the
resolution:

That as the worst criminals only are sentenced to terms of punishment sufficiently
long to admit of such a gradual process, it is possible that Western Australia will
become less willing to continue its demand for such a supply, and the other
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Australian Colonies may increase their remonstrances against such an importation
into their neighbourhood.

Thus, though the Committee agreed that transportation should continue the settlers
would have to accept the selection of convict types available to the Colonial Office
from the Prison’s Department. The number of 1,000 sought each year by the
colonists, of necessity, would remain well short of that figure due to demands for
labour at Home stations. The incidence of serious criminality aboard each boatload
would almost certainly remain high.

A new Governor, a ‘tighter’ administration

Despite consolidation during the 18-month pause in convict arrivals, not all aspects
of the convict administrative services proved efficient. Henry Maxwell Lefroy,
appointed Superintendent of the Fremantle Establishment in November 1859,
revealed in a letter to brother Henry, a career army officer, that the Royal
Engineers, who controlled all convict labour, did it in a most unbusinesslike,
uneconomical and blundering way.

514

He wrote: ‘Forgive me for saying that, if the

Royal Engineers blunder in the face of the enemy as they do in every other work
they undertake (according to my observations of them both here and in other parts
of the world) I can readily believe that the military career of England will soon draw
to a close.’
514
515

515

Nevertheless, in a later letter to sister Isabella he expressed his

Note: Henry Maxwell Lefroy was known as Maxwell.; brother John Henry known as Henry.
Lefroy, Memoirs of Henry Maxwell Lefroy, p. 89; letter dated 28 January 1860.
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satisfaction with affairs in his own area: ‘Every portion of the Establishment under
my control is in excellent order, and I believe that the prisoners themselves are
happier and more contented than they have been under previous Administration.’
516

Governor Kennedy’s term had expired. On 17 February 1862 he left Perth for
King George’s Sound, en route to England after being received by a guard of
honour comprising the detachments of the 12th Regiment, Pensioner Guards and the
Metropolitan Volunteers.

517

Governor and Mrs Hampton, accompanied by son

George, arrived off Fremantle on 27 February 1862, aboard the ship Strathallan. 518
John Stephen Hampton’s background seemed to have comprehensively qualified
him for this new post. He had received his medical diploma at Edinburgh in 1828
before entering the navy as an assistant surgeon. After serving in that capacity on
Britannia and then Sphinx, he was transferred to the Plymouth dockyards in 1832.
519

In 1834 he was promoted to full surgeon and then Surgeon-Superintendent in

1843. He was Surgeon-Superintendent on three convict transports to Tasmania
(Mexborough, Constant and the Sir George Seymour) between 1841 and 1845.

In October 1846 Hampton was appointed Comptroller-General of Convicts in
Tasmania. Prior to his arrival there had been a long turbulent period of
metamorphosis in convict administration. Progressively, however, changes were
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made, in the main emanating from the recommendations in Alexander
Maconochie’s ‘Report on the State of the Prisons’.

The report claimed that

punishment should not be vindictively conceived but should aim at the reform of the
convict, and secondly, that a convict’s sentence should be indeterminate, with
release depending not on the lapse of time but on his own industry and exertions
during incarceration.

520

Maconochie had emphasised that the focus of penology

should shift from punishment to reform. A criminal should be provided with
incentives for a more positive future. He advocated a marks system, rewards for
labour and good behaviour; a prisoner could earn credits and effectively buy his
way out of prison.

521

These concepts of penal administration were later largely

adopted in a ‘Declaration of Principles’ at Cincinnati, Ohio in the United States in
1870. 522

Despite advances in more enlightened penal practices, John Hampton’s tenure as
Comptroller-General in Tasmania proved to be controversial. He eventually left the
colony in questionable circumstances after the instigation of a Tasmanian
Legislative Council enquiry into supposed corrupt practices by Hampton while he
held the post of Comptroller-General of Convicts.

523

He refused to appear before

the committee and left the colony. In the longer term it did not make too large a blot
on his copybook at the Colonial Office. After a five-year absence from government
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service, he was offered the governorship of Western Australia by the Duke of
Newcastle. It seems likely that his previous experience as a firm convict
administrator was considered. This would be a decided asset in the Western
Australian environment where governmental instrumentalities, notably its large
convict department, were in need of a tight hand on the reins, particularly in light of
the decision to continue transportation with a high proportion of serious criminality
within each contingent. It was thought by some, too, that the administrative
problems within Western Australia had arisen when Lord Grey had originally
recommended a ‘soft’ approach in a despatch to the Western Australian Legislative
Council, 20 December 1849, calling for rehabilitation by gentle persuasion. But by
the late 1850s this had worn thin among the colony’s free population. The editor of
the Perth Gazette wrote with some heat of a local ‘indignation against the
continuation of the great humbug, the moral force system.’ 524

After Arthur Kennedy’s departure it was two months before Governor Hampton
convened the first formal session of the Legislative Council on 23 May 1862. In the
interim he had not been idle. He made it his business to look into every nook and
cranny of the colony’s affairs, and patently not in the affable manner of his
predecessor. He expressed particular concerns about the colony’s financial
condition to the Legislative Councillors. He pointed out that there would probably
be a deficiency of ₤3,157 at the end of the current year, caused chiefly by the
appropriation for works, buildings and bridges which was upwards of ₤6,000
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beyond the amount provided on the estimate.

525

He reported that in a recent

despatch the Duke of Newcastle had directed that an additional ₤2,918 be added to
the Convict Estimate for the current year. Newcastle’s intention was to increase the
number of convicts in the colony, so that the average maintained by the government
would be about 1,000. 526

On arrival Hampton noted the recent rise in the numbers of convict escapes but
commented that, in his opinion, the general conduct of the convicts and ex-convicts
was superior, in some respects, to what he had seen elsewhere. ‘This may be
attributed to the enlightened and liberal manner in which they were treated by the
free inhabitants, who have thereby placed the bond in a very different position from
that which such persons have generally occupied in other Australian colonies.’ 527 It
was an important point. The new governor was, of course, referring to the liberality
of the hiring and employment of convicts through the ticket-of-leave system which
operated in Western Australia. For his own part, the governor added, he pledged to
endeavour to enforce rational discipline with firmness and fairness amongst all
classes of convicts. 528

Convict administration was a field in which Hampton felt very competent. He
made considerable changes not long after his arrival, even before placing them
formally before the Council. All convict business was removed from the Colonial
525
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Secretary’s Office to that of the Comptroller-General, who now received his
instructions from the governor. From long experience Hampton believed the
alteration would benefit the government by simplifying the details of public business
and lessening the amount of clerical labour. Cancelling the regulations of the
Convict Department regarding solitary and separate confinement had added
upwards of 100 men to those available for public works, a change which he thought
would promote sound discipline among the convicts. 529

The Governor’s experience as Surgeon-Superintendent on a series of convict
ships, and as Comptroller-General of Convicts in Tasmania, would have been
known to Councillors. They may well have been loathe to question the chief
executive’s right to administer direct control of such a vital component within the
colonial structure. However, Hampton reassured them he would ‘freely admit and
cheerfully recognize’ their constitutional rights and privileges.

530

In reality,

however, the members had no statutory powers to counter any decision the
governor may have wished to implement.

The subsequent harsh regimens of convict discipline implemented by John
Hampton, as he outlined in his 1862 address to the Legislative Council, were a
necessity. He had inherited, potentially, a significant set of problems imposed by the
Colonial and Home Offices in England with their export of a more serious-type of
offender to the colony during the late 1850s (see statistical tables B, D and E,
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Chapter Six). Within judicial limitations imposed by parliamentary statutes and
basic precepts of English common law, the new governor was left to re-institute
effective order and discipline in a system considered too loose. 531

With the arrival of the transport York on the last day of 1862 and the off-loading
of a further 299 prisoners, the number of transportees to Western Australia now
numbered 6,510.

532

A high percentage of ticket-of-leave men and pardoned ex-

convicts were still resident in the state. The proportion of convicts and ex-convicts to
the overall population was about one-third of the population. Despite the strong
demand for their services it was a statistic that some within the colony found
uncomfortable. The Perth Gazette complained about the too ready granting of
tickets-of-leave from among ‘the elite of British ruffianism and criminality.’

533

But

as dramatic as the newspaper made this sound, it was also an indication that,
generally, the authorities were abiding closely to the formula for granting probation
and ticket-of-leave to prisoners who had served, with good behaviour, their
prescribed lengths of time. In response to criticisms, Comptroller-General
Henderson, in his 1862 annual report to the governor on the Convict Department,
ventured: ‘as my experience goes I have no hesitation in saying that very lengthened
sentences of imprisonment only defeat their own object, and render men hopeless
and desperate, and that short periods of punishment rigidly carried out are much
more likely to produce a good effect.’

531
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Demographics played a large part in convict behaviour. The population of Perth
at this point was a little over 30% of the Western Australian total, an indication that
agricultural pursuits and associated activities in wide-spread country localities were
the main occupations. 535 This meant a widespread dissemination of convicts and exconvict labour. Their lives had been considerably changed. The opportunities and
the environment for defying the law and good order of society were, largely, no
longer available. Affirming this, Comptroller-General Henderson wrote: ‘these men
are forever removed from a community where they existed by robbery and violence,
and where many of them would have reverted to that system of depredation for
which the public pays so heavily.’

536

He pointed out to the Governor the ready

employment and fair wages for all men of the ticket-of-leave and ex-convict class,
and the relative quiet and good order prevailing throughout the colony. In
conclusion, he remarked on the change of circumstances for them: ‘the renovation
of hope [is] to the mind what changes of air and generous diet are to the body, and
the history of a large number of convicts who have come here with very bad
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characters, [goes] far to prove that transportation judiciously carried out is not only
most just to the mother country, but the most merciful and enlightened system of
action toward the convict.’ 537

Around the same time, the Royal Engineers’ office produced details of the works
that had been achieved since the arrival of convict labour. Over a thousand miles of
roads had been made, 239 bridges erected, 543 culverts constructed and repaired,
44 wells sunk and two jetties built. Added to these infrastructure projects were
works such as the North Fremantle traffic bridge, two lighthouses in Albany,
government house and the town hall in Perth, a residence for the governor on
Rottnest, various precincts in country centres, pensioner guards’ cottages and the
Fremantle prison.

538

There is little doubt that the labour of the convict population

significantly facilitated the economic progress of the tiny colony.

At the first 1863 session of the Legislative Council, on 14 January, Governor
Hampton announced with some satisfaction that with the recent disembarkation of
299 convicts from the ship York, the expected arrival of 192 convicts direct from
Bermuda, anticipation that a vessel would leave Southampton about 18 December
for Fremantle with 200 emigrants (including 50 single woman) and the augmented
number of convicts received during the year 1862, an increasing stream of labour
was flowing into the colony. He concluded: ‘if our official and private affairs are
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properly administered, the Colony is likely to make a steady progress which is
calculated to promote happiness and comfort for its universally loyal and peaceable
inhabitants.’ 539

On 16 February 1863 the Merchantman arrived direct from Bermuda with 191
prisoners aboard. Originally she had sailed from London on 28 October 1862
carrying prisoners to Bermuda. After her human cargo was disembarked there, the
berths were filled with prisoners previously transported to Bermuda, and sail was
set for the Swan River Colony, where the vessel arrived 110 days after departure
from London. 540

These Merchantman convicts had been through a long-running nightmare. In the
saga of the whole convict transportation era, theirs would have been, almost
certainly, the most harrowing experience of them all. Their Ireland Island hulks at
the Bermuda naval station had been grounded in thick mud, housing a crowd of illfed and haggard men. Ventilation below decks was inadequate, sanitation was poor
and adequacy of the food was inconsistent. Chaplain J. S. Guilding wrote: ‘It is my
painful conviction, after some years experience of the matter, that the great
majority of the prisoners confined in the [Bermudan] hulks have become incurably
corrupted, and that they leave them, in most cases, more reckless and hardened in
sin than they were upon reception.’ 541
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The British prison hulk system had finally been abolished in 1857. It should have
marked the end of one of the blackest episodes in English social history, but it was to
be another five years before these ‘hells on earth’ were finally broken up in
Bermuda. The delay was an expediency. The British navy had a large fleet stationed
strategically at Bermuda. Convicts were urgently needed to complete the building of
docks and allied facilities, and for the running and maintenance of the Ireland
Island station. 542

The prison hulks were grounded in thick mud, and housing a crowd of ill-fed and
depressed men, formed excellent centres for the dissemination of, in particular,
yellow fever. Additionally, ‘rations were ill-adapted to the climate, periodical
outbreaks of dysentery were responsible for many deaths, and scurvy also took a
heavy toll of the prisoners. In addition, ophthalmia, due to the glare of the sea on the
limestone ricks, would cause men to stumble and fall as they walked along even a
straight and smooth path.’

543

But the worst scourge which flayed Bermuda was

West Indian yellow fever. It was to carry off hundreds of victims in the course of its
many visitations. The worst epidemic was in 1853 when 160 convicts lost their lives
and a far greater number were permanently broken in health.

544

The disease

claimed, in all, 650 victims throughout Bermuda. The health of many civilians,
soldiers and convicts alike, was broken by the disease.
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The suffering endured throughout the colony in 1853 was standard fare for the
convicts since the hulks first dropped anchor in Bermuda almost thirty years before.
Four earlier epidemics of yellow fever had afflicted the hulks, adding to the chronic
misery of consumption, scurvy and the innumerable afflictions that resulted
inevitably from the wretched living conditions.

Ventilation below decks was

inadequate, sanitation was poor and adequacy of the food was inconsistent. Roaches
and other vermin, liking the languorous climate, thrived in the underdecks of the
Bermudan hulks, adding a dimension of misery that had not been experienced by
men who had been confined on the hulks in England. The rats and roaches of
England were smaller, less numerous and far less audacious. 545

Attempted escapes were frequent, attempted murders, brutality, vice and
corruption were every day occurrences. Punishment by the lash, on the yoke and in
the black hole were part and parcel of one’s existence. Supervision was
undermanned and inadequate. This allowed a liberal trade in rum aboard the hulks
which brought about frequent rioting and violence on some notable occasions.

Four years after the last use of convict hulks in English water, the Bermudan
hulks were still in service. In a report to the Directors of Convict Prisons in
England, Chaplain J.S. Guilding had this to say:

Bermuda is the solitary exception under the British Crown where these dens of
infamy and pollution are permitted to exist. … Few are aware of the extent of
545
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suffering to which a prisoner is exposed on board the hulks, or of the horrible
nature of the associations by which he is surrounded. There is no safety for life, no
supervisions over the bad, no protection for the good … They are productive of sins
of such foul impurity and unnatural crime that one even shudders to mention them
… A mob law, and tyranny of the strong over the weak, exists below, which makes
the well-disposed live in constant misery and terror.’ 546

Forty of these new Merchantmen arrivals to Western Australia (20.9%) had
originally received life sentences (see statistical table E, Chapter Six), but only eight
had been sentenced for murder.

547

Seventy-one (37.2%) were tried in the courts of

London, Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Cardiff,
Newcastle or Leeds, while the remaining 62.8% were from rural regions. This
included four prisoners sentenced for the firing of hay stacks. Eleven of the men
were from Ireland. Samuel Taite of County Down, married with two children, was
given life for rape and travelled the gamut of most Irish prisoners of the time, from
incarceration in Mountjoy Prison, then at Spike Island, before being transported to
Bermuda. 548

On average they were slightly older than other convict arrivals had been – 33
years. The eldest was Thomas Mustoe, an unmarried 58-year-old stonecutter of
Gloucester, who had been handed an 8-year sentence for burglary. He was one of
those who was granted a ticket-of-leave within a month of arrival in W.A.; as was
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the youngest felon in the contingent, Thomas Ellam, a 21-year-old unmarried
labourer of Leeds, who had also been given 8 years for a larceny in 1858 - which
meant that he was around 17 years of age when he was sent to the Bermudan hulks.

The man who had served the longest was 32-year-old James Fannin, who had
been sentenced to life at Tipperary in 1853 for murder. His was a nine to ten year
journey through the worst that the British system of criminal justice could mete out.
He, too, was granted a ticket-of-leave within a month of arrival in Western
Australia. Fannin was one of 66 men (34.6%) in the Merchantman who had been
convicted for crimes of violence; 39 men (20.4%) were repeat offenders.
Nevertheless, 58.1% of the 191 men who were landed were minor offenders who had
received sentences of 10 years or less. 549

The Swan River authorities may well have had some sympathy for this particular
group of transportees. One hundred and twenty eight of them, or 67% of the total,
were given a ticket within a month of their arrival; another thirty three, or 17.2 %,
were granted that document within the first year, that is a total of 84.2 % were free
to choose their own employer and, to a limited degree, their own direction within
that year despite the fact that only 28.9% of them had what would have been
classified within the Colony, a skilled occupation. 550
549

Remarkably, despite the comparatively high incidence of serious crime, only 12 (6%) of the
Merchantman convict contingent were subsequently re-convicted in Western Australia. The new
environment, for most, proved to have a very positive effect on their subsequent behaviour.
550
That is, apart from the relatively small number of carpenters, masons, blacksmiths, boot makers,
grooms, a keysmith, jeweler, carver, a plumber, bakers, miners, a poulterer, a cooper, a gunsmith and
one man who presented with the rare but vitally important trade of ‘axle tree turner, 71 % recorded
skills that were either ‘labourer’ or irrelevant to the comparatively ‘primitive’ Swan River environment.
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Perhaps Edward Jackson, a 40-year-old painter of London, who had been given
ten years for receiving, may have felt particularly anguished. He was married with
eight children; Thomas Bacon, a 38-year-old blacksmith of Lincoln, had nine
children. There appeared to be some sympathy for him in the colony, too, despite
the fact that he had been given a life sentence for the attempted poisoning of his
wife. He was granted a ticket 10 months after arrival. Most of the remainder within
the Merchantman contingent did not appear to have the same set of problems as
Jackson and Bacon. The convict records state that 77.1% of them were unmarried,
a figure that is very questionable considering the average age of the men (33 years).

Forty of the men [20.9%] had originally received life sentences, but only eight
had been for murder. Henry Wood, a 27-year-old unmarried tailor of London was
given a life sentence for making a false accusation; Patrick Cullen, a 27-year-old
unemployed labourer of County Meath, had the same sentence imposed for a
burglary, but the remainder were for crimes of violence such as robbery with
violence or assault; one was for incest and one for buggery, but six were for rape.
There were ten other cases of rape, one attracting a 20-year sentence, one 12 years,
five received 15-year sentences and three were handed down 10 years.

With 6,700 convicts arrived in the Western Australian colony it was inevitable
there would be a degree of dissolute behaviour among some of these men. There
were rumblings from among the citizenry of Perth about unsafe streets and of being
terrified at night, but there was seldom an offence committed of sufficient
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importance to provide work for the Supreme Court.

551

Chief Justice Burt told

Governor Hampton that on the rare occasions when somebody in Britain inquired
about the prospects of making a career as a barrister in Western Australia he was
discouraging. ‘Our Community is small, and forensic business is very limited,’ he
stated. 552

Contemporary commentators are not convinced. Serious crime may not have
been prevalent but a high incidence of petty crime (46.7% for drunkenness) was,
and considering the imbalance of gender within the 1850s and 1860s Western
Australian community, combined with a widespread alcohol problem, the potential
for a crime such as rape, was high. However, as researcher Jill Bavin-Mizzi has
pointed out in her book, Ravished, Sexual Violence in Victorian Australia,
convictions for rape were rarely obtained in that era and sentences were minimal.
553

She cites Anna Clark’s finding that in mid-nineteenth century England

‘conviction rates for rape were low because judges, lawyers and defendants alike
confused surrender to violence with consent.’

554

There may well have been,

therefore, some foundation to the alarm felt by sections of the citizenry in Perth, but
considering that the majority of the population was comparatively widespread
within the far-flung regions of an agriculturally-based community at that time, the
opportunities for committing such crimes would have been far less than in the
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densely populated cities of Great Britain, or even within the more concentrated
populations of New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania. Additionally, in a colonial
society imbued with British cultural and legal traditions, the crime of rape,
particularly among the lower echelons of the social strata, would have been
considered of comparatively little importance and regularly dismissed by
magistrates and socially down-played.555

Governor Hampton begins his work in earnest

At the 10 June 1863 session of the Legislative Council, Governor Hampton asked the
members to decide upon 31 Bills, mostly of an ordinary nature. Among the items,
however, were several that were to prove contentious. He reported to Council that a
considerable increase had recently been made in the number of convicts employed
on purely colonial works. In addition to the strong work parties appropriated for
the city and suburbs of Perth, ninety men were stationed on the North Fremantle
Road. The excavations for the site of a bridge at North Fremantle had commenced.
A bridge over the Chapman River and a bonded store and court house at Champion
Bay would shortly be completed by convict labour, and the road parties throughout
the colony had been increased in number and strengthened by men who arrived on
29 May 1863 in the ship Clyde. 556
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The Governor appeared aware that he would attract some criticism from the free
citizenry for such appropriation of convict labour. Nevertheless, he stated to his
Legislative Councillors he was determined to carry out work he judged necessary
and financially beneficial to the colony in the longer term. A bridge at Newcastle,
completed by contract in the year 1861 at a total cost of 1,100 pounds, had been so
seriously damaged by a flood that it required re-construction. Tenders were sent in
ranging from 990 to 800 pounds. Hampton pointed out that with insufficient funds
available to meet such a heavy expense convicts did the work with an outlay of only
about 110 pounds for the cartage, timber and stores. 557 Under similar arrangements
a Northam bridge was rebuilt and other damages caused by the same flood repaired
at a small cost to the general revenue. The experiment of working convicts on the
Albany Road under the supervision of the police, also mentioned in his first address,
had been successful in keeping open and improving that road at very small cost to
the local government. 558

Mere maintenance work was not the end of it. Governor Hampton had larger
projects in mind. He reported to the Council that he had received permission from
the Secretary of State to erect barracks for Pensioner Guards at Perth and, as all
the timber would be purchased and the skilled labour required for that work
performed by contract, the colony would derive benefits from the considerable
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amount of Imperial money being expended. A contract of ₤131 had also been
accepted for additions to the Immigrant Barracks. 559

The 32nd and last point the Governor made was an optimistic summary of the
current state of the colony’s fortunes. Hampton pointed to a plentiful supply of free
and bond labour, recent highly favourable weather, the improving condition of the
revenue and the expected results of attempts to open up new country. ‘Viewed in
connection with the admirable tranquillity prevailing in all parts of the colony,’ he
concluded, ‘it rendered the public and private prospects very cheering.’

560

A little

over 15 months into his tenure John Hampton appeared well satisfied. He had
rescued the colony from a state of pecuniary embarrassment, fostered an array of
commercial enterprises and, with an eye to future long-term prosperity, attempted
to balance the labour distribution equably between the carping demands of the free
settlers and the urgent requirements of civic infrastructure constructions.

Nevertheless, what some saw as the running sore of convict transportation to the
colony continued to foster heated debate. Geographers Seddon and Ravine observe:
‘Behind these images of a comfortable, slow-paced, friendly, pretty township, there
was an uneasy consciousness that it was also a prison.’

561

Others, though well

cognisant of the ‘stain’, remained philosophical. The West Australian Times was of
the opinion that the great fact which gave the colony any degree of importance in
the eyes of the Home Government was convict transportation. But, the editorial
559
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continued, there was no doubt that convicts in the colony was a great evil. ‘To
transportation, then, we must submit in this Colony for a season but we shall take
an early opportunity of considering the views entertained upon the subject at Home,
and the mode in which the system is likely to be carried out in the future.’ 562

The vexed question of convict transportation, continually in the public eye, both
in Britain as well as within the colony, was also in the forefront of the governor’s
considerations. He ventured to his Legislative Councillors that he thought it
probable the colony would receive five to six hundred convicts each year, a number
quite adequate for carrying on public works and at the same time sufficient to
satisfy the ordinary requirements of the labour market. Hampton ventured that the
only significant change in the convict system was the Colonial Office decision to
abolish conditional pardons after 26 September 1863. As explained by Hampton,
this was to retain in Western Australia the well-behaved men who, under former
arrangements, frequently left the colony as soon as they had received their pardon
and had saved sufficient money. 563

Statistics show another policy change at this point in time. The Merchantman
arrived with 191 convicts aboard on 18 February 1863. The average time to the
granting of a ticket-of-leave for this contingent of convicts subsequently proved to
be 4.5 months. However, for the 313 convicts who were unloaded from the Clyde
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three months later the average time to ticket-of-leave was to be close on two years.
564

Governor Hampton was stepping up his public works programme.

In a further report to the Legislative Council, Hampton offered his opinion that
the conduct of all classes of convicts was generally good. Absconding had been
suppressed by sternly-enforced measures. All the convicts maintained by
government were warned that absconders would be worked in irons after their
apprehension. Chain gangs had been established to carry out this rule in a very
stringent form. All the men comprising such gangs would be lodged in the Convict
Establishment at night. According to Governor Hampton, escapee convicts were
apprehended in a short time and while illegally at large they did not commit the
atrocious crimes of bushrangers in New South Wales and Tasmania. 565

Taken in isolation this can be misleading. There were other factors beyond the
subjective considerations of Governor Hampton and the Legislative Council,
accounting for the lack of ‘atrocious’ crimes in Western Australia. The
‘atmosphere’ in the state differed markedly from the eastern colonies. The relatively
benign attitude of free settlers toward ticket-of-leave convicts (whose labour they
desperately needed) was an important factor. Allied with this, in considerable
contrast to the assignment system in New South Wales and Tasmania, was the
relative autonomy of a Western Australian ticket-of-leave man.
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Tasmanian convict historian Hamish Maxwell Stewart, in his paper ‘Reckoning
with convict workers in Van Dieman’s Land’, cites John West’s observation in The
History of Tasmania: ‘True, he (the convict) was well fed, while many in England
laboured hard, and yet went hungry and poor, but nothing reconciled the prisoner
to his bondage; he compared his condition not with the British pauper, but [to]
theirs who, though working in the same field, were masters of their own labour.’ 566
The Western Australian convict was able to negotiate with his prospective employer
wages and conditions. To a greater degree he became master of his own destiny
after being granted a ticket-of-leave. Very importantly, coercion to work, with its
inherent, consequent inefficiencies, did not apply as it had done in New South Wales
and Tasmania.

And the fact that relatively few convicts were inserted into the vast area of the
Western Australian landscape over a 19-year period (approximately 500 per year)
mitigated against associations and assemblies of convicts and ex-convicts with
prospective, violent ‘mischief’ in mind. This was in contrast to the Tasmanian
experience where an approximate average of 1,000 convicts per year arrived in that
state and were distributed through a much smaller land mass with, because of much
more amenable climatic conditions, smaller acreages under more intensive
cultivation. Association and assembly in number would have been, therefore, far
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easier for groups of the Tasmanian convict ‘class’ bent on aggrievement and
agitation.

The ‘reformation’ rather than ‘retribution’ philosophy of such an influential
personage as the Anglican Bishop of Perth, Mathew Hale, was endemic within a
community with predominantly Church of England cultural influences.

567

His

views, and his intimate identification with the convicts’ experiences, were well
known. The Western Australian convicts had a champion in high places. And even
while serving out a ticket-of-leave period, a convict could apply for the lease of a
grant of land to begin an agricultural enterprise for himself. Given these distinctive
characteristics it is not remarkable that over the course of the convict
transportation period to Western Australia, statistics affirm that 93% (8,800 exconvicts out of a total of a little over 9,500) blended into the community without a
return to the Fremantle ‘Establishment’ and a likely period of service on a chain
gang.

The Governor furnished a return to the Council that showed markedly
contrasting numbers. On 28 February 1862 the total number of convicts maintained
by the Government amounted to 944 at 15 different stations. Only nine of these
parties were employed on roads and bridges. At the beginning of June 1864, the
number maintained by the government had increased to 1,595 at 49 stations, 43 of
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which were for roads and bridges. The purely colonial works recently completed
included the new Government House at Perth, a bridge over the Chapman River, a
court house and bond store at Geraldton, extensive additions to the Immigrant
Barracks at Perth, a jetty at Albany, a new prison at Rottnest, refitting the Supreme
Court House at Perth, fitting the Old Military Hospital as a police office, the block
road (Hampton’s ‘cheeses’) between Perth and Fremantle, and a large amount of
roadwork throughout the colony. 568

With the exception of the police station at Pinjarrah and the two jetties, all public
works carried out by convict labour cost the colony nothing for their supervision or
maintenance or their tools. The material benefit derived by Western Australia from
transportation was further enhanced by over ₤90,000 of Imperial money expended
annually in the colony. According to Hampton, the recent completion of the new
Government House, and the advanced state of the buildings at the lunatic asylum,
would increase the supply of convict labour for roads and bridges. With the aid of
₤60,000 on the estimates of 1865 for such purposes, there was reason to expect much
greater work performed during the next eighteen months than any corresponding
length of time since the colony’s foundation. 569

As signalled by the governor, the regular arrival of convict transports continued.
On 12 September 1864 the Merchantman arrived again, this time with 260 convicts
aboard. The ship had left Portland on 1 July and made direct passage to Fremantle
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in 73 days. At the time this was a record passage for a convict ship to the Swan
River, beating by two days the record set the previous year by the Glasgow-built
clipper Clyde. 570 The number of convicts transported to Western Australia was now
approaching eight thousand.

Despite his stringent management of the colony’s tenuous pecuniary situation,
trouble was in the wind for the authoritarian Governor. There was still considerable
ambivalence about both the convict presence in the colony and the governor’s
administrative effectiveness. On Friday, 30 September 1864, the Perth Gazette
expressed concerns regarding the constant escapes being made from the convict
party at the Fremantle bridge works. The editor assured Governor Hampton that
the lack of adequate protection to the lives and property of the settlers was doing
more to promote the growth of an anti-transportation feeling in the colony than
anything else. 571

Of greater concern among colonists, however, was the balance between convict
and free labour. Lionel Samson, the prominent Fremantle merchant and a member
of the Legislative Council, and increasingly a critic of John Hampton’s
administrative directions, wrote to the Perth Gazette regarding the reasons why so
many worthwhile people continued to leave the colony. He complained that at the
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time when convicts were requested, it was never anticipated that they would be
managed so as to prevent the free artisans from obtaining a livelihood. 572

Despite the complaints and anomalies, convict transportation had brought in a
considerable amount of Imperial money to the colony, none of it repayable. The
presence of the convicts created wealth and markets for the produce of that wealth.
Sufficient time had gone by for many former convicts to gain their freedom and, for
some, to become men of property and influence. The populations of Northam and
Toodyay, in particular, numbered 570 expirees and conditional pardon men, against
316 free men. Former convicts owned land worth ₤4,000, 795 hectares of crop worth
₤5,500 and other property worth ₤9,000. 573

Governor John Hampton, in his first two years of office, had implemented tighter
controls over the fiscal affairs of the colony and in the efficient administration of the
convict system, both to considerable advantage. His firm, authoritarian hand,
however, had offended many and his exclusive gubernatorial control had precluded
a greater say in governance by the free-settler fraternity increasingly wishing to
influence policy directions. Troubled times lay ahead.
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Chapter Nine

Governor Hampton – an ‘iron’ administrative hand amid
community agitation

Despite Governor Hampton’s stringent management strategies, the colony’s
viability still remained in question. Then news reached them in 1865 that the British
Government would discontinue convict transportation in 1867. In consequence the
dominant agricultural fraternity urged the Governor to release a greater proportion
of available convict labour into their rural enterprises while the opportunity
remained. Despite this pressure, however, Hampton continued to accent the public
works programme he had previously instituted. Most disposable convict labour
remained oriented toward the building of roads, bridges and public works.
Criticism grew, particularly from many among the pastoral fraternity and from the
emotive, vitriolic pen of the editor of the Perth Gazette, Arthur Shenton.

In reality the governor had little choice. British legislative directions largely
determined his actions. Nevertheless, colonists were aggrieved. The lack of
consultation between the Governor and the community became a matter of
increasing vexation. His close supervision and ‘iron hand’ had tightened convict
administration and, with that, the economic viability of the colony, but his
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authoritarian style toward an influential section of the community led, increasingly,
to an agitation for a greater say in their own governance.

574

As the arrival of the

last convict importations became imminent, the settlers, though convinced of the
morality of cessation, wondered how they would survive with the supply of cheap
labour about to be terminated.

In a letter dated 12 May 1865 the Secretary of State forwarded a dispatch to
Governor Hampton, stating officially that the British Government intended to send
out ships containing from 270 to 280 convicts in each of the years 1865, 1866 and
1867, at the end of which transportation would cease.

575

Battye was of the opinion

that many of the colonists were convinced they could no longer derive further
benefit from the convicts, while their presence debarred the colony from a fuller
voice in the management of its own affairs. 576 Politics aside, however, there was still
the urgent matter of economic survival.

At the first meeting of the Legislative Council in 1865 the Governor put before
the members the British Government’s decision to discontinue transportation and
the consequent prospect of a gradual diminution of Imperial expenditure.

577

It was,

he emphasised, more than ever an imperative to continue employing the whole of
the disposable convict labour on roads, bridges and works of general utility, the cost
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of which could not be met by colonial revenue.

578

He reported that, currently, there

were about 800 convicts employed on such works, and it was probable that the
number would soon be increased by the arrival of another convict ship from
England. He believed that the open labour market was fairly supplied by free
persons and by ticket-of-leave men, of whom 1,375 were earning their own
livelihood at the end of May. 579

The next transport to arrive was the Racehorse on 10 August 1865 with 275
prisoners. The ship carried a crew of 105 officers and men, with 50 pensioner
guards under the command of a sergeant-major. The latter group were
accompanied by their wives and children. 580 The average age of the convicts aboard
was a little under 32 years, 68.2% were listed as unmarried, only 35.6% had skills
which would have been appropriate in the colony, although this was a favourable
figure compared to the majority of previous shiploads (see statistical table A,
Chapter Six).

None of the convicts had received sentences of less than eight years. Nearly a
third had been convicted for crimes of violence, with just under a quarter of those
having been given life sentences. Twenty-two of the Racehorse contingent had been
arraigned to trial for burning haystacks, again an indication of the stress endemic
among the agricultural workers of Britain at the time and the determination by
authorities to put an end to such protests. The repeat offender rate was 35.8%, only
578
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slightly less than the 36.7% average for the 28 transport ships surveyed from 1850
to 1868. 581

The 275 convicts aboard Racehorse were to serve an average of a little over three
years on government work parties before being granted a ticket-of-leave. It was a
far cry from the early years of transportation to Western Australia when entire
shiploads of convicts had been granted tickets-of-leave immediately upon arrival. 582
It was also an indication of Governor Hampton’s determination to use the available
labour in the latter period to build vital infrastructure within the colony before the
supply ended.

By mid-November 1865, the matter of a more representative Legislative Council,
though still simmering, had dissipated to the point where it was no longer the ‘lead’
in the newspapers. Another prominent concern raised its head. At a succession of
meetings of the York and Toodyay agricultural societies the subject of ‘Protection’
had became an urgent priority with them again. The Toodyay Society remarked in a
letter to the Perth Gazette that the country dwellers did not feel the same sense of
importance as the citizens of Perth and Fremantle. What department, police or
military, would protect the far-flung lonely farm household from ‘… the insults of
the marauder?’

583

It was an opinion at odds with the statistical evidence. Taken

into consideration should be the fact that the convict population had steadily
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increased and to that point 8,124 convicts had been landed in Western Australia.
The total population of the state was 21,381. In the period 1850 to 1859 there had
been 59 escapes recorded (an average of 5.9 per year); between 1860 and 1865 the
number had risen to a total of 255 (an average of 42.5).

584

However, considering

that within the 7,000 convicts surveyed in this study, an average of over 20% had
originally been convicted of crimes of violence and over 30% had been repeat
offenders, the numbers are small. It is in fact remarkable there was so little
appreciable trouble from the vast majority of the former ‘lags’ - both a commentary
on the society from which they had come, the environment into which they had been
inserted and, just a importantly, the manner in which they had been introduced into
society through the relatively benign ticket-of-leave system..

Clearly the comparatively low incidence of infractions by members of the
convict or ex-convict fraternity were being highlighted by the smaller communities
and reported subjectively by a section of the press, typically the Perth Gazette. The
newspaper was intent on negative criticisms of the convict transportation system.
The citizens of Western Australia, it reported, had never supposed there would not
have been those who would prove ‘irreclaimable’ after arrival but, it warned,
‘without some distinct pledge of the kind being given [on protection], we shall not be
surprised to find an anti-transportation movement take place all over the country
districts.’

585

It was yet another example of the jaundiced views of editor Arthur

Shenton, taking any opportunity to rail against not only the convict system but the
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authoritarian Governor John Hampton as well, with whom, as subsequent reporting
reveals, he increasingly vented a considerable personal animosity.

On 22 December 1865 the Vimiera hove to off Fremantle with 278 convicts
aboard. She had left Portsmouth on 21 September and completed her cargo of
convicts at Portland before sailing under the medical superintendence of Dr
Crawford. It brought the number of convict arrivals to Western Australia to 8,402,
an average of 525 per year since 1850. 586

The Perth Gazette closed its year with optimism, noting that despite looking too
much in the past for external assistance, the colony now had reason to be proud of
an advancing independence of feeling and energy, confident that when the time
came for transportation to cease the colony would be well able to work out for itself
a fair share of prosperity and progress. In the short term the citizens had to look for
a wise application of the convict labour at the disposal of the government while such
means remained available. 587

In his 22 June 1865 report to the Legislative Council, Governor Hampton
reported that about 800 convicts were currently employed in government work and
1,375 ticket-of-leave men were currently earning their own living. Which left,
therefore, a figure of 5,949 ex-convicts (or 27.8% of the state’s population)
ostensively free within the colony. In all, by mid-1865, over 7,300 convicts (90% of
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the arrivals) since 1850 were ‘out’ on ticket or conditional pardons, or had been
granted their certificates of freedom. 588

A major pre-occupation for Governor Hampton was how to use the labour at the
disposal of the colony in the limited time available. Despite criticisms, he pressed on
with his public works programmes using convict labour. The Legislative Council
met in full session for the first time in 1866 on 22 June. Governor Hampton
announced that the revenue for the previous year had exceeded expenditure by
₤2,957 and that abundant data to be furnished to the members would warrant an
additional ₤5,986 to the estimated revenue of 1867. He believed that most of the
expected surplus should be appropriated to provide ₤700 for contract surveying and
drafting, and to increase to ₤3,303 the amount for roads and bridges. 589

On 4 July 1866 the fortieth transport ship to arrive at the Swan River since 1850,
the Belgravia of 895 tons, under Captain Jackson, anchored off Fremantle after a
voyage from London of 87 days. It carried aboard 275 convicts as well as
passengers, Surgeon-Superintendent Dr W. Smith, R.N., Mr Irwin, Religious
Instructor, four warders, their wives and children, a guard of 30 pensioners with 23
wives and 40 children and a cargo of 122 tons of convict stores.

590

The average age

of this convict contingent was 32.7 years, 90 of them (32.7%) were either married or
widowed and 114 of them (42.2%) came from larger centres of population, a higher
percentage than most shiploads to arrive thus far (see statistical table G, Chapter
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Six). Skills were again in short supply. Only 72 (26.8%) were recorded as having
prior occupations that could be considered useful in the colony, labourers apart (see
definition in Table A, Chapter Six).

Among the group were 10 ‘lifers’ (3.7%), then fifty men who had been convicted
for crimes of violence (18.5%) and 208 who were repeat offenders (76.8%), the
highest percentage in that category thus far (see statistical table D, Chapter Six).
However, overall, most sentences were comparatively short term: 218 men (80.2%)
had originally received 7-10 years, 39 (14.3%) had been handed down 11-19 years
and only five (1.8%) had been given sentences of 20 years or more. Two men
received sentences for sacrilege. George Burrell, an unmarried 46 year-old, received
a seven-year sentence in a Central Criminal Court for chapel breaking.

591

Also

aboard the Belgravia were 21 men who had been convicted of arson in regional
courts for having set fire to farm buildings or haystacks.

One strict condition imposed on ticket-of-leave holders was causing problems for
the agricultural settlers. Prominent citizen and magistrate W.P. Clifton wrote to
both the office of the Comptroller-General and to the Perth Gazette seeking a
practical amendment to the requirement imposed on ticket-of-leave holders, that
they report to a local magistrate every six months no matter where they might be
situated. Clifton suggested this regulation conceivably amounted to harassment and
was inconvenient to employers who had to bear the cost of their flocks running wild
while their shepherd might travel up to 150 miles to a resident magistrate’s office to
591
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report. Who, he asked, was to bear the cost, the landholder or the government? 592 It
was a reasonable question considering the parlous economic state many pastoralists
were in. But, according to the Gazette, the Acting Comptroller-General, George
Hampton, son of the Governor, replied curtly that he was unable to agree with
Clifton’s opinion. 593 It was a piece of bureaucratic intransigence that proved an illconsidered response. The settlers were seeking initiatives more in tune with their
local situation than a strict adherence to regulations set in stone by instrumentalities
on the other side of the world.

In late November 1866 the contentious North Fremantle traffic bridge, 954 feet

wide and 46 and one half feet wide, was opened for traffic at long last. The Perth
Gazette tried hard to be generous. Predictably, it found it necessary to insert a
qualified comment: ‘The only objection we have heard to the bridge is that the
gradient of the approach on the north side is too steep, and that a curb is wanting on
each side to prevent vehicles being drawn, in passing each other, too close to the
side.’ 594 The Inquirer was more positive. Editor Edmund Stirling, more sympathetic
to Governor Hampton’s administration, alluded to the Governor’s intention to
move on to other projects, such as a breakwater for the protection of vessels at the
port of Fremantle, with the convict labour used in finishing the Fremantle bridge.
595
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According to the Inquirer’s editor, too few were engaged with the problems that
would arise with the discontinuance of transportation. However, he expressed
confidence in the abilities of Governor Hampton to negotiate a satisfactory balance
of arrangements with the Home Government. The general wish of the colony was
that the Mother Country should continue to financially and administratively
maintain her own convicts, reducing the commitment by degrees corresponding
with the number remaining on hand. 596

The Governor closed the last session of the Legislative Council for the year 1866
on 17 December, stating that he found the condition of the colony very satisfactory
in every respect. The flourishing state of the public revenue would leave a surplus in
the Treasury to commence the coming year. It was the intention to carry on public
works during 1867 to an extent never before attempted in the colony. He believed
that at the close of convict transportation from England, the province would find no
reason to regret that it had ever been a penal settlement.

597

The decision to end

convict transportation to Western Australia was now irrevocable. But many
colonists remained ambivalent. It would be a moral triumph, but would it be an
economic disaster?
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Governor Hampton’s public works focus – legislative revision

Attempted escapes had become numerous, according to J.S. Battye: ‘During the
eight months ending March 1867, over 90 attempts at escape were recorded, more
than three times the number of any previous period of the same length.’

598

Free

colonists apparently felt threatened and Superintendent Lefroy expressed
annoyance and frustration. In his opinion some of the country resident magistrates
had proven overly sympathetic to the malefactors. Lefroy complained that the
absconders caused grave concern both to himself and to the warders, as not all
escapees were punished. A recent example had come before him when six roadparty prisoners escaped and made their way to some ‘ticket’ men camped nearby in
order to get drunk and generally ‘live it up’. 599

Undoubtedly, supervision of outlying convict parties was lax, but opportunism
would not alone have been the sole reason for the higher incidence of escapes in the
1860s. Statistics indicate that the type of convict being sent to the colony had
deteriorated from those sent in the first five years of the convict period. These later
arrivals may not have been as amenable to the discipline imposed, nor would they
have been slow to take advantage of the freer environment of the Swan River
Colony. However, according to Tasmanian convict researcher Hamish MaxwellStewart, long-term escapees in that state were not necessarily those with sentences
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for serious offences in the United Kingdom.

600

In support of Stephen Nicholas’s

findings in the analytical study Convict Workers, Maxwell-Stewart deplored the
broad statistical findings of earlier convict researchers, questioning ‘the manner in
which this data has been contorted to fit a view of nineteenth century crime which is
essentially based on the colourful descriptions of middle class English ‘moral
entrepreneurs’. 601 He contends that, coupled with an over-emphasis on the offences
committed by convicts, it has resulted in the now widely accepted view that
transportees were overwhelmingly drawn from the ‘professional criminal classes.’
On re-analysis, however, no significant correlation between severity of primary
sentence and subsequent absconding rates was affirmed.

602

Rather, it was those

least-fitted for the often heavy labouring demands and the physical severity of the
new environment who were most likely to attempt to escape from circumstances
which, after a period, they found increasingly hard to tolerate. Many former textile
workers, clerks or bargemen, for example, would have found the physical demands
of life in the inhospitable bush areas of the Western Australian agricultural areas, in
particular, beyond their capacities to endure.

A perusal of the records of a selection of Western Australian transport ships
supports this argument. Aggregating the numbers of convicts aboard five transports
which progressively arrived in Western Australia, Sea Park (arrived 5 April 1854
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with 303 convicts aboard), Adelaide (195), Merchantman #1 (191), Clyde (320) and
Racehorse (arrived 10 August 1865 with 275 aboard), we find 75 (5.8%) of the total
of convicts were subsequently re-convicted in Western Australia.

603

One might

suppose that the majority of these colonial re-offenders would come from the
category of serious offenders with long-term sentences. However, only 17 of the 75
re-convictions (23%) had records for ‘crimes against persons’; the remaining 58
had been sentenced for relatively minor offences such as burglary, stealing or
poaching. In fact, the majority of the re-offenders from these transports (77%) had
served, or were serving sentences of 10 years and less for comparatively minor
offences.

But probably the most important factor regarding the heightened rates of escape
was that among those who arrived from 1864 onward there were feelings of
aggravation and frustration. Governor Hampton’s policy of keeping large numbers
occupied on public works for far longer periods than previously meant that the time
now taken to be awarded a ticket-of leave was considerably greater than that of a
convict in the 1850s.

Additionally, Hampton’s policy of a public works focus during that period was
not popular with many farming settlers still seeking labour. It was a policy not
entirely of his own making. What determined his actions had primarily been the
1864 English Ticket-of-Leave Act, dictating that men were not to be given their
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conditional release (ticket-of-leave) until their sentence had expired. 604 The Act had
directly emanated from the deliberations and report of the 1863 Royal Commission
into Transportation. In clause 71 the Commissioners expressed the opinion that the
practice of granting liberal conditional pardons should be discontinued. ‘The men
who have received them are subject to no special control, and their behaviour in the
colony has consequently been found to be less than good than that of the holders of
tickets of leave.’

605

In relation to the Western Australian environment, the

Commissioners were of the opinion also that convicts should arrive sometime before
they acquired a claim to discharge with a ticket-of-leave. They were of a mind that
‘advantage arises from their having to work long enough under custody after their
arrival, to enable them to attain some knowledge of the colony, of the wages they
may fairly expect to obtain there, and of the labour they will be required to perform
when they receive their ticket of leave.’

606

They recommended that no convict

should become entitled to a ticket-of-leave in less than six months and, upon
average, each should wait from between fifteen to eighteen months before being
eligible to apply.
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Prior to this, following the arrival of the transport Merchantman in February
1863, 67% of the contingent had been granted a ticket-of-leave within a month and
a further 17% gained a ticket within a year; i.e. 84% of the convicts aboard received
a ticket-of-leave within the first twelve months in the colony. Only 30 convicts from
that particular ship had to wait longer. However, three months later, foreshadowing the new Ticket-of-Leave Act and consequent instructions from the
Colonial Office, only 9% of the convicts from the next ship, the Clyde, were granted
a ticket within the first year.

607

Among that contingent was another former

Bermudan convict, William Gentle. His had been a more circuitous journey than
those who had arrived on the Merchantman direct from Ireland Island, Bermuda,
three months before.

In April, 1861, Gentle, together with compatriot William Palmer, had been
placed aboard the Medway for transference from Bermuda back to England. On 30
September they were at Chatham, the naval base that was being excavated at the
mouth of the Thames. C.F. Newland, later a Comptroller-General of Convicts in
Western Australia, was in charge. Gentle was prisoner number 4008; Palmer,
number 4002. They had survived the hell of the Bermudan hulks for nine and a half
years. 608

Palmer and Gentle had originally been put on trial on 19 March 1851 for
breaking and entering the house of Sarah Rich, widow of Harlton, near Cambridge,
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and stealing from her stays and pocket, money to the value of upward of twenty
pounds.

609

Gentle protested his innocence all along and even after the jury had

returned a verdict of guilty he felt strongly enough to protest to the judge. But in the
words of the court reporter: ‘… after some severe comments … (the judge) …
sentenced the prisoner to transportation for life.’ It was an extremely harsh
sentence for the crime of stealing. It may have been unfortunate for Gentle and
Palmer that immediately prior to their hearing the same judge had heard cases
against three other men who had been accused of ‘malicious wounding to cause
bodily harm.’ 610 That trio had been handed down life sentences.

After a mandatory period of separate confinement, Gentle and Palmer were
placed aboard the Ascendent bound for Bermuda. On arrival the pair of Cambridge
agricultural labourers were put aboard the Coromendal hulk at Ireland Island.

611

Incarcerated in tropical conditions with men who had been originally sentenced to
death for crimes against the crown ranging from murder, arson, highway robbery,
horse and cattle stealing, attacks on police barracks, sedition and treason against
Her Majesty, the everyday fight for survival began. It was an agony that was to last
for close on a decade. 612
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Thirteen months after being returned to England and work at the Chatham
dockyards, William Palmer was placed aboard the transport Norwood and sent to
the Swan River Colony, where he arrived with 289 others on 9 June 1862.

613

William Gentle had to labour for almost another year in the slime and mud of the
Chatham Basin before being put aboard the Clyde, together with 319 other felons,
bound for Western Australia. The convict register describes Gentle as being a little
over 5’6” tall (170cms), with brown hair, blue eyes and a dark complexion. His
visage was ‘long’, his appearance was ‘middling stout’ and he had a scar on his left
cheek. He was a labourer by trade and was married with two children. 614

The average age of the Clyde convicts was 32.5 years. There were five men over
60 years of age in the group, but the eldest was Reuben Parker, an unmarried
labourer/gardener from Maidstone, who had been given a life sentence for burglary
and wounding. He was granted a ticket-of-leave three weeks after arrival. The
youngest was William Ferrand at 19 years of age. He was an unmarried tin moulder
from Manchester who had a 7-year sentence for a larceny, although it was a repeat
offence. He was not to receive his ticket until 29 October the following year.

Sixty-five per cent are recorded as being unmarried and only 28.5% had skills
that would have been in ready demand within the colony. In all probability, people
within the Clyde group with previous occupations such as cloth lappers, cigar
makers, butlers, asphalt makers and knitters would not have found a demand for
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their original skills; labourers, the bulk of the 71.5% of the ‘unskilled’ category,
were in high demand.
The Clyde had a comparatively low incidence of sentences for violent crime at
24.4% of the contingent – compared with earlier shipments on Ramilles in August
1854 (31%), Stag in May 1855 (28%), William Hammond in March 1856 (31.5%),
Runnymede in September 1856 (38.5%), Clara in May 1857 (26%), Nile at the end of
December 1857 (33%), Edwin Fox in November 1858 (29%) and Merchantman three
months before in 1863 (34.6%). Nevertheless, among the 320 convicts aboard there
was a 62.8% rate of repeat offences, the highest of the Western Australian convict
ships by some margin to 1863. There was a 6.7% rate of ‘lifers’, four of them for
non-violent crimes such as burglaries and two blackmails, and 42.8% (137 men) had
received sentences ranging from 5 to 9 years; 43%, however, had been handed
sentences from 10-15 years.

Unlike those aboard Merchantman, relatively few aboard Clyde were accorded
tickets-of-leave within a short space of time. The priorities for their ‘services’ were
now changing. As we have seen, under instructions from Governor John Hampton,
himself under instruction from the Colonial Office, most new convict arrivals were
to be assigned to government work parties.

William Gentle, now aged 48 years, convict number 7113, was one of the
fortunate few to be spared that initial pathway, most probably in deference to his
nine and a half years at the Bermuda public work station. On 23 June 1863, only a
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little over three weeks after his arrival, he was granted his ticket-of-leave.

615

He

walked to York and was hired to work on farms north of the town, one of them the
estate of the Burges brothers, Tipperary. His conditional pardon was granted
relatively quickly too, on the 15 February 1864, that is only eight and a half months
after arrival. 616

Also unusual was that Gentle’s wife, Ann, with two children, Samuel and
Rebecca, along with son-in-law John Endersby, arrived on the Strathmore four
months later.

617

The re-united family moved to the Quellington area, twelve miles

north-east of York, firstly leasing crown land and later purchasing it, then
gradually extending their holdings over the years until they, the Gentles and
Endersbys, became some of the largest landholders in the district. 618

William Gentle, by then a respected and respectable landholder, died on 5
November 1890 at the age of 65 years and is buried in the York cemetery. The
inscription on his tombstone, however, bears mute testimony to the difficulties he
suffered, despite the success of his later life:
Affliction sore long time he bore
Physicians were in vain
Till God of love took him above
And erased him of his pain.
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He was never entirely able to put the decade-long Bermudan hulks experience
behind him.
Only 11% of the 301 convicts aboard the Clara, which dropped anchor off
Fremantle in April 1864, were awarded tickets-of-leave within the first twelve
months. By the time the Racehorse arrived in August 1865 it eventuated that the
majority of convicts did not receive a ticket-of-leave until they had served, on
average, over three years in the colony. 619 It was much the same for prisoners in the
Belgravia (July 1866). Around 70% of them were awarded a ticket-of-leave only
after three years or more on convict work parties in various parts of the colony.

620

Comparatively speaking, this was harsh, remembering that 80% of the Belgravia
convicts were minor offenders, relatively speaking, having received sentences of 7-10
years in the English courts for comparatively minor offences.

Figures for the second last transport to arrive, the Norwood (July 1867) are
revealing of official policy and, most probably, of attitudes too. In all, 91% of the
253 prisoners aboard had been given, for that era, short term sentences varying
from 7 to 15 years. Six men were granted tickets-of-leave within the first twelve
months but, overall, the retention rate before the granting of a ticket was 48.5
months. This extended period may also be explained away, the 1864 Act of
Parliament not withstanding, by the fact that 175 (69.2%) of the prisoners were
repeat offenders.

621

Despite the long periods to be spent on governmental work

parties, the system appears to have been administered fairly. Times to ticket-of619
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leave equated quite closely to length of sentence. There were 13 ‘lifers’ (5%) aboard
the Norwood and they averaged 101 months to ticket-of-leave. The nine 20-year men
averaged 87 months while men with a seven-year sentence mostly served less than
two years. 622

Battye commented that the 1864 Act was misinterpreted by many prisoners still
within the government work system. They thought that it should have been
retrospective, whereas, in actuality, it operated only from the passing of the statute.
Battye thought, in consequence, ‘lifers’ and long-sentenced men felt they had
nothing to lose. The high rate of poor behaviour was a result.

Despite this

frustration most of the court cases were for the comparatively minor infractions of
drunkenness, common assault and breaches of the regulation.

623

Battye concluded:

‘The state of things may have been due to the strict supervision of the police, or to
the success of the regenerative measures adopted by the convict administration. In
either case it goes to show that the presence of a large convict population is not
necessarily a source of danger to a community.’ 624

Battye noted from the records that for the period 1861-1868 there had been 3,644
convictions in the various courts. 625 The population of the colony in 1868 was 24,292
(15,335 males), excluding Aborigines, and within that figure were 9,724 convict
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transportees (40% of the total population).

626

Statistically, then, 150 persons in

every thousand within the population of the colony had committed a crime,
although this is putting aside the important point of the high probability that some
would have been convicted multiple times. Battye also states that there had been
only 36 convictions in the Supreme Court during that same period (0.15% of the
population). This points to the fact that the percentage of serious crime in the colony
was surprisingly low.

627

Even if one equates the Supreme Court figure exclusively

against the entire male population the figure is still low (0.23%). Against the
number of convicts who landed at Fremantle between 1861 and 1868 (4,193) it is still
0.85%, which could be thought remarkable when one considers that around a
quarter of the convicts landed had originally been convicted of violent crimes in the
Mother Country and 45.5% were repeat offenders (see statistical tables B and D,
Chapter Six).

One hundred and fifty years on it is now accepted by many within the modern
psychological fraternity that if one is to alter a mind-set or emotional state, one
could do well to considerably alter the environment from that in which the condition
arose.

628

The Western Australian landscape and the circumstances in which the

convicts found themselves, were on opposite ends of the physical and sociological
spectrum that existed in Britain – just as importantly, their personal economic
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situations too. There were new opportunities, after the service of sentence, far from
the often hopeless destitution of the city slums and widespread poverty within the
agricultural landscape, followed by the despair of the penitentiaries and the horrific
hulks. For those with a modicum of spirit and energy remaining after those tortuous
months and years of numbing debilitation, old habits did not necessarily have to die
hard. It is interesting to note that the recidivist rate among a wide sample of the
Western Australian convicts was 7%, a remarkable figure considering the high
percentage of serious criminality among the transportees (see statistical tables B, D
and E, Chapter Six). 629 Just as remarkable, as a comparison, are modern statistics.
The recidivist rates for detainees in Australian prisons, excluding indigenous
inmates, at 30 June 2009, show a mean figure of 52.6%. 630

The first session of the Legislative Council for 1867 took place on 21 June. The
Governor reported that revenue had exceeded the estimates for 1866 by ₤15,123. In
that case he stipulated an appropriation of ₤19,758 for roads, bridges and buildings
for 1868, being ₤8,043 more than provided for in 1867. He went on to add that, as no
more bridges or jetties of importance were required for the present, the greater part
of the unskilled convict labour at his disposal would be appropriated for making
and repairing roads throughout the colony, while the skilled labour (mechanics)
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would be chiefly employed in constructing a market place and town hall at Perth. 631
He then turned to the question of the discontinuance of convict transportation,
reporting that nothing further had been heard from the Secretary of State. 632

Governor Hampton’s often curt manner and precipitous decision-making style
made him enemies within sections of the community. It was inevitable there would
be disaffection from among not only the pastoralist fraternity and Arthur Shenton
of the Perth Gazette, but from the convict and ex-convict element too. Serious,
mischievous complaints surfaced about his indiscriminate administration of
corporal punishment. These eventually made their way back to the Secretary of
State’s office. In response to what he called ‘scandalous calumnies’, Hampton was
eventually forced to defend himself to his superiors. He wrote:

I have never … ordered even a single lash … during the 27 years I have been
concerned in the management of the convicts … the enclosed reports made by me
when … in Tasmania show that I succeeded in abolishing corporal punishment in
that colony. I regret that a similar attempt on my part in W.A. has not been
successful. 633

This was corroborated by Under-Secretary Ellliot at the Colonial Office in a
memorandum to the Secretary of State, emphasising that ordering corporal
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punishment was beyond Hampton’s power. 634 The visiting justices at the Fremantle
Establishment (Resident Magistrate Charles Symmons, solicitor George Leake and
Police Superintendent Crampton) were asked for their impressions and all affirmed
the claims about floggings were at complete variance with the true facts. It was
common knowledge that Hampton was strongly opposed to corporal punishment. 635
Symmons stated that Hampton was not personally in favour of flogging and when
the newly-arrived governor urged its discontinuance in 1862-3, prisoners saw him as
being ‘soft’ with the result that disciplinary and insubordination offences increased.
Officers and warders advocated a return to the earlier system for extreme cases. 636

Hampton subsequently fully refuted all the claims against him to the complete
satisfaction of the Secretary of State, who eventually exonerated him. It would
appear John Hampton may well have been placed between a rock and a hard place.
Early in his tenure he had advocated a discontinuance of corporal punishment, but
a small, recalcitrant element within the higher number of categorized ‘hardened’
convicts then being sent to the colony demanded stringent measures to keep them
under control.

For the settlers 1867 had been a hard year. There had been heavy losses through
drought, a bad harvest, diminished stock numbers in consequence and a depressed
wool clip. One of the few glimmers of hope was the ebullience of the sandalwood
trade. The Perth Gazette sounded a pessimistic note of alarm on the future prospects
634
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of the colony with the impending discontinuance of transportation and the
consequent diminution of Imperial expenditure, allied with the associated decrease
in the supply of labour.

637

Bad as the convict influx had undoubtedly been, the

editor maintained that it would be difficult to find an adequate substitute.

638

It is

an irony that the free settlers of Western Australia in late 1867, many of them so
adamant 20 years before that they would never countenance convicts setting foot on
their lands, were now in considerable trepidation at the consequences of the system
being disbanded.
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Chapter Ten

Immediate post-transportation influences
Though convict transportation to Western Australia ceased with the arrival of 279
convicts aboard the Hougoumont on 9 January 1868, among them 60 Irish Fenians,
over 3,000 convicts remained within the government ‘remit’ for the time being. The
obligation to finance the still considerable convict department, together with
ancillary units of the military and police services, maintained the Imperial
Government’s status for the time being as a major investor in the colony and gave
some temporary assurance to those free colonists fearful for the future. With this
continuing pecuniary input, the British Government persistently resisted agitation
for self-government by sections of the citizenry, aided by an exclusive core of
landowners intent on maintaining the social and political conservative ‘old order’.

Despite the high proportion of convicts and ex-convicts within the general
community at the end of 1868, serious crime and re-offending rates were
remarkably low. This was despite claims to the contrary, spread in the main by the
Perth Gazette. The vastly different physical and cultural circumstances for the
convict and ex-convict fraternity in the new environment had positive effects on
adjustment and behaviour. Nevertheless, the continuing shadow of the convict
system mitigated against an early realisation of self-government for the colonists
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even though the eastern colonies had all achieved this status not long after the
passage through Westminster of the Australian Colonies Government Act in 1850.

The question of the colony’s future following the cessation of convict
transportation pre-occupied many. It was thought that only a concerted programme
of immigration would sustain continuing development. The Perth Gazette was of the
opinion that none of the convict, ex-convict or ‘free’ working classes who had
arrived in the latter two decades were capable of contributing much toward the
development of resources within the colony. ‘They have continued to get worse until
the quality of the importations which have arrived for a long time past have been as
bad as they could be.’ 639 Suggestions, such as the offer of free passage and remission
on the purchase of land after three year’s residence, were discussed. This would
bring, it was thought, a more respectable class and not the ‘sweepings of the
workhouse as an equivalent for the number of convicts previously with which we
have been favoured.’ 640

Debate began to heighten within the community over the advisability of pursuing
self-governing status. Arthur Shenton of the Perth Gazette pointed to the 1850
Australian Colonies Government Act which, now that convict transportation had
ceased, opened the door for representation to the Imperial Government. He believed
that if the citizens hoped to promote the progress of the colony it could only be
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achieved with a very different governing body.

641

His comments were centred on

the exclusive power of a governor to approve, reject or amend any legislative
recommendations by his councillors as he saw fit. Shenton bemoaned the fact that
the citizens of the colony had little real political influence in determining their own
affairs, pointedly concluding: ‘rather we should say, the entire absence of all power
and right to act.’ 642

It was the Inquirer that was to have the last word on the matter, for the time
being at least. It noted that Governor Fitzgerald had had the original Australian
Colonies Government Act published in Western Australia on 1 April 1851.

643

It

pointed out that, in the light of the impracticality of the proposals put forward by
those colonists agitating for representative government, this was a most appropriate
date (April Fool’s Day).

644

If the British Government was expected to continue to

inject a sizeable financial contribution into the Western Australian community
while convicts remained a Westminster responsibility, then it could not be expected
that it would give up administrative influence within the colony. 645

Despite representations from a variety of citizens urging the Home Government
to extend Dr Hampton’s tenure as Governor, an influential colonist, then in London,
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made a personal appearance at the Colonial Office. Dr Mathew Hale, Bishop of
Perth, visiting England for the Archbishop of Canterbury’s conference at Lambeth
Palace, met with the Colonial Secretary, the Duke of Buckingham. Hale advised him
that he would not return to Western Australia until the present Governor’s
replacement was assured.

646

From such a well connected personage in English and

colonial society as the good Bishop, this was assuredly the death-knell on the
prospect of John Hampton’s continuing tenure as governor.

The uncertainty, debate and controversy regarding the continued tenure of Dr
Hampton was laid to rest in September 1868 when news reached the colony of the
appointment of Sir Benjamin Pine as Governor of Western Australia. Pine,
formerly a barrister and contemporary of Chief Justice Archibald Burt in the West
Indies, was expected to arrive at Albany sometime in October. The Inquirer was
quick to praise the contributions to the welfare of Western Australia by John
Hampton over the past six and a half years. 647 This, predictably, was like a red rag
to a bull for Arthur Shenton at the Gazette. In a retaliatory editorial several days
later,

Shenton

listed

Governor

Hampton’s

unfortunate

proclivities:

his

ungentlemanly treatment of officials, his use of convict labour for his own benefit
(the Government House garden and vegetable patch), his dismissive treatment of
Comptroller-General Newland and his attempts to wreak an impotent wrath upon
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the clergy because the Bishop of Perth, Mathew Hale, ‘found it necessary to rebuke
bare-faced indecency when it dared to outrage and affront public propriety.’ 648

Despite manifold contributions to the welfare of the colony and his technical
expertise in fiscal and convict management, the human factors involved in
Hampton’s administration, played a major part in providing detractors with
‘ammunition’ to vilify him. Arthur Shenton explained the causes of the vexation
many felt toward the departing Governor. The human factor was paramount:

It is in Government House that we expect the proper tone to be given to society. Is it
not too much to expect from the head of our little state general courtesy and
kindness, as well as high principles and an unswerving sense of justice? If a
Governor be not popular it is not the fault of the people. The ‘odi profanum vulgus,
et arceo’, does not do in a colony. 649

A final faint word of praise from the editor who had heaped so much protracted

approbation on him in the past may have been small comfort to John Hampton, but
Shenton finally made an attempt to present a more balanced view. The welfare of
the colony after all, Shenton ventured, was dependent on fortunes and foibles most
often beyond the Vice-Regal office. He felt it was difficult to say how the personal
conduct of the governor could have produced different results to the general mass.
The fact was that the Treasurer now had a full chest, the Surveyor-General had a
vast area of land to distribute and the two questions on how the money should be
648
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spent, and how the land should be occupied, depended on the good or bad fortune of
the colony. 650

John Hampton’s biographer, Sister Mary Albertus Bain, wrote that the village of
Perth had, under Hampton’s influence, changed to a substantial centre with a
number of significant buildings that blended well, mostly constructed with convict
labour. This was thanks to the consistent use of local clay for the firing of bricks,
and colonial designs supporting the revival of the earlier Tudor style characterised
by Hampton Court, and consistent with Government House. It was well suited to the
materials and workmen at his disposal during the 1860s. As one architect reported:
‘Governor Hampton was the second important patron of building (after Stirling).
He changed a straggling village to a place with dignity and a strong sense of civic
consequence, who gave a visible expression to the growing pride of the citizens in
their past achievements and inspired them with confidence in the future.’ 651 Twenty
years later Hampton was still remembered for his exemplary contributions to the
colony, particularly when the need for public works to remedy such problems as the
land-locked harbour at Fremantle was debated. Walter Padbury, the first settler in
the northwest, said that he had been a signatory to the petition asking for convicts.
If Governor Hampton had been in the colony in 1850, Padbury believed that the
work on the harbour would have been done at no expense to the settlers. He
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concluded: ‘Mr Hampton was a practical and economic man and in my opinion one
of the best Governors we ever had here.’ 652

Political scientist Peter Boyce summed John Hampton up with the opinion that:

the vigour of Hampton’s public works policy, aided by maximum exploitation of
convict labour and combined with efficient operation of most public departments
and with increased revenue, deservedly earned him considerable popularity with the
landowning class. On the other hand, the public service itself, convicts, emancipists,
free labourers, and most sects of the Church comprised a solid phalanx of colonists
genuinely thankful for Hampton’s departure. Perhaps he now deserves more
honourable mention for his impressive legacy of public works and a balanced
budget, his sins – personal and otherwise – having been more or less ephemeral.

653

By November 1868 the new Governor, Sir Benjamin Pine, had still not arrived.
Though officially commissioned to the post of Governor of Western Australia, he
apparently had second thoughts and, after a period of prevarication, declined the
appointment. Accordingly, Lieutenant-Colonel Bruce was sworn in at 11.00am on
2 November as Acting-Governor and at 3.00pm the now ex-Governor, Dr John
Hampton, Mrs Hampton, George E. Hampton and his wife left Government House
for Fremantle. 654 They boarded a pilot cutter off Fremantle and were ferried out to
the waiting Emily Smith where they embarked under a 17 gun salute. At six o’clock
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on the following morning, they sailed away bound for Britain, leaving behind a
legacy of controversy that exists to the present day. John Hampton died at Hastings
on 1 December 1869. His wife Mary had pre-deceased him soon after arrival back in
England. Their son, George Essex, who had married Fanny Stone in Perth, died in
England in 1872. In turn, their son, Henry George, subsequently became Under
Secretary for Law in Western Australia from 1901 to 1935.

The convicts, a menacing presence?
Convict transportation may have ceased but matters of security still occupied many
minds within the colony. With the arrival of the last convict transport in January
1868, the number of convicts landed in Western Australia totalled a little over 9,500.
Against the 1868 census figure of 24,292 persons comprising the total population of
the colony, the proportion of convicts, ticket-of-leave men and former convicts was a
little over 40%. By that date, however, a percentage estimated by one source to have
been up to 25% had left for other colonies, legally or illegally.

655

It is an estimate

that is questionable. C.T. Stannage in his The People of Perth ventured that a lesser
figure of perhaps 1,500 left for other states before transportation ceased.
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Taking

a sample of five transport ships from Sea Park (arrival 5 April 1854) through to
Racehorse (10 August 1865), with a total of 1,304 convicts aboard, 164 ex-convicts,
overall (12.6%), are recorded as having left the colony; 37 (18%) left in the 1860s,
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129 (63%) in the 1870s and 29 (14%) in the 1880s.

657

No figures exist, of course, for

those who left illegally (without a certificate of freedom or a conditional pardon),
but the considerable difficulties involved in avoiding the scrutiny of the authorities,
both in Western Australia and the watchful eastern colonies, would very probably
have kept the numbers to a relative minimum.

At the end of 1868, 3,158 convicts still remained under government control, or
33% of the total that had been transported since 1850.

658

There were 1,550

employed on public works, 89 were either invalids or in hospital, 25 were in the
lunatic asylum, 1,409 ticket-of-leave holders were in private service and 85 were
conditional-release holders. In consequence, the Inquirer viewed with alarm the
planned withdrawal of the two companies of the 14th Regiment of Foot.

659

The

editor decried the delusion by the Imperial authorities that the worn-out veterans of
the Pensioner Force were sufficient for the purposes of all security and military
duty. His alarmed, subjective conclusion, quite typical of sections of the colonial
press at the time, was: ‘This is a penal colony at its close, when the greatest
desperadoes known to society are daily being turned loose upon the country.
Conditional pardon and conditional release holders are not allowed to set foot in
other colonies, they must remain here, many being disinclined to work and useless
when inclined.’ 660
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By the end of the year a new Governor had still not arrived but intelligence had
been received that the Duke of Edinburgh was due to visit Western Australia in the
coming February. The Perth Gazette, in its last editorial of 1868, and contrary to its
usual negativity on the state of law and order in the colony, believed the Prince
would receive a hearty welcome. Despite the colony’s evil reputation as a penal
settlement, he would find it inhabited by a quiet and peaceable people. Life and
property were as secure as in any British dominions, and crime of a serious nature
was rarely committed. 661

Shenton’s uncharacteristic assertion, at this point, that the Western Australian
community was generally ‘quiet and peaceable’, can be reinforced by statistical
analysis. For example, of the 268 convicts aboard the Nile, which arrived at the end
of 1857 (having 33% of the group originally convicted of crimes of violence, 23.7%
being repeat offenders and 73 having been given life sentences), only 18 were
recorded as having subsequently re-offended in Western Australia.

662

Remarkably,

none of the 77 ‘lifers’ seriously re-offended and neither did any of those originally
sentenced for crimes of violence. Of the 79 repeat offenders only 11 were reconvicted in W.A. 663

Similarly, of the 191 strong Bermudan convict contingent which arrived in the
Merchantman in February 1863 (134 of whom were either sentenced for crimes of
violence, were ‘lifers’ or repeat offenders, that is a 70% ‘serious criminality’
661
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category) only 12 are recorded as having subsequently re-offended in Western
Australia. Of the 54 men originally sentenced for crimes of violence, none reoffended and only one ‘lifer’ did so. Of the 41 repeat offenders aboard, only four
were re-convicted. There is a similar pattern with the Belgravia which arrived in
July 1866. Of the 275 convicts aboard only 11 subsequently re-offended. One of the
50 sentenced for crimes of violence re-offended, none of the 10 ‘lifers’ did so and of
the 208 repeat offenders, 11 (5.3%) were subsequently recorded as re-offenders. 664

Overall, taking 14 sample convict transports spread evenly through the period
encompassing 1850 to 1868, of the 3,625 convicts transported aboard these ships,
only 120 (3.3%) were subsequently re-convicted in Western Australia.

665

Of these

120 offenders only 18 (17.6%) had originally been convicted of violent crimes in
England and 48 (40%) had been repeat offenders in Great Britain. Remarkable,
because within the fourteen ships surveyed, 63% of those aboard had been
originally convicted of violent crimes, had life sentences or were repeat offenders.
This would indicate, then, that the offences committed in Western Australia bore
little correlation to the original type, severity and circumstance of offences in
Britain. The vastly different physical and cultural circumstances in the colony
obviously brought about many changes in behaviour.
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Re-convictions brought a substantial gaol sentence and return to the Fremantle
Establishment. 666 They do not include minor infractions (most notably drunkenness
and disorderly behaviour) or subsequent penalties handed down by a local resident
magistrate in outlying districts, for which a fine or a few days in the local lock-up
was the more usual penalty. It is evident that dissolute conduct was fairly common
but, overall, dangerous behaviour was not. The convict records point to the fact that
the majority of re-offenders in Western Australia were not of the original
‘hardened’ type within the ex-convict ‘class’ who had arrived from the United
Kingdom. An important conclusion from these records is, therefore, that
environment and circumstance played a major role in the original transgressions of
the more serious offenders back in Great Britain and Ireland, but, once placed
within the Western Australian environment, their attitudes and behaviours changed
markedly.

In Western Australia, serious crime remained minimal. In the 1868 Blue Book
returns for Western Australia, only 17 convictions were recorded in the Supreme
Court (i.e. .086% of the colony’s population). No free man is mentioned, but nine
expirees, five conditional pardon men, two ticket-of-leave holders and one escapee
from prison received convictions.

667

By contrast there was a total of 2,977

convictions in courts of Petty Sessions recorded against expirees, conditional pardon
and ticket-of-leave men (a rate of 94.3% against those still held on the government
‘charge’). By far the most common offence was drunkenness – 1,391 (46.7% of
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convictions). The next most serious transgression was for breach of ticket-of-leave
regulations – 96 cases (2.6%). J.S. Battye, writing dismissively of those who had
expressed concerns that the introduction of convict labour would weaken the moral
fibre of the colony, concluded: ‘the statistics prove that the convict was little more
addicted to drink than the free man; that serious crime has never been an
outstanding feature of Western Australia.’

668

This was the fact but, for some, the

mere appearance of such behaviour posed a threat open to exaggerated concerns.

In 1856 Governor Kennedy had attempted to limit the considerable number of
‘public houses’ that had sprung into being within the colony. He hoped to reduce the
number of inns and therefore drunkenness, but antagonized many leading colonists
in the process. The issue soon escalated into a demand for representative
government, with Legislative Council members Hamersley, Habgood, Dyett, Parker,
Monger, Leake, Burges and Wittenoom, to the forefront. The dissenting Lionel
Samson resigned from his seat on the Council.

669

It was a protest in favour of the

right of citizens to decide their own affairs and exercise an autonomy in private
enterprise unhindered by an authoritarian government or governor vested with
unimpeachable powers by a legislature on the far side of the world.

Of interest, too, as indicated by Battye, is that of those convicted in the minor
courts in 1868, men of the ‘free’ class were almost as evident as the ‘bond’. Free
men committed 72 (37.5%) of the total of 192 assaults, while expirees committed 49
668
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(25.5%), conditional pardon men 32 (16.7%) and ticket-of-leavers 39 (20.3%). Of
the 145 breach of contract sentences, there were 69 free men (47.6%), while there
were 30 expirees (20.7%), 12 conditional pardon men (8.3%) and 34 ticket-ofleavers (23.4%). In the categories of abusive language, profanity and obscene
behaviour, free men were convicted 84 times (38%), expirees 57 times (25.8%),
conditional pardon men 31 times (14%) and ticket-of-leavers (21.7%). 670

Allowing cattle to stray was regarded very seriously by the courts in an era when
stock numbers were at the core of economic survival. Significantly, most of the
magistrates were property and stock owners. Free men were convicted of this
offence 253 times (81.4%), expirees 32 times (10.3%), conditional pardon men 15
times (4.8%) and ticket holders 11 times (3.5%). This points to why the vexed
question of master and servant breaches of regulations were so often prominently
placed on the agendas of Legislative Council deliberations during that era.

There are a variety of reasons why the former convicts caused so little
comparative disruption and serious trouble within the Western Australian
environment. Compromising social and economic conditions in the Home Country,
and the struggle for survival, were contributing factors in the original array of
transgressions. The discipline of the subsequent prison system, rigid and harsh,
would have played a part in making most accustomed to the requirements of staying
within strict bounds. The convict on the work party, the ticket-of-leave man and
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even those pardoned, would have been wary about transgressing again. There was
little opportunity to adopt old habits and negative associations and, importantly, in
the new environment, the working classes, ex-convicts among them, enjoyed,
generally, far better physical conditions than in their former lives. The prospect of
new opportunities, too, would have been influential in the adaptation to a life of
relative obedience to law and order. Former Comptroller-General Edmund
Henderson, reporting to the 1863 Royal Commission into the penal system, thought
transportation should continue to Western Australia indefinitely since the colony
was thriving and, as he had previously noted, the country was ‘one vast gaol’. But
men also had the ‘prospect of getting an honest living’ because they were removed
from their old haunts and bad companions. 671

Contrary to popular belief, close police supervision was not always at hand. At
the end of 1861, when the convict and ex-convict population in the colony was in the
vicinity of five and a half thousand, the full police complement was 91 officers, or
one to every 61.7 of the ‘bond’ or former ‘bond’ class.

672

By 1871, ten years later,

when the total number of convicts transported to Western Australia had reached a
little over 9,500, the proportion of fully-sworn officers available to police the ‘bond’
class was one to every seventy. If one takes out the number of police administrative
staff, such as the Superintendent, Sub-Inspectors and clerks stationed in the Perth
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office, and also allowing that there were, in all, 33 native assistants/trackers in the
total contingent, the number of fully ‘sworn’ operative officers dropped to 54, or
one for every 96.2 of the bond or former bond class. 673

Allowing that a large proportion of the convicts and ex-convicts were spread over
vast areas, and that there were extreme difficulties in readily reaching many of these
areas quickly, it can be appreciated that close supervision was mostly impossible.
This fact may have resulted in fewer arrests for petty crimes but serious offences
would still have been followed up with available resources. Why then, were the
serious crime rates so low in the colony considering the extremely high percentages
of sentences for serious crimes originally imposed upon the transportees in Britain?

Writing of this, historian Anne Latham is of the opinion that convict families
were not necessarily more tireless workers than comparable free people, but their
convict background may have had positive effects in this direction. A ticket-of-leave
man had to be circumspect in his behaviour. He could be arrested without warrant
for the smallest misdemeanour and tried without a jury by a single magistrate. An
expiree was under closer scrutiny by the police than other members of the
community. Although permitted to acquire land, a ticketer’s property reverted to
the Crown if he was found guilty of misconduct. His every act had to be above
suspicion if he wished to advance himself. With such an ambition it was necessary
for him to be scrupulously law abiding as well as hard working. 674
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Coultman Smith’s book, Shadow Over Tasmania, though now well outdated and
his opinion supposedly discredited, refuted the negative images of brutalization and
the romanticized inaccuracies of inhuman harshness attached to the convict
experience.

675

He alleged that, in Tasmania, the convict was fed and clothed far

better than most other classes of prisoner or workman in Britain at the time. The
transportee who reconciled himself to his lot and behaved tolerably had a life to be
envied by the English poor. However, modern historians make similar points. J.B.
Hirst, writing of the New South Wales convict experience, argued that there are
many modern misconceptions. The fact was that, though initially a penal colony, it
quickly spawned a law abiding society. 676 Western Australia, it would seem, did not
even have to go through that tortuous process. It was a moral, law-abiding society
before the arrival of the convicts and, despite a proportionately high injection of
‘villainy’ into the population over an 18 year period, it remained so with the overall
co-operation of the transportees. Hirst argued that, ‘New South Wales [w]as a
society with convicts rather than a convict society.’
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Not everyone agrees with

him. Stephen Nicholas in his more recent Convict Society argues that ‘The
domination of the convicts, particularly their feelings, emotions, dignity and culture,
made New South Wales a slave society, even though incentives, rations and living
conditions of convicts might have been superior to that of free Englishmen.’
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adds to his argument by quoting from the 1838 William Molesworth report: ‘it is
the restraint on freedom of action, the degradation of slavery and the other moral
evils, which chiefly constitute the pain of transportation …’ 679

But in Western Australia the convicts, via a combination of the extreme shortage
of labour and the ticket-of-leave system, found themselves with an autonomy and a
freedom to negotiate the conditions of their labour through the hiring depots. And
their input was an urgent, economic necessity. As is attested particularly by the
Burges brothers of Tipperary near York, who testified at the 1861 British
parliamentary enquiry into transportation on behalf of fellow landowners, that the
convict workers were valued members of their Western Australian community.

680

John Hirst’s contention regarding New South Wales being a society with convicts
rather than a convict society, while having its opponents within that state, given the
differing circumstances in Western Australia, rings, overall, very true.

Environment, too, can play a considerable role in modification of attitudes and
behaviour, even among many of the most intransigent. Many modern psychologists
are of the view that it is circumstance rather than character that most often
determines the behaviour and the fate of any citizen.
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That was not the prevailing

view among the law-makers and penal administrators of Victorian Britain.
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Penologists Thomas and Stewart wrote that the central assumption of the Victorian
age criminal administrators, validated for them by religious dogma, was that people
were either good or bad, and that anyone could be placed in one or other of these
categories through an evaluation of their behaviour in respect to the law.

682

There

was lingering hope that the bad could be made good through the infliction of
punishment interspersed with periodic doses of religious exhortation. But this was
hard and largely unsuccessful work. Many believed that bad character was
inherited and, in a world agog with allegedly scientific revelations, such a notion was
highly acceptable.

Backed by the laws of God, this seemed a highly creditable rationale by which
the traditional enclaves of power and influence could keep an increasingly restless
and discontented ‘under-class’ in place. It was also an acceptable way of abrogating
moral responsibility for the less able or fortunate in society. Those, then, who had
been born ‘tainted’ could legitimately be kept restrained by various draconian
measures, transportation to another part of the earth’s surface being one of them.

But, in Western Australia, it is quite arguable that environmental factors played
a considerable part in breaking down long established personal practices and
attitudes. Linda Steg, Agnes Van Den Berg and Judith I. M. De Groot, in their
British Psychological Society publication Environmental Psychology, have observed:
‘If habits are a direct and automatic link between situational cues and specific
behavioural patterns, a change or removal of relevant cues should result in de682
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activation of the habits. As habits react rather inflexibly to situational change, the
cue alteration has to be substantial …’

683

That the cue alterations for the convicts

arriving in Western Australia from Great Britain were more than considerable
there is no doubt. The authors went further, writing of the relationships between
setting new goals in new environments: ‘Another strategy to de-activate habits is the
use of implementation of intentions. … Implementation intentions include a
concrete plan on when and where to perform the intended behaviour …
implementation intentions effectively reduce the importance of habit strength.’

684

That there were vastly new platforms in Western Australia for setting differing
goals from those that had been ingrained in most convicts’ former lives in Great
Britain there is also little doubt.

Environmental psychologist, Tony Cassidy, has given another view on the role of
the environment - through the senses. In his work, Environmental Psychology:
Behaviour and Experience in Context, he adopted the perspective that physical
factors are inextricably linked in their influence on human behaviour and
experience, and that the world in which a person lives is changed in consequence. 685
In a chapter entitled, ‘Sensing the Environment’, he talks of the effects of noise,
smell, colour, light (night and day) and even weather and climate, all of them having
considerable impact on behaviour, including performance and productivity. The
starkly different array of sensual inputs within the Western Australian landscape,
683
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therefore, according to Cassidy’s contentions, would have engendered quite
different emotional and physical reactions from the newcomers.

Experienced psychologist Michael Kilkenny, familiar with the Western
Australian physical landscape and the problems faced by early settlers, when
interviewed by the author, gave the opinion: ‘Leopards may not change their spots
any more than humans change their pigmentation, but behaviour, beliefs, emotions
and responses are another matter. Leopards do change behaviour to a small degree
in response to changes in the environment but humans have a relatively vast degree
of ability to respond to change in the environment. Your reference to this fact is
appropriate in the context of penal systems, rehabilitation, prejudice, religion and
social structures.’ 686

As part of the overall environmental argument one can factor in too, that the
convict was generally better fed, clothed and sheltered than had been largely the
case within the Home Country. This allowed him to think beyond the rudiments of
day to day survival to what might be possible next week, next month or even the
following year. Statistics indicate that, in Western Australia, he began that process.
With a full stomach, adequate clothes and a dry, clean and comfortable shelter,
rudimentary as these may have been, his circumstances were appreciably different
within the new environment.
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Life was still physically hard and the new country could be harsh, unforgiving
and lonely. But the convicts and ex-convicts were now far from the depressed
agricultural landscapes or the vast, burgeoning, industrial cities of their former
country. And, eventually, with a pardon granted, perchance to dream? In the
United States of America, Abraham Lincoln had pronounced to his people a few
years earlier: ‘There is no permanent class of hired laborers among us. Free labor
has the inspiration of hope.’ 687 Labour in Western Australia was in critically short
supply. The arrival of the convicts filled an urgent need. Providing their behaviour
was good, their presence was valued and they were treated accordingly. It was a
positive situation for both the free settlers and for the former felonry.

Lockier Burges, a free settler in Western Australia, in giving evidence to the 1861
British Parliamentary Select Committee of enquiry into transportation, told the
members: ‘The great benefit we have received has been that the convicts are better
servants than the free men; I would sooner have them.’

688

He confirmed that while

he had a good deal of trouble with free men he had never had occasion to bring a
convict before a magistrate. He added that after service of sentence, convicts had a
greater tendency to settle than free settlers. Burges added: ‘I have had several
whom I have given farms to. I have bought land and given them teams, and
[equipment], charging them interest for the money.’ Asked by Lord Alfred
Churchill what class of crime his employees had formerly committed, Burges
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replied that he was never informed. ‘The word convict is never used in my service.
The man is classed as a free man.’ According to Burges most pastoralists had
similar attitudes and arrangements to his own regarding the employment of convict
labour. In the face of a British Parliament under pressure at ‘Home’ to dissemble
convict transportation, it proved to be telling evidence.

One suspects, however, that Burges’s generosity toward his convict employees
was not entirely promulgated by pure altruism. The potential for ‘mischief’ by
disenchanted workmen on a farm (sabotage of stock and equipment), was
considerable. As a businessman bent on survival and profit, his motives would have
been similar to those of Tasmanian dairy farmer, Peter Murdoch. A.G.L Shaw, in
his Convicts and the Colonies, reported: ‘While Murdoch could have used the
apparatus of state as a tool of work-place discipline, he chose instead to provide his
key workers with a wage and all his hands with a ration which was both larger and
more varied than in the government issue. Although he employed between fourteen
and seventeen convicts, he never once pressed charges against an employee and he
considered that this approach was the one adopted by most masters.’ 689

At the conclusion of 1868, the proportionately large numbers of convicts and exconvicts in the population (in the vicinity of 60% of the male population), still
represented a considerable part of the Western Australian community.
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After the

cessation of transportation and the arrival of the last ship Hougoumont, the British
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Government continued to contribute sizeable funds for the remaining convict infrastructure. Therefore the Colonial Office, in particular, demanded influence in many
aspects of colonial affairs via what was, for the time being, still the largest
governmental department in the colony. For those urgently intent on attaining
complete independence from the Mother Country and fully responsible government,
the continuing shadow of the convict system remained a compromising presence.

292

Chapter Eleven

From stagnation to prosperity, 1869-94

As time-expired convicts were released into the community Imperial expenditure,
which had supported the convict system for close on two decades, was progressively
reduced. Without this fiscal infusion the colony fell once more into a depressive state
through the 1870s. As the 1880s arrived, however, adjustments had been made and
economic recovery was in train. Agitation for self-governing status took on new
impetus, but strong resistance came from conservative forces within the community
anxious to preserve the ‘old order’ and who felt that the ex-convict element, illeducated, unsophisticated and in unhealthily high proportion to the free settlers,
should not be accorded voting rights. However, by the mid-1880s, with an influx of
working-class immigrants to bolster agitation for political enfranchisement, fresh
impetus was given. Finally, the British Parliament passed the Enabling Bill on 15
August 1890 and the Western Australian colony was accorded self-governing status.
Former convicts, who fulfilled the property ownership requirements, were eligible
to vote. In 1894, the property qualification was cancelled and all former convicts,
irrespective of position or wealth within the community, were accorded that
privilege.
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The Blue Book returns for 31 December 1868 indicated that there were 1,570
convicts engaged on public works at that point in time, 241 working out of the Perth
Depot and 532 from Fremantle. The largest country depot was Swan (Guildford)
with 203, then Plantagenet (Mount Barker) with 165 engaged and then Wellington
(Bunbury/Leschenault) with 104. The next most significant depots were Victoria
(Bolgart region) with 101, Murray (Pinjarra) 35, Sussex (Busselton region) 43,
Toodyay with 59 and York with 87.

691

Each road-making gang was comprised of

relatively small numbers and so more than one work party could be sent from these
central depots to a number of different locations from week to week. In
consequence, small encampments far from civilization were numerous throughout
the bush in the developing country regions.

The number of ticket-of-leave holders in private service was noted as 1,409
(95.3% of the total ticket holders) with only 31 (2.1%) out of employment. Of the
3,158 convicts still on the government ‘books’ at the end of the year, 89 were in
hospital (2.8%), 25 were in the lunatic asylum (0.8%) and the remaining 85 (2.7%)
held conditional pardons.

Transportation to Western Australia may have ended with the arrival of the
Hougoumont in January 1868, but with over 3,000 convicts still on work parties, on
ticket-of-leave or classified as being on conditional release, the requirement for an
administrative structure to superintend such numbers remained demanding. In fact
150 clerical and supervisory staff were still engaged within the ambit of the
691
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Comptroller-General’s Department at the end of 1869, only five fewer than the
number similarly engaged five years before. When the 1869 figures were compiled
there were three fewer personnel (15) within the Comptroller-General’s office, ten
fewer at the Fremantle Establishment (31), but two more at the Lunatic Asylum,
while the numbers remained similar at the Perth, Guildford, Toodyay, York,
Champion Bay, Murray, Bunbury and Vasse depots. At Albany the number had
actually grown from seven to seventeen in that time. 692

The fact that the numbers of staff within the Convict Department had not fallen
away nearly two years after the cessation is not surprising. A glance at the Norwood
contingent’s statistics, the second last ship to arrive in July 1867 with 253 convicts
aboard, indicates that the policy of Governor Hampton in maintaining a high
number of governmental work parties was still in place. The convicts were not being
granted early release on tickets and were, in the main, being required to serve their
full terms. The average time to the granting of a ticket-of-leave after arrival for
those aboard Norwood was 48.5 months. In fact, none were awarded a ticket inside
13 months. It meant, then, that on average this group of convicts had to wait until
the end of 1871 before being granted a ticket-of-leave, even though 91% of them had
been convicted of relatively minor crimes for which they had received sentences
ranging from 7 to 15 years. The 13 ‘lifers’ averaged eight years and five months,
which brought them to the end of 1875 before the granting of a ticket. 693
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The number of Convict Department employees (administration and guards)
remained a little above 150 until 1871. Numbers were to drop to 112 staff in 1872
and then to 86 in 1873 with the closure of the Toodyay, Albany, Champion Bay,
Murray and Vasse hiring depots. Guildford remained open with a staff of seven in
1873, as did Bunbury with six and York two. Only York and Bunbury, of the
country depots, remained open the following year, but by 1875 even the Perth depot
had closed and only 51 Convict Department staff in all were employed, 38 of them
within the precincts of the Fremantle Establishment. 694

With the steady closure of the convict depots, former convicts in a state of
unemployment or destitution generally retreated to ‘The Knowle’, formerly the
home of convict Comptroller-General E.Y.W. Henderson.

695

With the increase in

numbers at that facility, the Colonial Government decided to establish a depot for
the reception of invalids ‘chargeable to colonial funds’ at Perth in what had been the
Mount Eliza Convict Depot.

696

Blue Book returns for 31 December 1869 showed

that those categorized as invalids or in hospital numbered 74 (2.6% of the convicts
still under government control). If the number of lunatics (34) is added to the figure,
3.8% of the convict population would be categorized as non-productive at that point
in time. By 1875 only 20 were put down as invalids or in hospital, and there were 14
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in the lunatic asylum at Fremantle. In all, then, 34 of a total of 948 convicts (3.6%)
were still within the government remit. 697

By 1875 the number of probation and re-convicted convicts on public works had
dropped from the 1,570 in 1868 to 324. The number of ticket-of-leave holders in
private service had fallen over the same period from 1,409 to 482, while overall the
number of convicts in Western Australia (on public works, in hospitals and asylums,
on ticket-of-leave and with conditional pardons) had decreased from 3,158 to 948. 698

1875 was the last year a Convict Department office was maintained in Perth. The
following year all staff, including Acting Comptroller-General W.R. Fauntleroy,
moved to offices at the Fremantle Establishment. It remained that way until 1879
when the position of Comptroller-General of the Convict Department was
discontinued and the entire administration was placed under the management of the
Superintendent of the Fremantle Prison, J.F. Stone. 699

During the period of convict transportation the colony’s population had grown
from 5,000 to around 23,000 in January 1868. In that time exports had risen from
£26,000 in 1850 to £193,000. Economist Roy Lourens reported: ‘The mechanics of
which the economist Keynes might have approved were there – both the pump-
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priming expenditure and the demand creation – but it was also the psychological
trigger needed to snap the colony from its vicious cycle of despondency.’ 700

In 1853 the value of exports was £26,181, as at 30 September, while the value of
imports into the colony was calculated at £134,364, or 5.13 times that of export
earnings. With a population of 9,334 at that time, the export productivity per person
calculates at £2-16-0 per head. By 1859, export earnings had risen to ₤86,146 against
imports valued at ₤116,341, this time only 1.35 times larger than exports. The
earnings per person in the community at that point (population 14,837) calculates at
a healthier ₤5-16-0. 701

Ten years later, at the conclusion of the convict transportation period, the export
income of ₤193,000 meant an earnings rate of ₤10-12-0 per person. Five years later,
in 1874, even though the population had risen by only 1,802 persons, or 360 per
year, productivity had risen to ₤15-10-0 per person and the export income of
₤409,631 had outstripped the import figure of ₤367,417. Though immigration had
slowed appreciably, export earnings in the colony had risen to fifteen times what it
had been twenty years before in 1853-54. In other words, trade intensity per capita
had risen 5.5 times. 702
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Wool had been by far the largest earner from the outset. In 1853 it accounted for
₤18,785 in export earnings, or 75%, but nearly 20 seasons later it earned the colony
₤203,175. At this point that accounted for 51% of the state’s earnings overseas.
Sandalwood (16.8%) and mother of pearl shell (14.6%) were the next largest in a
growing list of products becoming available for the international market place.

703

Timber exports had risen from an average of ₤707 per year between 1850-52 to
₤6,484 per year between 1867-68 and minerals, negligible in 1850, rose to over
₤10,000 through the 1860s.

704

Overall, consolidated revenue rose from ₤19,138 in

1850 to ₤103,661 in 1869.

The growing acceptability in England of the Western Australian product is
testament to the gradual adaptation of local producers to the difficult landscape,
and to their increasing efficiency. But the fact that the necessary infrastructures had
also been put in place through the past two decades, to obviate the markets, was an
important factor too. That the crucial labour had become available, that the very
necessary roads, bridges and jetties had been built were equally vital. Despite all the
detractors and the doubters, the convict fraternity had served a pivotal purpose in,
firstly, the survival of the colony, and then in its gradual march to a modicum of
stability, if not glowing prosperity. J.S. Battye wrote: ‘As Governor Fitzgerald [had
earlier] put the matter before the House of Lords Committee, ‘the convicts saved the
colony’.

705

Economic historian Reg. Appleyard commented: ‘Convicts not only

provided an additional supply of labour for all these industries but, equally
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important, contributed to the demand for goods and services which then made
hitherto marginal industries viable.’ 706

During the convict period the population of the state had grown by 9,460 in the
first decade and in the 1860s by 9,199, but in the decade to follow, the 1870s, the
population growth was to drop dramatically to 4,114. In fact the small colony lagged
into something of a stagnant phase again. Historian Brian de Garis has written:
‘Economic, social and political change all moved slowly and rather fitfully and the
colony continued to be thought of by outsiders, and even by its own citizens, as
something of a backwater.’

707

With the cessation of convict transportation the

general mood had been in 1868 that the colony could stand on its own feet. However,
as the number of convicts remaining in the system subsequently decreased and
Imperial expenditure correspondently dried up, the mood and the economy became
depressed. Without big purchases from the Imperial Commissariat the price of
wheat and other foodstuffs fell back to pre-convict levels. 708

To further complicate fiscal matters the Secretary of State for the Colonies
rejected any further funding or involvement by the Imperial Government in an
immigration program for the colony. This was despite the fact that it had been
pointed out that they had not formerly kept their end of the bargain, payment of
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sufficient passages for free immigrants to match the number of convicts sent.

709

Financial support apart, the disproportionate number of convicts and ex-convicts to
free male colonists at this juncture was also a cause for concern. The total number
of convicts transported into the colony had been a little over 9,500. Despite the
numbers that had left legally and illegally (estimated to be in the region of 15% to
25%), it is very probable that the convict and ex-convict population would have still
numbered over 50% of the male population at the end of the 1860s. 710

The disproportionately high number of convicts and ex-convicts were of
particular concern in the realm of politics too. Though the way was now open to
apply for self-governing status, the foundation speaker of the new Legislative
Council, Luke Leake, told the members in January 1871 that he would not like to
see ‘expirees or persons of that class have seats in the House.’

711

In 1869 the total

population of the colony was 24,653, of which 15,320 were males.

712

There was

clearly a belief that the ex-convict class, largely without an education and the
necessary social ‘background’, should not be extended the right to vote. Leake
asserted that, to represent the people in a community’s law-making institution, one
should have at least a modicum of educational and societal ‘credibility’. Clearly
there was a sensitivity to the residual stigma of convictism, an ‘ingrained taint’ that
engendered feelings of social inferiority. The propertied and influential in the colony
had had to resort to convict labour for their economic salvation in defiance of strong
709
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opinion from the eastern colonies and among former contemporaries back in Great
Britain.

Academic historian Michael Sturma concluded that the convict stain had played
a pronounced functional role in the New South Wales community’s consciousness
some decades earlier: ‘While probably unconscious, the juxtaposition of democracy
and crime was hardly coincidental. Counterpoised against crime and vice was the
concept of respectability. Whereas perceptions of crime were shaded by fear,
respectability was closely identified with colonial aspirations. In its crudest form,
respectability was a synonym for upper-middle class pretensions to moral
superiority and power. At a more subtle level, respectability entailed a “competitive
struggle” for status by persons anxious to confirm their place in a new and rapidly
changing social environment.’

713

And so it could be said of the conservative

elements within the Western Australian social, economic and political environments
of the 1870s. Luke Leake and his contemporaries belonged to the relatively small
clique of landowners, businessmen and politicians, intent on preserving their
traditional power base, the moral high ground and conservative ‘respectability’.

However, what Leake and his free ‘exclusive’ contemporaries may not have
countenanced at that point, or chose to ignore, were international forces beginning
to agitate world-wide for the political rights that had long been denied those at the
base of the population pyramid. Sandra Taylor, in her 1981 statistical study of
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Western Australian convicts, reported that among the earlier arrivals (1850-51), the
known literacy level had been 18.5%. In the period 1861-62 it had been 29.5%, but
between 1866 and 1868 the known literacy level among the convict arrivals had
risen to 77.4%.

714

Among this latter group had been a modicum of political

prisoners, a strong dissident Irish element among them, persons who had some
knowledge of politics and the world-wide agitation for the universal rights of all
men.

Though not always openly, radical movements developed among the working
classes, some ex-convicts among them, and there were signs of growing agitation. In
a history honours dissertation, J.R. McKenzie observed: ‘On 8 December 1873, a
number of mechanics and labourers met in Perth to consider the desirability of
demanding higher wages and shorter hours of work.’

715

Quite clearly Western

Australia, though one of the most remote colonies on the earth’s surface, was not
divorced from the mounting world-wide challenges to the traditional social and
political orders.

Famous English novelist Anthony Trollope was a visitor to the colony in the
March and April of 1872. Attuned to the new political philosophies that had been
sweeping across the globe in previous decades, he objected to the constitutional
arrangements in Western Australia. He described them as confused. Despite all its
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drawbacks he preferred representative and responsible government. He wrote: ‘As
things stand at the present, the governor can effect nothing without the House, nor
can the House effect anything without the governor. … any amount of ignorance in
a legislator … any amount of what I may, perhaps, call rowdyism in a chamber, is
better than practically irresponsible power in the hands of a would-be mighty
colonial officer, removed from home by half the world’s circumference.’ 716

But it was a cry in the wilderness. It was the opinion of the Colonial Secretary in
London that with responsible government the House would be inundated with
political demagogues who would endeavour to demand revolutionary reforms.

717

The attitude of the Colonial Office was no doubt coloured by its experiences dealing
with such reform movements in the eastern colonies and the growing political
acumen of the working classes. And there is little doubt it was due also to a very real
dislike of the convict element which included a number of social reformers deported
for revolutionary activity in the British Isles, most notably the Irish element within
the latter transport ships to Western Australia in the late 1860s. 718

A political stalemate ensued. Although it was recognized that responsible
government necessitated a certain widening of the franchise, opposition to manhood
suffrage in the Western Australia of the 1870s was still considerable. Governor
Robinson, a servant of the Imperial Government rather than the citizens of Western
716
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Australia, continued to exercise absolute power under the authority of the Secretary
of State for the Colonies. According to de Garis, ‘In 1875 his instructions were to
dampen down demands for self-government, which he did effectively’ 719 Though he
played the role of local constitutional potentate, and appeared to many in the colony
to set himself to obstruct further movements toward the colony becoming fully selfgoverning, he was merely following the United Kingdom Colonial Office and
Treasury directives stipulating that colonies must be able, through their own
taxation revenues, to pay the costs of their own civil administration, public works,
defence force and public loans before being granted self-governing status.

720

Nevertheless the governor and the colonist members of the Legislative Council
frequently remained at loggerheads, though this was somewhat appeased when the
Colonial Office eased its tight rein on loan-raising capacity sufficiently to allow such
major projects as the East-West telegraph, the Geraldton-Northampton railway and
the Fremantle-Perth-Guildford railway line which was completed in 1881. 721

In 1877 correspondence began between the Imperial Government and Western
Australia concerning the end of operational controls which had commenced with the
introduction of convicts over a quarter of a century before. Sir Edmund du Cane,
formerly of the Royal Engineers in Western Australia’s early convict period, and
now in charge of Her Majesty’s prisons, wanted to relinquish control of the
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‘Establishment’, its attendant buildings, administration and costs, and place it in the
hands of the local legislative authority. The Western Australian Legislative
Councillors were reluctant. Despite the fact that there were now relatively few
prisoners to maintain, costs were heavy for facilities that were increasingly in need
of considerable attention. Negotiations were ‘hard-nosed’ and protracted. In 1884
the Comptroller-General of Convicts, John Stone, was required to provide a
detailed description of the buildings within his remit - Fremantle Gaol, the Lunatic
Asylum and the Fremantle Invalid Depot. 722

In 1885 the Colonial Government enquired into the practicability of
transferring the Imperial Convict Establishment, including Fremantle Gaol, the
Lunatic Asylum and the Invalid Depot at ‘The Knowle’, from Imperial to Colonial
control. The following year the residue of the convict administration was officially
handed over to the Western Australian Government and in 1887 the Convict
Department administration was re-configured under the overall supervision of an
Inspector-General of Prisons with a staff of 22 at the Fremantle Prison and Invalid
Depot. A Head Constable was appointed to supervise the ‘Common Gaols’ at Perth,
with a staff of nine, at Geraldton (two), Albany (two), York (one), Roebourne (two),
Newcastle (one), Bunbury (one) and Wyndham (one). The remaining convicts served
their terms as ordinary prisoners and the control of the prison was now in colonial
hands. 723
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The Pensioner Guard was disbanded in practice as early as 1880, some of the
serving members becoming part of a new force called the ‘Enrolled Guard’.

724

After this change was made, ‘The Knowle’ was used to house the overflow of
lunatics from the asylum and the few remaining Imperial convicts were absorbed
into the Mount Eliza Poor House.

725

The Mount Eliza Poor House report for 1886,

submitted by William Dale, Superintendent of Poor Relief and Inspector of
Charitable Institutions, showed that as at 1 January there were 127 inmates in
residence and that 129 had been admitted during the course of the year. However,
89 had been discharged and 39 had died. 726

Of the 128 pauper inmates still in residence at the end of the year, 80% were
reported to be ex-convicts. It was a legacy of the aging process and the fact that a
great number had not been able to marry or have family to care for them in their
latter years. Rica Erickson wrote: ‘It is thought that by 1870 only about one
thousand of the single convicts had married in the colony.’
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The social imbalance

had been therefore considerable and the 80% may seem an alarming figure at first
glance, but these 128 were 0.3% of the state’s population in 1886, and, more
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meaningfully, 1.3% of the total number of nine and a half thousand convicts who
had arrived in Western Australia between 1850 and 1868. This indicates that by this
time, 98.7% of the ex-convict population had either died, had legally or illegally
‘migrated’ or had successfully integrated into Western Australian society. In the
1890 report, however, numbers had risen.

728

Of the 408 registered paupers, 326

were former convicts, which equates to 3.4% of the convicts who had arrived on
Western Australian shores during the transportation period.

Despite opposition from conservative elements, pressure for self-governing status
had continued during the 1880s. On 6 July 1887, Councillor Stephen Parker
presented a petition from the citizens of Perth stating that the time had arrived
when the Executive should be made responsible to the legislature.

729

The Governor

now lent his support. The resolution was put and was carried by 13 votes to 4. A
new political era had arrived. Nevertheless, another protesting memorial was
submitted to Governor Broome toward the end of the year, signed, supposedly, by
‘men of standing’ in the community. 730 The convict ‘shadow’ continued its presence
in two notable clauses within the document:

20. The electorate is not more than 4,500 by the last official information; and

this important body is largely composed of ex-convicts who, while they
enjoy the privilege of voting, cannot be members of the Legislature.
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23. That it [responsible government] would be an experiment … and that
until matters should be further advanced, it would be not imprudent until
at least the convict element should have ceased to exist in the electoral
body. 731

The petitioners, however, had misjudged the mood of a changed and changing
community. The bogey of the convict ‘stain’ as a rationale for withholding selfgovernment for Western Australia had passed into memory. Among those outraged
at the temper of the petition were the editors of the most prominent daily
newspapers. Horace Stirling, the editor of the Daily News, headed a column ‘A
Cowardly Attack’, describing the petition as a ‘despicable document’. 732

Finally, after much equivocation and many delays, the Enabling Bill was passed
in the House of Commons on 15 August 1890 and was given Royal Assent by
proclamation on 21 October. Ostensibly, Western Australia had become selfgoverning. But there were limitations and compromises to appease the controlling,
conservative business and agricultural proprietors. It was to be bicameral
legislature with a thirty member Legislative Assembly elected on the basis of singlemember constituencies. The Legislative Council was to remain wholly nominated
for six years, or until the population reached 60,000. A property qualification was
retained for both members and electors, but at a lower level than before.

733

Other

representational matters included restrictions by both age and sex. One strong
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argument was that, politically, women’s votes would strengthen the coastal and
rural electorates to the detriment of the goldfields’ residents where there were few
women. 734

At the first meeting of the new parliament in 1891, the member for East Perth,
Marinus Canning, representing ‘the most working class seat in the colony’,
introduced a private member’s bill in an attempt to further liberalize the existing
franchise.

735

He found little support. The opposing rationale was that the limited

franchise provided a measure of stability in the context of a new bicameral
parliament in the colony. Another move was made to extend the male franchise the
following year but it was defeated in the Legislative Council. 736

The implacable stand of conservative influences within the colony was soon
swamped by other dramatic events – the gold boom! People began flooding into
Western Australia from the eastern states and quickly the population was officially
declared as having risen above 60,000 in 1893. Under the provisions of the
Constitution Amendment Act 1893 this allowed for the introduction of full manhood
suffrage and the abolition of property qualifications for members of the Legislative
Assembly. 737
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Premier John Forrest, speaking in parliament in July 1893 on the subject of a
proposed new bill to extend the male franchise, was aware of the mood of the
newcomers who had long had the vote in New South Wales or Victoria or Tasmania.
Astute politician that he was he sought to appease any agitation they may have felt
at the lack of a say in the affairs of their new home state.

738

Thus the old class

prejudices and the social gulf of earlier times within the colony were swamped and
diluted by new attitudes and a different set of demands on the parliament of the
‘Cinderella’ state. A new era dawned.

By the time an ex-convict, even without any property qualification, had become
legally eligible to vote under the new legislative provisions which came into being in
1894, those surviving were approaching their senior years. The average age of the 75
Scindian arrivals in 1850 had been 31.3 years of age. The youngest arrival, John
Smith at 19 years of age, would have been 63 years of age had he been still living.
Even the youngest arrival on the Phoebe Dunbar in August 1853, 15 year-old
Michael Doyle, would have reached the age of 56 years by 1894. The youngest of the
Norwood arrivals in July 1867, John Crossley, Thomas Seale, Michael Slaney and
Thomas Steward, all 20 years of age at the time they disembarked, and now 47 years
of age, may very well have survived to take advantage of their new right to this hard
won franchise. 739
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By 1894 the population of the colony had topped 82,000, over double that of just
five years before when the new constitution was being debated and then passed into
law. The influx of new arrivals, mostly from the depression ravaged eastern states,
where they had long held the right to decide who represented them, property
holders or not, were not cognizant of the minutia of a society which had resisted selfgovernment for so long. The incoming ‘t’othersiders’ would not have countenanced
any further delays to what they considered their inalienable, natural human right. A
new political, social and economic era was well in train. The remaining ex-convicts,
once a considerable presence, were now aging and becoming a memory, an
irrelevance in the midst of the colony’s thrusting new directions.

Nevertheless, there was a considerable legacy. In a summary of the convict era
the Inquirer newspaper commented that roads and bridges and many public works
had been constructed which, without the aid of the convict system, could not have
been done. Large Imperial expenditure in the colony had maintained trade and
strengthened the hand of the settlers. According to the Inquirer: ‘It had supplied the
country with cheap labour, not the most suitable kind, certainly, yet not the least
desirable either. And, it thus helped us forward and, overall, brought little to
detract from the good.’ 740 The editor continued:

We have learned that the criminal is not all evil, that the angel within is not forever
expelled by the verdict of the jury, that it may and does survive many deviations
from the path of rectitude, and leaves us at times to marvel at the good that lingers
740
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around the hearts of even the hardest offenders needing but little kindness from one
to another to bring it out. That here was a good deal of truth in the statement is
apparent from two facts – the very great progress made by the colony under the
convict system, and the almost complete absence of after ill-effects of a moral
character. 741

During a 1903 prisons bill debate in the Legislative Council, C.A. Piesse recalled
the convict era from a more intimate point of view:

In my mind’s eye I can see those prison parties stationed throughout the country,
consisting of decently dressed men, working hard, living in some instances in huts
made of blackboys set on end … I vividly remember those camps, and I know that
the occupants were well conducted, and did good work for the country. Some of
them are still living; and it is pleasing to look back at those days and bear tribute to
their industry. As an instance, they made a road practically from Albany to Perth;
and I am safe in saying that hundreds of miles of that road will stand as a lasting
memorial, not only to the physical strength of the labourers, but to the good system
on which they worked. 742

The convict presence at the colonial Swan River settlement, undoubtedly
unwilling and laggardly on occasions, provided a crucial, timely contribution over
two decades during a precarious period when the infant colony’s survival was
uncertain. Though scarcely countenanced now, the unwelcome convict insertion into
the colony’s physical, economic and social ‘landscape’ laid the foundations for a
741
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viable Western Australia. At the same time it profoundly changed the lives of the
transportees themselves, giving many an opportunity to take new, vastly different
directions, to build positive futures for themselves and succeeding generations,
chances that invariably would have been denied most of them had they remained in
the ‘Old Country’.
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Conclusion – the legacy
The Western Australian convict era was the final phase in a British transportation
phenomenon that lasted from the first transportation act in 1597 (during
Elizabethan times - An Acte for the Control of Rogues, Vagabonds and Sturdy
Beggars), to the arrival of the Hougoumont off Fremantle in 1868. During that 271
year period positive changes in penal law and administration took place. The
Western Australian convict experience was a far cry from callous brutality of the
early boatloads sent to America and the West Indies during the course of the 17 th
and 18th centuries.

The loss of the American colonies following the War of Independence forced the
British authorities to establish a convict colony in New South Wales in 1788. In all,
approximately 150,000 convicts were subsequently sent to the eastern colonies of
Australia. Convict depots were established in Tasmania in 1803, at Newcastle, Port
Macquarie and further north at Moreton Bay in 1824. Norfolk Island, 1600
kilometres out into the Pacific Ocean, became the main repository for persistent
offenders. The last convicts arrived in Tasmania, when the St Vincent landed 307
prisoners in May 1853.

The Swan River settlement began its establishment in 1829 as a free colony, but
some early settlers, particularly from among the pastoralist and farming fraternity,
realized within a short period of time their parlous economic plight could only be
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turned around with an infusion of desperately needed labour. Their early petitions
for convicts were not supported by Governor Hutt, conservative elements within the
administration and an opposing body of settlers, still imbued with the principle of
free labour, determined to struggle on. The succeeding Acting-Governor,
Lieutenant-Colonel Frederick Irwin, also refused to support the movement. At the
opening of the Legislative Council in June 1847 he vehemently opposed the
agitation, commenting that the request for convicts resulted from the desire to
accumulate wealth by a portion of the community. He concluded: ‘With the
experience of other colonies, which we now witness struggling to free themselves
from this system as from a pestilence, I would strongly urge all who are favourable
to the measure to consider whether the injury likely to be entailed on the community
may not convince, when too late, that they have obtained their object at a dreadful
sacrifice.’

743

Irwin was, of course, referring to the strong anti-transportation

movements which were active both in Britain and in the eastern colonies.

With the arrival of Governor Charles Fitzgerald in 1848, a more sympathetic ear
transmitted a resolution to the British Government asking for a 100 convicts whose
crimes were not serious and who could be safely pardoned after arrival. The first
approach was rejected but Earl Grey, the British Secretary of State, finally put
forward the proposal to send convicts who had completed their separate
confinement period in a United Kingdom prison. They were to be confined in
Western Australia to particular districts and their passage money reimbursed to the
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Treasury from wages earned. After a suitable period, they could be granted a ticketof-leave and would be free to choose their own employment. 744

The ticket-of-leave system that was to operate in Western Australia from the
outset had evolved quite directly from a metamorphosis in penal administration that
had taken place, particularly through the course of several previous decades. The
work of penal reformer Alexander Maconochie, during a four year period as
superintendent on Norfolk Island, was to prove crucial. He took up his duties in
March 1840. Contrary to expectations, the period of his administration proved
peaceful. He implemented a marks system for good work and behaviour. Those who
accrued sufficient marks were accorded privileges such as swimming, the freedom
to walk about the island and to make and maintain gardens. Many of his concepts
and many of his practical measures were to have, subsequently, a profound
influence on convict administration, firstly in Tasmania and then in Western
Australia.

745

When C.J. La Trobe took over as Acting-Governor of Tasmania he

advocated prisoners serve a term in England and arrive in Tasmania with a
probation pass, which entitled them to seek work and receive an increasing
proportion of their earnings.
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The following year the probation system, which had been introduced in 1842, was
abandoned and the ‘exile’ system appeared. After landing, convicts were granted a
ticket-of-leave which entitled them to a relatively free life, provided they reported
periodically to a police magistrate in the district where they had located. A free
pardon was granted when their term expired, or when they could pay the equivalent
of their passage money out. Under the exile system, with fewer and a better class of
transportees arriving in Tasmania, and superior administration, the system
improved almost out of recognition. When the time came for the transportation of
convicts to Western Australia in 1850 a similar system was adopted.

The first 75 convicts arrived at Fremantle in 1850 on the Scindian and over the
next four years 2,400 convicts were assimilated into the community with
surprisingly few problems. The relative seamlessness of the early years of convict
transportation to Western Australia (1850 to 1854) can be attributed to the more
enlightened approach to penal administration. The accent was now directed toward
rehabilitation rather than retribution. Each prisoner held in his own hands the
chance to earn privileges and remission of sentence for good behaviour. From the
outset, the convicts who arrived in Western Australia were well aware that the
British rule of law guaranteed them, dependent on their good behaviour, a
graduated pathway to freedom. As penologists Thomas and Stewart wrote: ‘The
most important contribution to prison administration was an insistence on the rule
of law and it was primarily this fact that proved to be the reason why the convict
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experience in Western Australia was so much less brutal and squalid that it had
been in the eastern states.’ 746

Importantly, too, once granted a ticket-of-leave, the convict gained the relative
freedom of choosing one’s own employer through the hiring depot system. The
marked difference to the former assignment system that had operated in New South
Wales and Tasmania gave the Western Australian convict, by comparison, an
autonomy of thought and action, critically important to their personal sense of wellbeing, assimilation into the community and consequent productivity. The
transportee who reconciled himself to his lot and behaved tolerably had a life to be
envied by the English poor. J.B. Hirst, writing of the New South Wales convict
experience, argued that, though initially a penal colony, it quickly spawned a law
abiding society.

747

Western Australia, it would seem, did not even have to go

through that tortuous process. It was a moral, law-abiding society before the arrival
of the convicts and, despite a proportionately high injection of supposed ‘villainy’
into the population over an 18 year period, it remained so with the overall cooperation of the transportees themselves.

Hirst argued that: ‘New South Wales [w]as a society with convicts rather than a
convict society.’

746
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Convict Society argues that ‘The domination of the convicts, particularly their
feelings, emotions, dignity and culture, made New South Wales a slave society, even
though incentives, rations and living conditions of convicts might have been
superior to that of free Englishmen.’

749

He adds to his argument by quoting from

the 1838 William Molesworth report: ‘… it is the restraint on freedom of action, the
degradation of slavery and the other moral evils, which chiefly constitute the pain of
transportation …’ 750

In Western Australia the convicts’ input was an urgent, economic necessity. As is
attested, particularly by the Burges brothers of Tipperary near York, who testified
at the 1861 British parliamentary enquiry into transportation on behalf of fellow
landowners, the convict workers were valued members of their Western Australian
community.

751

John Hirst’s contention regarding New South Wales being a society

with convicts rather than a convict society, while having its opponents within that
state, given the differing circumstances, has an element of authenticity to it
regarding the Western Australian experience.

Other influences cannot be discounted. Psychologist, Michael Kilkenny,
asserts the considerable capacity of human beings to change behaviours given
differing circumstances in their lives. His view, importantly, is backed up by Oxford
behavioural psychologists Linda Steg, Agnes Van Den Berg and Judith I. M. De
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Groot and environmental psychologist Tony Cassidy.

752

There were vastly new

platforms, and incentives, in Western Australia for setting differing goals from
those that had been evident in convicts’ former lives in Great Britain.

It is arguable, backed up by statistical analysis, these principles applied to the
Western Australian convict. Of the 9,500 convicts sent to Western Australia, only
7% of them seriously offended again, sufficient to be returned to Fremantle Prison.
753

Bearing in mind that many of the boatloads from 1854 onward (following the

1853 Penal Servitude Act) contained within their contingents a 50-60% assembly of
prisoners who had been sentenced for crimes of violence or were serving life
sentences or were repeat offenders, this is a remarkable figure, especially when
equated against the modern figures (over 50%) for recidivism in Australian prisons.
754

The physical conditions themselves mitigated against ‘mischievous’ assembly.
Only half the number of convicts were inserted into Western Australia
(approximately 500 per year), as against the approximate 1,000 per year into
Tasmania. The lower rainfall and the poorer soils meant that the convicts were
spread over a far wider area and their numbers were fewer on each property
because of the consequent lack of agricultural intensity.
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Many convicts no doubt suffered from loneliness and social disorientation. Taken
over a survey of 28 convict ships (of the 37 transports which arrived in Western
Australia with more than 15 convicts aboard) it is recorded that 27% of all arrivals
were married or widowed.

755

If that percentage is extrapolated to the 9,500 total of

convicts (in the total of all 43 ships) it would equate to 2,565 having been married or
widowed in Britain. However, in a survey of eight ships containing 2,002 convicts,
there is a finding, in fact, that only eleven family reunions (0.51%) in total took
place.

756

Extrapolating that percentage also to the total number of convicts over 43

ships (approximately 9,500), less than 50 convicts overall would have achieved a
family reunion with wives and children in Western Australia. Additionally, it is
estimated by Rica Erickson, that of the total of convicts sent to Western Australia
only around a thousand married in the colony. 757 In other words, well over 8,000 of
the Western Australian convicts did not marry or officially partner again.

However, despite the emotional dislocation and considerable physical differences
for the convicts themselves, their presence in the colony definitively brought about a
much needed economic boost for an agriculturally-based community on the edge of
disintegration. During the period of convict transportation to the colony the
population grew from 5,000 to around 23,000. In that time exports rose from
₤26,000 in 1850 to ₤193,000. British Government investment, largely via the
administration and maintenance of the convict system, had been a vital influence. At
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the conclusion of the convict transportation period, the export income of ₤193,000
translates to an earnings rate of ₤10-12-0 per person (as opposed to ₤2-16-0 in 1853).
Five years later, in 1874, even though the population had risen by only 1,802
persons, or 360 per year, productivity had risen to ₤15-10-0 per person and the
export income of ₤409,631 had outstripped the import figure of ₤367,417. Though
immigration had slowed appreciably, export earnings in the colony had risen to
fifteen times what it had been twenty years before in 1853-54. 758

It was a remarkable turnaround in the economic fortunes of the colony. Though
the pastoralist/farming fraternity had undoubtedly made many adaptations in their
methods of manipulating an unfamiliar and difficult agricultural landscape, there is
no doubt that the insertion of cheap convict labour into private rural enterprises in
the 1850s, and then their greater participation in the construction of essential
infrastructure in the 1860s, improved production and markedly increased export
income. Within the community, too, the increased demand for goods and services
created new, viable business opportunities and generated a wider range of
commercial activity. 759

There had been difficulties along the way. With the passing of the Penal
Servitude Act at Westminster in 1853 a different selection criterion for convicts to
Western Australia was implemented. Those with seven-year sentences or less were
to serve their time within Britain, which meant that a more serious convict ‘type’
758
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was now only available for passage to Western Australia. The percentages of
prisoners with life sentences, crimes of violence or repeat offences rose from an
average of 4% in the first eleven convict ships to over 50% in many subsequent
ships to the Swan River, dating from the arrival of the Ramilles in August 1854. The
potential for social dislocation within the embryo community was considerable. 760

Subsequently, the number of escapes from the loosely supervised work parties
did rise but, surprisingly, the incidence of serious crime did not. The low incidence
of serious crime among men formerly of serious criminality is a direct pointer to the
social efficacy of the Western Australian convict experience. At the 1861 British
Parliamentary Select Committee enquiry into convict transportation, which from
the outset had an avowed intent of ending transportation, members seemed much
influenced by, among others, the testimony of Swan River farming settlers, the
Burges brothers, Lachlan and William. Lachlan testified that he much preferred
convict labour to free. 761 They were paid the same wages as free men but the ticketof-leave men were more reliable and hard working. He stated that he never knew
their backgrounds and never asked, considering it unimportant. His brother
affirmed that they had supported ex-convicts in setting up their own farming
properties and also supplied them with ‘plant’. Committeemen were surprised and
impressed. The brothers assured members that this was general practice within
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their farming region. The ticket-of-leave men and ex-convicts were welcomed for
their much needed labour, respected for positive input and treated accordingly.

Though Sir Joshua Jebb had reported to the Committee that the cost of
maintaining a prisoner in Western Australia was double that within Britain, the
much enhanced chances of rehabilitation within the colony swayed members to
favour continuation of transportation.

762

It gave the Committee the rationale, too,

to defend their decision within the British community, when many were calling for
its cessation.

After a decade of transportation to Western Australia and the arrival of 5,329
convicts by the end of the 1850s, the colony, though not thriving, had stabilized.
Economically, it was still a struggle for the farming and pastoralist oriented society
to become permanently viable. The Colonial Office realized that convict
administration and organization needed a stronger hand if the considerable
investment involved was to pay economic dividends in the longer term.

The appointment of Dr John Hampton as Governor heralded a new era from
1862. Formerly the Comptroller-General of Convicts in Tasmania, Hampton
quickly took on a closer supervision of the convict administration within Western
Australia. He introduced a much expanded public works program, centred on the
construction of commercial infrastructure (roads, bridges and jetties). This was
unpopular among many within the agricultural fraternity wanting a continuing
762
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supply of cheap labour. Newly arrived convicts who, in the previous decade had
served only brief periods on government work parties, were now retained at the
governor’s direction on works for far longer before being issued a ticket-of-leave.
Unpopular as it may have been, the building of the infant colony’s essential public
utilities with largely convict labour, most particularly during Hampton’s
administrative tenure from 1862 to 1868, ensured economic stability and progress.

This outstanding contribution was all but ignored by the acerbic pen of Arthur
Shenton, the editor of The Perth Gazette. Shenton, personally affronted by Dr
Hampton’s severe, unbending manner and lack of social graces, vilified the
Governor at every opportunity. The lack of libel laws in the small community at the
time, or an inability to implement them, has had Shenton muddy the historical
waters for later generations. It is an important example of the powers of a
subjective, biased but very influential community press, largely beyond any censure,
legal or otherwise, providing inaccurate and distorted commentary on a crucial
period in Western Australian history.

There were, however, agendas beyond the personal. Shenton and like-minded
contemporaries were much influenced by the somewhat hysterical ‘cause celebre’ of
Victoria’s and South Australia’s anti-transportation legislation acts (1852 and 1857
respectively), the ‘Convict Prevention Acts’, a campaign strongly led by the
Melbourne Argus newspaper and its ‘fierce’ anti-convict campaigner, editor
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Edward Wilson.

763

With Shenton’s editorial influence those attitudes spilled over

into the Western Australian community.

Shenton also represented a group of settlers who, as they began to find their
economic feet in the 1860s, heightened an agitation for a greater say in the
governance of the colony. However, while the British Government was required to
continue investment in the administration of a continuing convict presence and its
associated infrastructure well into the 1870s, the resistance to self-government
remained. A succession of governors, obedient to the directions of the Home
government, beginning with John Hampton in the 1860s, were the obvious targets
for considerable approbation from responsible government advocates. At a later
date, paradoxically, this same influential group of free settlers felt that the
disproportionately high number of ex-convicts in the community were ill-suited to
receive the privilege of a vote, despite the fact that many had assimilated
successfully. In parallel, this prejudice also reflected a will to preserve Old World
conservative social positions and privileges by a grouping of free settler ‘exclusives’,
resistant, still, to a developing new, radical social order in which former convicts
were beginning to play an influential part.

With the advent of the 1890s gold rush and the resultant boom in the colony’s
population, the influence of the former convict ‘class’ and their free settler
associates across the social chasm dissipated considerably under new, dramatically
763
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different social and economic directions in Western Australia’s affairs. The earlier
difficult times faded rapidly in the collective memory and became historically vague
quite quickly, and largely remains so to current generations. Yet it is quite evident
that the convict influence within the Western Australia of the 1850s and 1860s was
profound and positive in both the economic and social sense. It laid the foundations
for future progress and development in the latter stages of the 19th century and
beyond.

Few tangible legacies are apparent today of that crucial era, although the
physical presence of Fremantle Prison, the attendant Fremantle Cultural Centre
(formerly the Lunatic Asylum), the Perth Town Hall, the Barracks Arch and
Government House are reminders of the period. As for the lives of the convicts
themselves, Shayne Breen in his Contested Places writes of social ‘centering’, an
identification with place but, he writes: ‘Centering is a creative process authored by
people themselves; centering cannot occur when the sense of place or embeddedness
is impaired.’

764

For the ticket-of-leave and conditional-pardon convicts, social

centering was often compromised by their work circumstances. Mathew Trinca has
written that the ticket-of-leave holder was like a colonial nomad, forced to travel
long distances for seasonal, agricultural work.

765

Rural district employers, often in

parlous financial states themselves, could often only afford to employ men during
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the crucial phases of their agricultural enterprises, and, in fact, the colonial
administrators decreed the farming proprietors were only obliged to employ men
for a month at a time and, records attest, that was often the case. Within each
individual convict record is a column entitled, ‘Known Areas’. The multiplicity of
the known areas against most individual convict’s details affirm their often nomadic
state. 766

Their crucial economic impact apart, there is little doubt the majority of Western
Australian convicts would have found it difficult to ‘embed’ physically, socially and
culturally. They could be called a ‘lost’ generation, but for those that did marry or
re-unite with family we must consider their particular legacy. Western Australian
convict descendents include three subsequent state Premiers, a Deputy Premier, a
current state Cabinet Minister, a captain of the All-Australian AFL football side
and prominent journalists. Their influences have been pronounced in the state’s
affairs during the course of the 20th century. Additionally, close to two and half
thousand descendants of Western Australian convicts have received authenticated
‘Convict Descendant’ certificates at ceremonies on Western Australia (Founders’)
Day during the past 20 years, to affirm an understated but unique and vital
contribution to early Western Australian history. 767
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